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Various melt spinning embodiments have been developed over the past 30 years
and have been widely used, particularly at bench-scale for the production of metal-
lic glasses. Much of the processing science has been developed `as-needed' by the
metallurgical community. Commercial scale-up has been limited, primarily be-
cause of the diculty in maintaining good product quality. As yet, pilot-scale,
and larger, single stage melt-spinning machines have not become industrially sig-
nicant. The broad aim of this work is to develop a scientic basis for some
technological objectives.
One obvious processing restriction is the presence of surface defects on the
product. A common span-wise defect, referred to as the cross-wave, is related
to processing parameters. The key physics underlying the defect are found to be
natural oscillations of the liquid metal puddle, akin to the oscillations of a plucked
sphere of liquid. This discovery, not only provides a key piece of information about
the defect and ways to eliminate it, but also ties this highly applied process to a
classical uid dynamics problem.
The planar-ow melt spinning process is known to become unstable for various
combinations of control parameters. As with any manufacturing process, a wider
range of control and outputs is desirable. In this spirit, a theory, based on capil-larity constraining the liquid metal, is developed which predicts a range of stable
operating conditions. This theory also suggests a technology to extend the range
of stable operation. This technology has been developed and successfully reduced
to practice. The theory is further developed to provide more intimate details of
the ow structure and pressure drops in the process.
Another technologically driven element of this work is the examination of the
cooling rates in the process and their manipulation using local heat transfer disrup-
tions on the liquid metal puddle. This work demonstrates how product properties
may be manipulated on a sub-millimeter scale.
Finally a detailed description of the experimental operating procedure and
hardware is presented, in order that future researchers may not have to `re-invent
the wheel' regarding many subtle aspects of the process.BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
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xivChapter 1
Planar-ow melt spinning background
1.1 Overview
Planar-ow melt-spinning (also known as single-roll melt-spinning or planar-ow
spin casting) is a technique for rapidly manufacturing thin metallic foils or strips
in a single stage. Strips generally have a thickness less than 0.25 inches and foils a
thickness less than 0.005 inches. The technique, shown schematically in Fig. 1.1,
forces liquid metal (aluminum alloys are used in this study) through a planar nozzle
into a narrow region between the nozzle and a rotating metallic wheel substrate.
A puddle constrained by surface tension forms between the nozzle and wheel. As
the wheel translates underneath the puddle, heat is removed and solidication
occurs. A solidication front grows from the wheel as it translates and a ribbon
is eventually pulled clear of the puddle and spun from the wheel a short time
later. Typical parameters and dimensionless numbers for this process are shown
in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, respectively.
Various embodiments of melt spinning have been widely studied since 1975, pri-
marily driven by the metallurgical interest in producing microcrystalline or amor-
phous alloys via the high cooling rates (up to order 106 K/s) obtained from the
process. Only a limited amount of scale-up from bench-scale devices has taken
place, such as with Metglas (USA) and RSP Technology (Netherlands). This lack
of commercialization is mainly due to the diculty in obtaining good quality in
such thin product. The quality of the product is diminished by thickness variations,
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic of the PFMS apparatus. Metal is poured from the
crucible through a nozzle onto the spinning substrate or chill wheel, where it forms
a puddle. Solidication occurs and a ribbon of thickness T is pulled from the
puddle and thrown from the substrate. (b) Blow-up of the contact zone or puddle
region. Horizontal length scale has been compressed.3
Table 1.1: Process and material parameters with typical values.
Nozzle geometry
G 0:5   1:3 mm range of nozzle/wheel gaps
B 1:6 mm nozzle slot breadth
W 50 mm nozzle slot width
Process variables
T 0:08   0:35 mm range of ribbon thicknesses
L 4   20 mm typical range of puddle length
U 5   15 ms 1 wheel speed (linear)
P 103 Nm 2 overpressure
V 0:05   0:2 m s 1 solidication rate
Th 373 K typical superheat
Tc 298 K nominal quench temperature.
Material properties (aluminum unless otherwise noted)
s;l 2.7103, 2.3103kg m 3 solid, liquid density
ks, kl 229, 103 Jm 1s 1K 1 solid, liquid thermal conductivity
 10 3kg m 1s 1 viscosity (1033 K)
 0.86 N m 1 surface tension (1033 K)
Tl 883 K liquidus temperature (Al-7wt%Si)
Ts 853 K solidus temperature (Al-7wt%Si)4
Table 1.2: Typical dimensionless groups arising in melt-spinning.
PI 100 Pressure index P=(2=G)
We 102 Weber number U2=(2=G)
Re 103 Reynolds number U(T=G)G=
either on a large scale or because of local surface defects.
Section 1.2 provides background on continuous casting techniques and the mo-
tivation behind single-stage continuous casting. Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 review
some literature relevant to this thesis. Section 1.6 sets forth the aims of the study.
1.2 Motivation
Traditional casting processes, used to produce thin at sections, involve solidi-
cation of a material into an ingot of several centimeters thickness, followed by
transport of the ingot to a rolling mill, wherein size is reduced using a series of hot
and cold rolling steps. Such rolling steps are also used to hot-work and cold-work
the metal. A schematic of this unsteady (batch) process is shown in Fig. 1.2(a).
The concept of continuous casting in a single stage dates back to Bessemer,
1865 who envisioned using a twin-roll technique to cast steel strips. A schematic of
continuous casting is shown in Fig. 1.2(b). Liquid metal is fed continuously into the
`caster' and a product is continuously removed, and directly fed through a series of
rollers to reduce the thickness to the desired size. Bessemer's vision of continuous
casting was to pour liquid iron/steel into the gap between two counter-rotating
wheels, where-upon solidication would occur and a strip would be continuously
pulled from between the wheels (twin-rolling). Although belt-type casters (e.g.5
Figure 1.2: An overview of steady and unsteady casting. (a) is a batch or unsteady
process, (b) is a steady continuous process and (c) is a single stage continuous
process.
Hazelett Strip-Casting Corp.) and twin roll casters began to emerge in the 1960's,
it was not until 2002 that Nucor Steel commissioned the rst commercial twin-
rolling plant for steel. This process, known as Castrip R , can produce thicknesses
as small as 1.6 mm at speeds of about 1 meter per second. The limitation is the
need to further hot and cold roll the product, in part, to reduce the thickness
further.
Single-stage continuous casting of at metal product, shown schematically in
Fig. 1.2(c), oers the potential for signicant economic and environmental savings
by eliminating downstream processing steps.
Single roll melt-spinning techniques, in particular the planar-ow embodiment,6
cast at commercially attractive speeds and are considered the most promising
technologies for the next generation of continuous casting machines. The remaining
challenge is to achieve high product quality. The thinness of product obtained from
single roll casters osets the asymmetric cooling conditions obtained when casting
against one chill surface (twin-roll casters extract heat from both sides), but also
means that there is a blurring of the distinction between surface and bulk defects.
On the other hand, large gradients in parameters such as temperature, velocity
and pressures make the science behind the technology quite rich. Fluid mechanics,
heat transfer, solidication and contacting mechanics are all involved.
1.3 Fluid Mechanics
It has been shown that the uid ow and heat transfer in PFMS decouple, based on
the orthogonality of uid ow and heat transfer (Carpenter & Steen, 1997). Fluid
ow is essentially left- to-right in Fig. 1.1(b), while heat is extracted vertically into
the substrate. The variance from this orthogonality is measured by the ratio G=L,
and G=L  1 indicates decoupling is possible. With this assumption, the uid ow
can be analyzed separate from the heat transfer. To rst order, uid ow models
have successfully described the average behavior of the process. However, it will
be shown in this work, that this stand-alone treatment of the uid-ow may not
be appropriate when describing non-isothermal conditions, commonly encountered
in real experiments where active wheel cooling does not occur.
Early works on planar-ow casting have utilized simple Bernoulli type balances
across control volumes to examine the uid mechanics (Sung, Kim, Park & Kim,
1994). Many of these works attempted to solve the coupled heat and uid ow
problem (Anestiev & Russev, 1987; Berger & Ai, 1988). A detailed attempt to7
model the pressure prole within the puddle, under the assumption of a viscous
(low Re number) regime, was reported later (Yu, 1987; Steen, Yu & Carpenter,
1988). These authors decomposed the puddle into control volumes, the turning
region, nearly rectilinear ow region (modeled using lubrication theory) and the
meniscus ow region. These models do not provide information about the ow
elds and of course incorrectly assume viscous and surface tension forces domi-
nate. However, these studies did nd usefulness as a building block for relating
the nal ribbon thickness to processing parameters. Numerical work, using lubri-
cation theory, highlighted the existence of recirculation in the puddle (Gutierrez
& Szekely, 1986).
Huang, 1981 had previously recognized that the ow regime was inviscid. He
showed from scaling arguments, with the simple Bernoulli equation, that (P  
Pd;g)=lU2  (T=G)2, where P is the overpressure and Pd;g is the gas pressure
(atmospheric) outside the downstream meniscus. This relationship was later con-
rmed by the work of Fielder, M uhlbach & Stephani, 1984. Others have accounted
for non-Bernoulli type behavior i.e. inviscid ow with vorticity (Carpenter & Steen,
1992). The diculty with this type of analysis is the applicability of the results
to wide range of laboratories and casting conditions (Praisner, Chen & Tseng,
1995) On the basis of inertia and surface tension being the dominant balance in
PFMS, scaling the momentum equations indicated that the viscous forces are an
order of magnitude less than the surface tension forces. Ibaraki, 1996 assumed a
high Reynolds number ow within the puddle and provided a simple analytical
solution to the pressure drop across the puddle. This model allowed for either a
rectangular or triangular channel of ow in the downstream region of the puddle.
This work briey addressed the pressure drop associated with the upstream region8
of the puddle using a mechanical energy balance.
Several useful numerical works have been reported, though each is limited by
the diculty in treating the long, slender geometry and free surface problem Buss-
mann et al., 2002; Chen & Tseng, 1999; Gong et al., 1991; Wang & Matthys, 2002;
Wu et al., 1992; Chen & Hwang, 1995. These numerical studies typically attempt
to solve the coupled heat and uid transfer problem. Most often, these models
are applied to high cooling rate conditions, where amorphous material would be
formed, such that a distinct solidication front is not present and a temperature
varying viscosity is used. Proper treatment of the solidication front is necessary
to model melt spinning of crystalline materials.
Within the puddle there exist two boundary layers, one at the solidication
front and a classic boundary layer at the upper nozzle surface. Katgerman, 1980
rst addressed the inuence of solidication on the momentum boundary layer and
showed that this layer behaves in much the same way as the classic suction bound-
ary layer examined by Schlichting, 1979. The stabilizing eect of the solidication
allows for inviscid laminar ow in the puddle. Gong, Wilde & Matthys, 1991 per-
formed a numerical analysis of the uid ow during PFMS, but this incorrectly
modeled the boundary layer as occupying the full puddle cross section.
Several authors have discussed the existence of these layers. Anestiev 1991
analyzed the puddle in terms of several vertical length scales, but did not obtain
ow structures or pressure proles. Karcher & Steen, 2001a,b gave the rst rigorous
application of boundary layer theory to solidication driven ows. These authors
focused only on the downstream region of the puddle after the slot, deriving the
gap-averaged momentum equations for a solidication front of small slope using a
momentum-integral approach. Their second paper applied the theory to PFMS by9
assuming a ow eld comprising the superposition of Bernoulli ow on shear ow
of no net ow contribution. This ow eld allows for recirculation in the puddle as
observed in experiments and computations Zielinski & Ast, 1983; Bussmann et al.,
2002.
The pressure prole determined by Karcher & Steen, 2001a,b includes the eect
of the suction boundary layer on accelerating the uid from the average velocity
in the bulk, to the velocity of the wheel at the solidication front. They were
able to analyze the inuence of the degree of recirculation on the pressure prole
and streamlines in the downstream region. A similar model, developed from a
alternate approach accounted for the dependence of the pressure prole on slot
width B (Reed, 2001).
A trace of the pressure prole along a typical streamline in the ow from the
crucible through the nozzle, turning region and downstream region was presented
by Steen et al., 2001. In this work a pressure rise due to solidication can be seen,
while a pressure drop is noted under the downstream meniscus due to convergence
of the ow channel.
The previous work has, for the most part, ignored the contribution of the
upstream region of the puddle, thus leaving room for investigation of the whole
puddle. That is the focus of Chapters 3 and 5.
For comparative purposes it is often useful to consider the uid mechanics of
liquid-lm coating processes, such as slot-coating (Durst & Wagner, 1997). The
ow regime for these processes is dierent in that viscous and surface tension
forces dominate (viscous polymeric bead vs. inviscid metal puddle). However,
the geometry of the processes are often quite similar. Another similar feature is
the appearance of surface defects, aesthetically similar in appearance to defects10
observed in melt spinning (Sartor, 1990).
1.4 Heat Transfer
As described above, PFMS is typically considered to be a uid-ow limited pro-
cess. Mass and momentum balances control the overall puddle length and ribbon
thickness. The decoupling of uid ow and heat transfer, means that only the
heat transfer problem needs to be considered in order to determine the shape of
the solidication front and the corresponding solidication velocity V , which may
vary within a particular cast.
The solidication of metal on a substrate, stationary or moving, has been stud-
ied for several years. The limiting feature in any study is the heat transfer coe-
cient at the interface between the ribbon and the solid substrate.
Detailed experimental studies attempt to measure the heat transfer coecient.
These experiments are typically dicult, and at the very least provide information
which can be loosely related to other systems. In the context of planar-ow melt
spinning, many of these studies have been reported, using a variety of techniques.
An overview of some techniques and the resultant heat transfer coecients has
been presented recently (Nagashio & Kuribayashi, 2006).
An early work using an infra-red camera focused on the top of the melt pool,
measured the heat transfer coecients for Ni5wt%Al, in the range 104 to 105
W/m2K (Gillen & Cantor, 1985). Such techniques have been used frequently, not
only as estimates of H, but also to correlate microstructure with cooling rate Can-
tor et al., 1991.
Using a thermoelectric technique for measurement of temperature, Tkatch
et al., 1997 identied heat transfer coecients ranging from 4.5104 to 4.510511
W/m2K when spinning Fe40Ni40P14B6 on an aluminum bronze wheel. This mea-
surement technique provides other useful indications, such as the point of release
of the ribbon. In a follow-up paper the technique was used to examine the eect of
melt temperature and ejection pressure on the cooling rate (Tkatch, Limanovskii,
Denisenko & Rassolov, 2002).
Kukura et al., 1995 measured the temperature at a location below the surface
of a copper chill wheel, using embedded thermocouples. By tting a 1D heat trans-
fer model, the authors estimated the heat transfer coecient to be 105 W/m2K,
when spinning pure aluminum. A shortcoming from such an approach maybe the
variation in H across the width of the ribbon and the time-dependent variation.
Time dependency of the heat transfer coecient has been reported in several stud-
ies (Takeshita & Shingu, 1986b; Li & Thomas, 1996).
Other methods of investigating the heat transfer have been theoretical or nu-
merical. One of the earliest melt-spinning studies assumed perfect contact be-
tween the ribbon and substrate when casting amorphous metal via the chill-block
method (Kavesh, 1978). This assumption allowed an analytical solution for the
heat equation to be obtained. A recent study once again assumed perfect contact
and solved the heat conduction equation for planar-ow casting (Wang, Chen, Xia,
Yu & Wang, 2004). The authors provided a step-by-step solution in an elegant
form, giving proles of the surface temperature of the ribbon. This type of model,
although useful, should be considered a rst order model because the heat transfer
coecient is being neglected.
Carpenter & Steen, 1990 estimated the minimum heat transfer coecient in
PFMS using an elementary heat balance. For aluminum, a minimum Hmin 
3  104 W/m2K, is found, while for iron Hmin  4:1  103 W/m2K. These values12
compare favorably with values reported in the literature (Chu, Giron & Granger,
1986; M uhlbach, Stephani, Sellger & Fielder, 1987).
Numerous, more sophisticated numerical models have been reported, which use
the heat transfer coecient as a parameter, found by comparison to experimen-
tal data. Gong, Wilde & Matthys, 1991 found H values of 105 W/m2K for melt
spun Al-4wt%Cu on a Cu-Be wheel. Pryds & Hattel, 1997 used xed values of
H to highlight the signicance of the wheel-heat up when casting 12CrMoV steel.
These authors stress that avoiding rapid heating of the wheel surface even for high
conductivity materials is dicult. Later work by Wang & Matthys 2002, solving
the coupled uid ow and heat transfer models for Al on a Ni substrate, presented
very detailed results including isotherms and streamlines.
A detailed review of the heat transfer literature associated with rapid solidi-
cation is not appropriate here. Reference should instead be made to a detailed
review article such as Chen et al., 1980; Wang & Prasad, 2000.
1.5 Casting Defects
Chapter 2 of this thesis deals with a ubiquitous, cross-wave defect present in melt-
spun ribbon. Many types of defect may be present on the surface of melt spun
ribbon. Some common defects include dimples, herringbone, waves, striations, to
name but a few. A description of several of these defects is given by Praisner et al.,
1995.
Understanding the physics behind the formation mechanisms for these defects is
both scientically and industrially important. An explanation of striations (length-
wise lines) was provided by Yu, 1987 though this work was done for a low Reynolds
number regime. The appearance of a so-called periodic `sh-scale' defect was13
discussed by Huang & Fiedler, 1981b. They related this defect to the condition of
the substrate surface and the formation of air pockets underneath the solidifying
ribbon. Haga & Suzuki, 2003b presented a study which culminated in a table
relating nozzle geometry and conguration to feature formation. Unfortunately
such empirical results are unlikely to be easily reproduced from one laboratory to
the next.
Beyond these works, very few physical mechanisms for defects in PFMS have
been proposed. On the other hand several other works have been reported for
processes with similar geometries or application. For example, wave defects in
overow melt spinning (Legresy et al., 1997), oscillation marks during the con-
tinuous casting of steel (Thomas et al., 1997; Badri et al., 2005), and defects in
coating ows (Sartor, 1990). In these cases, physical mechanisms for the defect
formation have been reported.
Understanding the physical origin of surface defects is especially important in
a process such as PFMS. At the typical thickness being cast ( 100 m), there is
a blurring between the denition of surface and bulk defects. Defects are gener-
ally detrimental to product properties and appearance. The presence of dierent
defects may have a singular cause or may be the result of several combined phe-
nomena (uid ow, solidication, chemical, physical etc.).
1.6 Aims of this work
Many studies involving PFMS are characterizations of the unique microstructures
obtained during rapid solidication. Other, more processing oriented studies, are
focused on modeling of the transport phenomena in the process. Quite often what
is missing in these studies is a direct tether to specic technological goals. The14
broad aim of this work is to develop the science behind several real technological
issues.
This work focuses on a variety of length scales, from the overall cast length
(50 m) to the microstructural feature size ( 1 m). Chapter 5 will indicate
that, at least for Al-7%Si, sub-micron behavior is of little interest at this moment.
Chapter 2 deals with a ubiquitous cross-wave defect observed in the product.
We put this defect in the context of similar wave-type defects found in continuous
casting and liquid lm coating operations. The nature of the defect was initially
studied by Reed, 2001, though several inaccurate conclusions were reached in that
work. In this present work, the defect is linked to capillary vibrations of the liquid
metal puddle. The frequency and wavelength are studied and the amplitude is
looked at briey. The evidence presented suggests air pockets are the culprit for
the formation of the defect. However, how this air is getting captured or entrained
is not known. Modeling (computational and analytical) is the preferred direction
for resolving this issue. Thus Chapter 2 represents a situation where experiments
are leading the theory.
Chapter 3 explains the need to cast a wider range of thicknesses using a wider
range of operating parameters. A previously, empirically-dened operating win-
dow (Carpenter & Steen, 1992), is derived from theoretical considerations. Cap-
illarity bounds the window and dissipation in the upstream region of the puddle
sets its breadth. The theory suggests that the window (or regions where casting is
successful) can be extended by imposing a dierence from the gas pressure outside
the USM to the gas pressure outside the DSM. This is a case of theory leading
experiments. A device (Byrne, Swan & Steen, 2006a) has been built to produce
this pressure dierence.15
Chapter 4 presents detailed modeling of the pressure prole throughout the
entire puddle. Previous work on the pressure within the PFMS puddle almost
exclusively focused on modeling the downstream region. The work here, initially
motivated by the desire to see whether the puddle has a load carrying capacity,
proceeds in much the same spirit as Reed, 2001. The usefulness of this modeling,
among other things, is in the detailed prediction of the breadth of the operability
window dened in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 approaches the science behind a new technology for manipulating the
cooling rates in continuous casting. Using a pulsed laser, heat gradients can be con-
structed on the substrate surface or by directly inuencing the liquid metal. Such
gradients result in regions of dierent cooling rates in the solidifying metal. We
examine the inuence on cooling rates by rst looking at macroscopic (length-wise)
cooling rates, then microscopic (through-thickness) cooling rates using microstruc-
tural feature size measurements. We conclude that cooling rates can be altered
signicantly in a very localized area, via this technology.
Chapter 6 provides details of the melt-spinning apparatus and methods of use.
To supplement Chapter 3, the design of the dierential pressure device and its
operating procedure are given. Other important experiments, not used in the
main chapters, are also briey described.
Several appendices are included which present material, which supplements the
main ndings of this thesis.Chapter 2
Capillary puddle vibrations linked to
casting-defect formation in planar-ow
melt spinning
Planar-ow melt spinning (PFMS) is a single-stage rapid manufacturing / so-
lidication technique for producing thin metal sheets or ribbons. Molten metal
is forced through a nozzle onto the substrate where it freezes and is spun o as
ribbon product. A puddle of molten metal held by surface tension (capillarity)
forms between the nozzle and substrate. An important measure of product quality
is the uniformity of thickness along and across the ribbon. At small length scales,
local thickness changes or surface defects are present which are undesirable. This
work examines the cross-wave, a well-dened periodic surface defect, seen when
casting aluminum-silicon alloys. The presence of the defect is related to processing
conditions and puddle dynamics. Motions of the puddle menisci are captured using
high-speed video and analyzed for frequency content. A high frequency vibration
of both menisci corresponds to the observed frequency of the surface defect. A
scaling analysis reveals these motions to be capillary in nature and comparisons
are made with two model problems of vibrating capillary liquids.
Reprinted, with permission, from Metallurgical and Materials Transactions
B, 36B, C.J. Byrne, E.A. Theisen, B.L. Reed and P.H. Steen., Capillary puddle
vibrations linked to casting-defect formation in planar-ow melt spinning, pp. 445-
456, 2006.
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2.1 Introduction
Planar-ow melt spinning PFMS (also known as planar-ow or single-roll spin
casting) is a continuous casting technique for rapidly solidifying thin metal sheets
or ribbons. The technique has been of interest (1) because of the economic and
environmental advantages of casting a nal product directly from the melt and
(2) because of the special properties arising from the unusual microstructure of
rapidly-frozen alloys. For ribbons cast thinner than 1 millimeter, present bench-
scale machines, including ours, make product at economically attractive rates but
of insucient quality. Our goal is to develop a scientic understanding of various
undesirable features appearing in the product so that these may be eliminated or,
at least, manipulated, and the quality thereby enhanced.
We cast aluminum (and Al alloys) into ribbon of 50 mm width (not limiting)
and 0.1 mm thickness, typically. The distinction between surface and bulk features
blurs at this thinness. A charge of 1 kg yields a ribbon of nearly 75 meters long at
these dimensions. A typical casting speed is 10 ms 1. Note that our casting speed
is an order-of-magnitude faster and our thickness an order-of-magnitude thinner
than the state-of-the-art for commercial casting (Nucor, 2002).
The focus of this paper is an imperfection that crosses the ribbon product
span-wise with a regular stream-wise spacing. The marks are easily observable on
both top and bottom surfaces with the naked eye. The `cross-stream wave', as
it is sometimes referred to, arises over a broad range of conditions and has been
reported in other studies (Praisner, Chen & Tseng, 1995; Haga & Suzuki, 2003b).
It is observed by laboratories casting a variety of alloys. The thrust of this paper
is that this wave defect ultimately arises from the oscillation of the molten metal
puddle at a natural frequency determined by the balance between liquid inertia18
and surface tension. Such a mechanism is consistent with the prevalence of the
defect. Previous work has speculated about the role of the free surface meniscus
in the formation of such features (Wilde & Matthys, 1992; Napolitano & Meco,
2004). The present work establishes the link with a particular puddle vibration.
PFMS has been studied extensively over the two decades following 1975, driven
mainly by an interest in the enhanced magnetic and mechanical properties that
rapidly-quenched materials can have due to their microcrystalline or amorphous
microstructures. Early reviews dealt with the material properties of the melt-
spun product with some focus on processing issues (Kavesh, 1978; Jones, 1982).
The uid ow came into focus later (Huang, 1981). A review of the process uid
mechanics is available (Steen & Karcher, 1997). More recently, combinations of
numerical and experimental studies have appeared (Chen & Tseng, 1999; Buss-
mann, Mostaghami, Kirk & Graydon, 2002). Other work has focused on corre-
lating processing parameters with ribbon quality and dimensions (Haga & Suzuki,
2003b; Wilde & Matthys, 1992; Huang & Fiedler, 1981b; Carpenter & Steen, 1992).
Many authors have reported surface features including herringbone patterns, dim-
ples, striations in the cast direction and cross-stream waves, but mechanisms of
formation have not been identied (Praisner, Chen & Tseng, 1995; Haga & Suzuki,
2003b; Carpenter & Steen, 1992).
Thickness variations in the product cast in our laboratory are seen at various
length scales. The cross-stream wave corresponds to typical thickness variations
of about 30 % of the mean (for 150 m thick ribbons). This type of feature is
persistent in our cast ribbons (aluminum alloy) and is detrimental to the integrity of
the product. With a nominal Al-7%Si alloy, the presence of the cross-stream wave
reduces the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) by 20-30% on average, for example.19
The cross-stream wave is shown in Fig. 2.1. The feature is apparent as a wavy
line running across the width of the ribbon in these photographs. The wave has a
well dened wavelength , on the order of one centimeter, in the cast direction. A
composite image of both the substrate and free-side of a sample of ribbon, made
using a MicroXam Interferometric Prolometer, is shown in Fig. 2.2. Two waves
appear in this sample of ribbon. The average thickness of the sample is approxi-
mately 180 m. On the free side (Fig. 2.2(a)) the thickness reduction resembles a
continuous trench. The surface between the wave crests is relatively uniform when
compared to the depth of the trench. On the substrate side (Fig. 2.2(b)), what
appears as a valley in Fig. 2.1(b) is actually a concentration of craters. The crater
depth can be as great as 30 m for this sample. A small number of randomly
distributed craters of lesser depth may also be present between waves on the sub-
strate side. However the surface between defects is relatively at. The defect is
in registry between the substrate and free side. That is, there is no measurable
horizontal displacement of the trench on the top with respect to the row of craters
on the bottom.
A variety of similar surface features have been reported in other continuous
casting processes. The origin of short wavelength thickness variations in melt over-
ow casting of aluminum has been discussed (Legresy, Brechet & Menet, 1997).
These variations have been interpreted as being a result of repeated meniscus pin-
ning/depinning. Also the presence of substrate velocity-dependent cross-stream
defects in melt drag twin roll casting has been attributed to the bouncing of the
meniscus at the nozzle tip (Haga & Suzuki, 2003a). The appearance of so called
`oscillation marks' on continuously cast steel slabs is well documented. The fre-
quency at which these oscillation marks appear is directly related to the mold20
Figure 2.1: Photograph of cross-stream wave as seen on (a) free side and (b)
substrate side of ribbon product. The wavelength   7 mm is seen on a ribbon
section, 50 mm x 130 mm. The cast direction is left to right.21
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Figure 2.2: Prole of ribbon surfaces (a) Scan of the free-side showing two cross-
waves. (b) Scan of substrate-side. Schematic on top shows location of the scans on
the ribbon. The craters and trenches are extending into the solid product. Notice
that vertical lengths have been expanded for clarity.22
oscillation frequency. It has been suggested that several mechanisms may act to-
gether to form the oscillation marks, including meniscus freezing and overow as
well as thermal stresses in the solidifying material (Thomas et al., 1997; Badri
et al., 2005). In most instances the marks are removed by shaving the nished
product.
Periodic cross-stream waves are also seen in many liquid lm coating processes.
Among these processes, slot coating stands out as having a geometry and operating
conguration similar to PFMS. Key dierences with PFMS are 1) that solidica-
tion occurs downstream of the puddle in typical coating ows and 2) that viscosity
plays a dominant role in many coating operations whereas, in PFMS, the high
speed of material deposition makes the ow largely inviscid. Nevertheless, it is
well-recognized that meniscus and wetting-line stability inuence the surface of
the coating products (Weinstein & Ruschak, 2004). Cross-stream periodic bands
are observed for a variety of coating processes. These bands are often attributed
to the movement of the wetting line (Durst & Wagner, 1997). Even though it is
not known to what extent puddle oscillations are related to any observed coating
ow instabilities, it is instructive to use coating ows for contrast.
In Section 2.2 we distinguish two formation mechanisms for periodic features
frozen into the cast product. Section 2.3 describes the process and parameters in
detail. In Section 2.4 we provide the experimental evidence that the cross-wave
correlates to motions of the menisci. A correlation between the menisci motions
and the main processing parameters is given in Section 2.5. A competition between
capillary and inertia eects sets the time-scale for the motions. In Section 2.6 we
briey discuss parameter regimes where the cross-wave is not observed. Finally,
Section 2.7 compares to the oscillation of an inviscid sphere and a meniscus mov-23
ing in a channel between parallel plates, related observations from the literature.
Additionally, we propose that heat-transfer interruptions are a likely mechanism
by which puddle vibrations turn into thickness variations in the product.
2.2 Template- vs. Pulse-Transfer
For any feature with a characteristic stream-wise wavelength on a continuous cast
product, one can distinguish two fundamentally dierent mechanisms of formation.
In the rst, a pattern on the substrate is transferred directly onto the solidied
product, much like what occurs in contact printing where inked type is pressed
against a paper substrate to produce a printed page. In this case, the spacing
of the template (substrate) is transferred directly to the product. Double the
speed of the substrate and the spacing of the lines on the printed page remains
unchanged. For a substrate moving at speed U, the wavelength  does not depend
on U. We shall call this template-transfer formation. In the second mechanism, the
wavelength is created by a constant-frequency oscillation in the lab frame, much
like what would occur by inkjet droplets impinging on a moving substrate from a
source of xed frequency. Doubling the substrate speed will double the wavelength
of the feature since the substrate moves twice as far between impingement events.
In other words,  is linear in U (  U=f). We shall refer to this as pulse-transfer
formation. The dependence or not of  on wheel-speed will be key to identifying
the physics of cross-wave formation.
A distinct issue is how to report the measured  of periodic features. It can be
reported directly as  or as an inferred frequency
f  U=: (2.1)24
These are entirely equivalent measures, of course. But it should be kept in mind
that for dierent measures the dependence on wheel speed is dierent for the same
formation mechanism. For example, for template-transfer, f is linear in U while 
is independent of U and, for pulse transfer, vice-versa. We shall mostly report data
in terms of f, except for the nal correlation over a large range of cast ribbons in
which case we shall use .
2.3 Apparatus and Experimental Methods
Fig. 2.3(a) shows a schematic of the casting apparatus, which comprises a crucible
for housing the molten metal, a nozzle through which the metal can ow and a
metallic substrate (or chill wheel). An inert gas pressurizes the crucible in a way
that compensates for the decreasing metallo-static head as the metal ows out.
Our experimental caster operates using a 1 m diameter Cu-Be substrate. A blow-
up of the the region between the nozzle and substrate, or contact zone, is shown
in Fig. 2.3(b) (horizontal lengths are compressed for clarity). The process feeds
molten metal from the crucible (due to a combination of head and applied gas
pressure) through the nozzle of breadth, B, into the thin gap region between the
nozzle and substrate. The pressure at the nozzle entry to the puddle P is held
constant during a cast by the pressure compensator mentioned above. Because of
the small gap G, the nozzle interferes with the ow and a puddle, held by surface
tension, is formed. The contact between the substrate and molten puddle is such
that enough heat is removed from the melt for solidication to occur. Material
solidies along a front at an average velocity V . The substrate (moving with linear
velocity U) continually removes the solidied product from the melt puddle. The
nal ribbon thickness T depends mainly on the ve parameters B, G, P, V , and25
U. Mass, momentum and energy balances with appropriate boundary conditions
have been written down and put in non-dimensional form elsewhere (Carpenter &
Steen, 1997), accounting for the eects of the parameters listed in Table 2.1. It is
learned that, for operating parameters typical of our experiments, the momentum
transfer problem depends on the heat transfer problem but not vice-versa (one-way
coupling). The thermal control parameters for the experiments reported in this
paper are xed; only the mechanical control parameters are varied and the inuence
on the mechanical problem is parametric through V and indirectly through G (it
change with time due to wheel heat-up). The experimental casting apparatus in
our laboratory is described in detail elsewhere (Carpenter & Steen, 1992; Kahn,
2000; Reed, 2001).
The range of typical values for processing parameters and variables are given
in Table 2.1. Successful casting occurs only for certain `stability windows' within
parameter space. Although steady behavior does not depend on surface tension ,
the limits of steady behavior (`stability window') do. All data reported below came
from experiments carried out in these ranges. Puddle length L and solidication
rate V are included as process variables, but they are not actually set by the
operator. Specic cast data can be found in the Appendix 2.9.
Fig. 2.4 shows the ribbon thickness T, wavelength of the cross-wave , and gap
spacing G, as they vary throughout the duration of a cast. This particular cast
is some 20 m long. Each thickness and wavelength data point represents a value
found from averaging over a 0.15 m length, obtained as follows. The ribbon is cut
into a number of 0.15 m-long pieces. For each piece the thickness is measured from
the mass and area (reported in Fig. 2.4(a)) and the average wavelength by dividing
the 0.15 m length by the number of waves present (reported in Fig. 2.4(b)).26
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Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic of the PFMS apparatus. Metal is poured from the
crucible through a nozzle onto the spinning substrate or chill wheel, where it forms
a puddle. Solidication occurs and a ribbon of thickness T is pulled from the
puddle and thrown from the substrate. (b) Blow-up of the contact zone or puddle
region. Horizontal length scale has been compressed.27
Table 2.1: Process and material parameters with typical values
Nozzle geometry
G 0:5   1:3 mm range of nozzle/wheel gaps
B 1:6 mm nozzle slot breadth
W 50 mm nozzle slot width
Process variables
T 0:08   0:35 mm range of ribbon thicknesses
L 4   20 mm typical range of puddle length
U 5   15 ms 1 wheel speed (linear)
P 4 103 Nm 2 overpressure
V 0:05   0:2 m s 1 solidication rate
Th 1033 K superheat temperature
Tc 298 K quench temperature.
Material properties (aluminum unless otherwise noted)
s;l 2.7103, 2.3103kg m 3 solid, liquid density
ks, kl 229, 103 Jm 1s 1K 1 solid, liquid thermal conductivity
 10 3kg m 1s 1 viscosity (1033 K)
 0.86 N m 1 surface tension (1033 K)
Tm 933 K melting temperature28
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of (a) ribbon thickness,(b) defect wavelength and (c) gap
spacing through a cast with P held constant. Note the gradual decrease in these
values due to thermal expansion of the substrate. The periodic behavior is due to
the out-of-roundness of the substrate. A 5-piece moving average has been applied
to the data for clarity.29
Fig. 2.4(a) and (b) indicates variations in thickness and wavelength that occur
on two length scales larger than the piece size. First, over the total length of
the cast (the largest scale), there is a gradual downward trend. Second, there
is a periodic variation on the length-scale of the wheel's circumference (about 3
meters). The gradual decrease in thickness has been shown to be the result of wheel
heat-up. The wheel average heat-up has been measured at about 50   80oC for
typical 5 second casts (Kukura et al., 1995). Wheel expansion decreases the gap G,
increasing the hydrodynamic resistance to ow and hence decreases the ow rate,
in view of the constant applied pressure drop P.(Kahn, 2000) The shorter-scale
variation shown in Fig. 2.4(a) and (b) is directly related to the out-of-roundness of
the substrate, which changes G periodically. Indeed, the period of the oscillation
matches the time required for one revolution of the wheel.
The sources of both these long length-scale variations are mechanical and due
to time-dependent forcing of the gap. That is, a G(t) is imposed; template transfer
occurs. The before-cast hot-gap G(0) is known to within 5% of the desired G.
The change in G throughout a cast is measured by using a run-out meter placed
on the substrate. This allows for G(t) to be measured to within 5%. One such
G(t) is shown in Fig. 2.4(c). Both a gradual decrease and periodic variation on
this trend are evident in this data. Note that values presented in Fig. 2.4 represent
a moving average over 0.07 s (ve ribbon pieces), done to smooth very local
variations.
We will report both gap G and wavelength  values in this study. A series
of instantaneous values taken at subsequent instants throughout the cast will be
referred to as point-wise data while averages of such a series over the entire cast
will be called cast-averaged values. Values of G reported below are `cast-averaged'30
unless noted as `point-wise'. An example of point-wise values is given by the
data points in Fig. 2.4(b) and (c). It is impractical to measure G(t) directly for
every cast so a means was developed to infer the shrinkage over the duration of a
cast as described in the Appendix. This allows us to apply an average decrease to
subsequent experiments carried out under similar conditions. The error introduced
by this approximation is 10%.
2.4 Puddle Oscillations
Video imaging of the puddle indicates that the upstream (USM) and downstream
menisci (DSM) are moving throughout the entire cast. Motions are captured by a
Kodak EktaPro high-speed video system. A high-intensity ber optic light is used
to locally back-illuminate the desired meniscus. The high-speed video system, ca-
pable of recording at up to 6000 frames per second, is focused on the prole of
the meniscus region. Focusing on the menisci rather than the entire puddle region
has allowed much smaller motions of the menisci to be observed than previously
reported (Wilde & Matthys, 1992; Reed, 2001; Ibaraki, 1996). Several regimes of
motion of the menisci are identied from these images. These are shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 2.5, along with still images of the USM and DSM taken from video.
The motions are distinguished as follows.
(A1) A large scale left-right mean motion of the USM. That is, the mean posi-
tion of the meniscus moves. This mode is the slowest of those observed.
(A2) For any mean position of the USM, there are time-dependent bulk defor-
mations superposed on the mean. These are also left-right in nature, but faster
than A1.
(B) Traveling waves on the DSM, similar to those reported previously (Wilde31
A2
~ 1.3 mm
~ 10 mm
B A1
USM DSM
Figure 2.5: Types of puddle motions. A1 is a large scale left-right motion of the
USM, while A2 is a smaller scale left-right vibration of the USM. B represents
waves on the DSM. A white line is tted to the edge of the DSM for clarity. Notice
the dierent length scales associated with the photographs.
& Matthys, 1992).
In Fig. 2.5 only a portion of the DSM is shown. These traveling waves originate
at the nozzle-liquid-air contact line (top) and travel towards the liquid-solid-air
tri-junction (below). In all observed cases their amplitude decreases as they travel
downwards. This is consistent with solidication being completed within the pud-
dle region by the time the last molten metal reaches the liquid-solid-air tri-junction.
As seen in Fig. 2.6 the USM is asymmetrical about the mid-plane, being dragged
under by the moving substrate. Visualization of the motion of the lower dynamic
contact line has had limited success due to the diculty in illuminating the inner
contact region. Fig. 2.6 shows images of the USM over one period of the oscillation
illustrating motions of the type A2. Notice how the shape of the USM deforms
or `wobbles' as the liquid-substrate contact line pulls to the right (in the direction32
t = 0 t = 0:66 ms
t = 0:16 ms t = 0:83 ms
t = 0:33 ms t = 1:0 ms
t = 0:5 ms t = 1:16 ms
Figure 2.6: Images of the USM motion over 1 period of oscillation. Meniscus is
initially seen to be at (t=0 ms) then deforms as contact line moves in the direction
of the translating substrate. Eventually contact line moves back to approximately
its original position (t=1.16 ms). The gap spacing is approximately 1.3 mm.33
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Figure 2.7: (a) Times Series of USM motion (type A) for G = 1.3 mm. On the
vertical axis one unit corresponds to approximately 30m of motion. (b) Expanded
view of smaller portion of data shows the small-scale motions (c) Power spectrum
of data (notice log scale on y-axis).
the substrate is moving).
To quantify these motions, a time series of the displacements of the puddle
menisci are extracted from the high-speed video (a threshold technique with linear
interpolation yields sub-pixel resolution (Lowry, 1996)) and analyzed for frequency
content by fast fourier transform. For brevity we only present data here that relates
to motions of type A in Fig. 2.5. Frequencies for motions B are similar to those
for motions A.
A typical time series of the motions A, for G = 1:3 mm, is shown in Fig. 2.7(a).
This plot is of the motion of the left-most point on the USM relative to the right
edge of the image, which is xed in space. Motions of dierent amplitudes are34
seen. The longest periodic motion shows approximately 9 large peaks over a one
second period (motion A1). Superimposed on this is a smaller amplitude and
higher frequency motion, which is enlarged in Fig. 2.7(b)(motion A2). On the
vertical axis, one arbitrary unit corresponds to approximately 30m of motion of
the puddle interface. Note that Fig. 2.7(a) shows 9 peaks during 1 second while
Fig. 2.4 shows only 3 peaks. The data come from casts at essentially the same
wheel speed. The dierence is the moving-average applied to the data in Fig. 2.4;
it is done over 5 pieces (0.75 m) or about one-quarter of the wheel circumference.
Thus, since every hill has an adjacent valley and the averaging window always
includes a hill/valley pair the smaller 2 of the 3 hills on the wheel get averaged out
in Fig. 2.4.
The power spectrum of the data in Fig. 2.7(a) is shown in Fig. 2.7(c). The
data were taken to capture the higher-frequency oscillation f2 at about 800Hz.
The lower frequency f1 just shows up, nevertheless, at about 9Hz. It has an
amplitude several orders of magnitude greater than f2. This is in agreement with
observations from the raw time series. A slight anomaly is just visible around
1600Hz. This is the second harmonic of f2. The power spectra for motion B show
identical peaks at f1 and f2.
A series of experiments were carried out using dierent values of G while keeping
U xed (Table 2.2). It is observed that as G is changed the value of f1 remains
constant. In contrast f2 varies with G. Also included in the table are corresponding
wave frequencies, f, as inferred from the cast-averaged  measurement. Since the
gap varies continuously, the frequency also varies along the length of the ribbon,
and this non-stationary behavior gives an error associated with f. The reported f
is the average value  the standard deviation. The secondary frequency f2 appears35
for all gap heights exceeding G=0.53 mm. For G=0.53 mm, no cross-stream waves
were present on the ribbon.
Table 2.2: Summary of f1, f2 and average cross-stream wave frequency (f  U=)
for dierent cast-averaged G values.
G (mm) f1 (Hz) f2 (Hz) f (Hz)
0:53 9 | |
0:78 9 1450  200 1500  185
1:1 9 960  90 950  80
1:3 9 800  60 790  50
It should be noted that the peak centered about f2 in Fig. 2.7(c) is rather
broad. This is the case in all power spectra from which the f2 values reported in
Table 2.2 were taken. The out-of-roundness of the substrate is responsible for the
broadening of this peak (this can be conrmed using Eqn. 2.3 in the next section).
The salient feature is the maximum value (reported as f2). The values of f2 and
f are nearly the same and consistent with the common source of broadening and
have similar standard deviations.
2.5 Cross-wave Physics
The lower frequency f1 relates directly to the out-of-roundness of the substrate.
Based on the characteristic substrate speed of Table 2.2 (8.8 m/s) and the known
topography of the substrate, a periodic gap variation of approximately 9 Hz is ex-
pected. Experiments at dierent wheel-speeds are shown in Table 2.3. Note that
f1 increases linearly as the substrate-speed is increased. Comparing U and f1 val-36
ues indicates that the wavelength of the topographical features on the substrate is
approximately 1 m corresponding to three hills per circumference; this has been
veried by direct measurement of wheel topography. It is apparent that the pud-
dle is oscillating at this frequency to accommodate the gap variation. Therefore,
frequency f1 reects a template-formation mechanism.
Table 2.3: Behavior of frequency f1 as the wheel speed U is varied.
G (mm) U (m=s 1) f1 (Hz)
1:0 14 14
0:8 11:9 12
0:8 8:8 9
0:8 5:7 6
We turn to the frequency f2. As shown in Table 2.2, values for f2 coincide with
the measured cross-stream defect frequency f. That is,
f = f2: (2.2)
This frequency increases with decreasing gap height G. In contrast Table 2.4 shows
three separate casts with cast-average G = 1:3 mm and where U is varied. It is
observed that  varies such that f remains approximately the same (within the
experimental error). We conclude that f is independent of U and arises from
oscillations in the lab frame of xed frequency. Hence,  and f2 result from a
pulse-transfer mechanism.
As just described, f varies with G but is independent of U. A log-log plot shows
that f  Gn where n   1:42. To avoid casting failure, parameter variation must
remain within the stability window (Carpenter & Steen, 1992). For this reason,37
Table 2.4: Summary of f as the wheel speed U is varied.
G (mm) U (ms 1)  (mm) f (Hz)
1:3 7.1 8:6  0:6 815  57
1:3 8.8 11  0:9 800  62
1:3 11.9 14:5  1:3 820  70
less than a decade of G is tested to determine n. Hence, the power law exponent
must be interpreted cautiously. To probe how f changes with other processing
conditions, 34 casts are compared. Associated conditions are listed in Table 2.5 of
the Appendix 2.9. Processing conditions vary within the ranges listed in Table 2.1.
Cross-wave frequency f is found not to correlate with P, B or W.
Dimensional reasoning using the observations of the last paragraph suggests
that f be scaled with a capillary time scale   (G3=)1=2, where  is the liquid
density,  is the surface tension and the characteristic length-scale is chosen to
be G. That is, generally, one expects f to depend on the dimensionless control
parameters, say, f = g[P=(U2);G=B;G=W]. But observations, including
those mentioned above suggest that the function g is in fact a constant, to the
accuracy of our measurements. In other words,
f = C


G3
1=2
: (2.3)
Here C is a proportionality constant. For a given alloy (xed  and ), the fre-
quency of capillary oscillations depends only upon G. There are two approaches
to extracting C from experimental data. The rst is to use point-wise values of
G,  and U while the second is to use cast-averaged values. It will be shown that
these two methods yield the same value for C.38
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Figure 2.8: Point-wise data. Progression with time is from left to right within each
of the three data sets.
Gap G varies throughout the time of the cast and can be measured directly
using a run-out meter placed on the substrate, as discussed in Section 2.3. For
three dierent casts, these time-dependent values for  and G are used to plot f
against (=G3)1=2, Fig. 2.8. A linear regression is applied to all the data to yield
C  1:9. In each of the three casts G decreases by about 30% throughout the cast
consistent with wheel heat-up.
Next, the correlation is tested over a broader range of U and G by cast-averaging
( 4 seconds) a series of casts. Using Eqn. 2.1, Eqn. 2.3 can be rearranged to yield,
 =
U
C

G3

1=2
: (2.4)
In Fig. 2.9, 34 separate casts are reported. G is varied between 0.78 mm and 1.3
mm, U is varied from 5 m/s to 15 m/s, B is varied from 1.6 mm to 3.2 mm and
W is varied from 25 mm to 50 mm. Each data point represents a cast-averaged39
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Figure 2.9: Predicted wavelength compared with experimental values. All data
falls within the 10% error bars for cast-averaged G.
value. The main advantage here is that of statistics; each data point represents an
average of some 200 point-wise wavelengths (one per piece). The solid line gives
the prediction of Equation 2.4. In summary, it is observed that C = 1:9 correlates
the values of  over a broader range of U and G using cast-averaged values than
seen in the point-wise correlation of Fig. 2.8. Combined uncertainty in the G and
 data is about 10%. Most data points fall well within this uncertainty and
representative error bars are plotted for two data points.
The surface tension  is an important factor in the capillary oscillation of the
puddle. By varying , the scaling predicted by Eqn. 2.4 can be further tested. The
surface tension of a liquid metal can be varied in two ways: i) by changing the
temperature of the liquid and ii) by varying the composition of the material. The
surface tension of Al has a weak dependence on temperature and the superheat40
for our casting procedure is modest (nozzle temperature of  700oC and melting
temperature above 600oC). Hence, compositional variation was explored. The
surface tension of Al alloyed with Si does not vary signicantly (A.M.Korol'kov,
1956). But by adding small amounts of bismuth (Bi),  can be reduced by
up to 50% (A.M.Korol'kov, 1956). An alloy of composition Al-7wt%Si-4wt%Bi
(0:3wt%) was prepared from Al-Bi and Al-Si master alloys. Several published
works indicate that the surface tension of this alloy, at a temperature of approx-
imately 700oC is 0.48  0.02 Nm 1, reduced from a value of 0.85  0.02 Nm 1
for the regular Al-7wt%Si alloy (A.M.Korol'kov, 1956; Goumiri et al., 1979). This
lower surface tension alloy was cast twice at dierent U and these data fall nicely
on the correlation in Fig. 2.9, indicating that the wavelength of the defect adjusts
to compensate for the changing surface tension. In summary, the correlation has
been tested by varying G, U and , three of the four variables that enter the ab-
scissa of Fig. 2.9 (varying  is not feasible). This directly conrms the capillary
nature of the vibrations.
2.6 Thresholds for cross-wave appearance
The cross-stream wave, while persistent under most processing conditions, does
not appear when casting (i) below certain values of U or G, (ii) when casting
nominally pure Al or (iii) when the puddle is overly constrained.
As noted in Section 2.4, the cross-stream wave is not observed for low gap
settings. That is, for a xed U, reducing the gap setting will eliminate the cross-
stream wave. This critical gap was found to be approximately 0.6 mm for U=8.8
ms 1. Similarly for a xed G, reducing U will also suppress the wave. For example
with G=1.0 mm, the critical value of U is approximately 5 ms 1.41
The cross-stream wave can also be eliminated by casting nominally pure Al.
For Al-Si alloys, more than approximately 2% Si is needed for the wave to appear.
However, for percentages of Si in the melt above 2%, the defect wavelength is
independent of the alloy composition.(Kahn, 2000) That is,  for Al-3%Si is the
same as that for Al-9%Si. Nominally pure Al casts (< 2% Si) do not show a
cross-stream wave, but rather quite often contain a shorter wavelength (1 mm)
defect known as the herringbone pattern. This herringbone pattern is a series of
ne lines on both sides of the ribbon and has been reported elsewhere (Praisner,
Chen & Tseng, 1995; Carpenter & Steen, 1992). The Al-Si casts are mostly 7%Si
in Al, but the wave is also present in a range of other alloys that we have cast.
These include Al-7%Si-4%Bi, as well as the A356 and B356 alloys.
Geometric dierences in the puddle may also result in ribbons that do not
show the cross-stream wave. It has been found that the wavelength of the defect
has no dependence on the overpressure P when all other parameters are xed.
However, when P is so low that the puddle takes the constrained conguration
of Fig. 2.10(a), the defect is not observed. The herringbone pattern is dominant
in this product. During casts where the downstream detachment point is pinned
at the edge of the nozzle as shown in Fig. 2.10(b) and the DSM tends to bulge
out, the cross-stream wave is also not observed and the herringbone pattern can
appear. Nominally pure Al casts almost always take this conguration and Al-Si
casts can be forced to do so. Typically the contact-lines in regular Al-Si casts are
free to move and take up positions midway between the slot and the nozzle edge, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. This additional degree of freedom for motion of the puddle
may be signicant in terms of the modes at which the puddle can vibrate.42
(a) (b)
Pinned and
Bulged
Figure 2.10: (a) Puddle position during low overpressure casts. (b) Puddle posi-
tions during nominally pure Al casts.
2.7 Discussion
In this section, we shall rst re-arm the appropriateness of the scaling found in
Section 2.5. We shall then briey compare our measured frequencies with predic-
tions of two model problems of inviscid capillary vibration, the spherical interface
and slot meniscus. Our results will then be contrasted to related observations from
the literature. Finally, we oer some remarks on how the puddle oscillation may
freeze into the cross-wave shown in Fig. 2.2, the question of mechanism.
The molten metal puddle oscillates at two distinct frequencies. The rst (
10 Hz) corresponds to a large motion of the puddle forced by a periodic variation
of the gap height, whose source is the topography of the moving substrate. The
second is a vibration ( 1000 Hz) that corresponds to the natural frequency of
liquid inertia countered by surface tension. The source of this puddle vibration is
xed in the lab frame. Since the cross-stream wave in the cast product correlates
with the higher frequency, our focus is there.
The surface tension force W acting per unit width W of the puddle is . To
estimate the rate of change of momentum per unit width (mass/length x veloc-
ity/time), one needs an estimate of the volume participating in the oscillation (from
which the length scale for the velocity follows, or vice versa). Volume could be43
GLW or G2W depending on the motion. Observation (e.g. Fig. 2.6) suggests that
the velocity is G= and hence that the appropriate volume is G2W. This is similar
to the slot meniscus model discussed below for which the liquid has volume GLW
but a volume within a distance G of the meniscus essentially participates in the
vibration (volume G2W). The appropriate balance between inertia and capillarity
is then   G3=2 from which emerges the capillary time scale   (G3=)1=2.
Finally, that the coecient-of-proportionality C in the correlation 2.3 turns out to
be order one suggests that the chosen scaling is indeed appropriate.
It is instructive to compare with the classical problem of a liquid sphere of
diameter G and density , held by capillarity (tension ), and surrounded by a
passive gas (removed from gravity) (H.Lamb, 1932). If the sphere is slightly de-
formed and then released, it oscillates with distinct modes shapes at corresponding
frequencies. The eigenfrequencies are,
 = C


G3
1=2
(2.5)
where the constant C depends on the mode number and C  1:27 for the lowest
harmonic. Compare to C  1:9, found in correlation (2.3). Furthermore, the
corresponding modal deformation from oblate to prolate spheroid and back again
is shared by the shape-change seen in Fig. 2.6.
A meniscus holding an inviscid liquid in between two parallel plates, separated
by a distance G and closed on one end, also oscillates with a frequency given by
eqn. 2.5. This conguration more closely approximates the constrained geometry
of the puddle in PFMS. In this case, in addition to the mode number the con-
stant C depends on the volume of liquid and the angle at which it meets the
plates. Myshkis et al. 1987 have solved this problem for the case of xed contact-
angle boundary conditions (moving contact-line). For a contact angle of about 14044
(estimated from Fig.2.6) and the meniscus far from the closed-end, the Myshkis
analysis predicts C  0:9 for the lowest harmonic vibration and C  2:2 for
next harmonic. The motion of the latter mode is symmetric about the mid-plane
and compares favorably to the shape change seen in Fig. 2.6.
An early study of the free-jet melt-spinning process, a process whose puddle is
not constrained by a nozzle (G ! 1), attributes periodic variations in the ribbon
width to capillary oscillations of the puddle, invoking the inviscid sphere capillary
oscillations as a model (Anthony & Cline, 1979). A more recent study of free-jet
spinning makes similar observations about ribbon width variations, relating these
oscillations to a transition from amorphous to crystalline microstructures (Napoli-
tano & Meco, 2004). In neither case are cross-stream waves reported. It may be
that oscillation of the less constrained free-jet puddle leads to width variations
rather than the thickness variations seen in the planar-ow process. In any case,
both reports argue the importance of capillary puddle oscillations.
Direct observation of the actual formation mechanism of the craters and troughs
of Fig. 2.2 is not possible. Nevertheless, we speculate that deformation due to the
oscillation may allow air to be captured at the USM, probably as a thin lm which
subsequently collapses and leaves the craters seen on the wheel side. The trough on
the air-side would then arise as a consequence of the reduced heat transfer, which
depends on the mode of lm collapse, the net eect being slower solidication
over the captured insulating air and, hence, thinner ribbon. This mechanism,
although not yet experimentally conrmed, is similar to what has been proposed
elsewhere (Huang & Fiedler, 1981b; Anthony & Cline, 1979). Also, in coating
ows, air lms between a coating liquid and a substrate are known to be unstable
and break into irregular sized bubbles (Kistler, 1993), in much the same manner45
that we envision maybe happening in this casting ow.
The evidence presented in this paper links the cross-wave to a capillary oscilla-
tion of the puddle. As a natural oscillation, it can be said to be the source of the
product defect. The energy for the oscillation can come from any disturbances in
the system but the most likely origin is the moving substrate. The puddle lters
input frequencies and outputs its natural frequency. Natural oscillations of the
puddle cause the cross-wave.
2.8 Conclusion
Thickness variations on three disparate length scales, observed in aluminum-alloy
ribbon solidied by the PFMS process, are related to three dierent sources of
time-dependence. The slowest time-variation is a gradual change that occurs over
the duration of the cast (3 s) while the other two time-variations are time-periodic
(10 Hz and 1000 Hz). Length-scales naturally correspond to these time scales
through the wheel-speed U. The two slowest thickness variations relate to de-
tails particular to our casting machine (wheel shape and heat-up) while the third
is largely apparatus-independent (capillary/inertial vibration). This apparatus-
independence justies our emphasis on the cross-wave.
The key dierence between the spatially periodic variations is the dependence of
wavelength on wheel-speed. Two classes of transfer mechanism, template-transfer
and pulse-transfer, are introduced to distinguish features whose wavelengths are
independent of speed (template-transfer) and those whose are proportional to speed
(pulse-transfer).
On the longest length scale, on order 30 meters, the gradual thinning of ribbon
from beginning to end is caused by the gradual shrinking of the gap (on-average)46
which oers increased hydrodynamic resistance to the ow and, hence, results in
lower ow rates. This eect is fully understood and can be compensated for by a
pre-programmed increasing head of pressure.
On the middle length scale, the circumference of the substrate wheel (about 3
meters), the spatially periodic thinning and thickening of the ribbon is caused by
the hills and valleys of the wheel as they pass underneath the nozzle. The pud-
dle moves with a time-periodic component corresponding precisely to the spatial
wavelength of these spatial variations. This feature is thus well-understood as the
forcing of the gap G(t) at a frequency of about 10 Hz. The wavelength of this fea-
ture is independent of the wheel speed and, hence, represents a template-transfer
mechanism.
On the smallest scale of interest in this paper, one observes dramatic thickness
variations with wavelengths on the order of one centimeter. These cross waves are
often viewed as defects. This local thinning shows up as a line of craters on the
wheel-side with a corresponding trough on the air-side. The wavelength is found
to depend linearly on speed and, hence, corresponds to a pulse-transfer mecha-
nism. Furthermore, the wavelengths are identied with a spectral peak in puddle
vibrations on the order of 1000 Hz. A correlation of the feature with the inviscid
capillary oscillations of the puddle demonstrates that it is a natural frequency of
the puddle, akin to the oscillations of an inviscid sphere or the vibrations of a
meniscus in a slot.
The cross-wave defect is not observed under all conditions. Casting at low G
and/or low U and, in Al-Si casts, at low Si content suppress the cross wave. With
the exception of the eect of U, common among these inuences is the degree to
which the the puddle is constrained. A suciently constrained puddle will not47
oscillate. On the other hand, the inuence of U may have more to do with the
excitation of the puddle. Sucient excitation is needed for oscillations.48
2.9 Appendix: Time Dependent behavior of Gap Height
Because of the large radius of our substrate (Rw = 0:45m), the thermal expansion
of the wheel for even modest temperature increase (Tw > 50oC for 1kg of alu-
minum) is quite signicant (of order 0.3G) when compared to our small gap sizes
(G  1mm).
The most accurate measurement of this shrinking gap uses real-time measure-
ments via high-speed photography of a run-out meter (point-wise data). Such
measurement is time-consuming and not practical for every cast. Therefore, an
approximate method that accounts for gap-shrinkage (wheel expansion) has been
developed and validated against the direct measurements, as described below.
A set of experiments was performed where an average rate of substrate expan-
sion is measured under dierent casting conditions. This rate of gap-shrinkage
 
dG
dt

avg is then applied to each cast in order to get G(t), given as
G(t) = G(0)  

dG
dt

avg
t; (2.6)
where G(0) is the initial gap setting. This method neglects the out-of-roundness
of the substrate, but still gives a good estimate of the gap-shrinkage with time.
The calculated values of G(t) is then used to scale the point-wise data.
Using point-wise data (Fig. 2.8) shows the best correlation of the experimental
data. These experimental conditions vary to a limited extent only throughout a
particular cast, however. In contrast, in Fig. 2.9, , U, G and  all vary in the
raw data that correlates. Fig. 2.9, however, uses Equation (2.6) to calculate a
cast-averaged value of G. The greater uncertainty due to the approximation seems
to be compensated for by averaging over a large number of data (e.g. 200 points49
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Figure 2.11: Cross-stream defect frequency plotted against capillary frequency,
without accounting for substrate out-of-roundness, resulting in large scatter in
experimental data.50
for a 30 m ribbon) with the end result that Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 present correlations
of similar quality (R2 factor).
On the other hand, the data that comprise Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 all come from the
same laboratory, the same apparatus and, indeed, all were taken by the same team
of investigators. Other data taken on a dierent casting apparatus, with dierent
human operators and using a dierent technique to set and measure the hot-gap
at the start of a cast are available in our archives. We present this data here i)
to convey a sense of how prevalent cross-waves are and how they correlate to the
capillary oscillations under quite diverse conditions and ii) to illustrate how using
Equation (2.6) to scale point-wise data leads large scatter in the data.
Fig. 2.11 shows the results for approximately 10 casts from our archives. Notice
that the scatter in the data increases as G becomes smaller (moving to the right
on the x-axis). This trend is expected since the wheel out-of-roundness is a more
signicant variation in G at lower gap heights. The experimental constant (C  2)
based on the slope of the data presented here using the calculated G(t) are in
reasonable agreement with Fig. 2.8 where G(t) was measured from the run-out
meter. As expected, however, the correlation in Fig. 2.11 is not as good (R2 of
0.77 vs 0.95).51
Table 2.5: Cast-averaged data and control parameters for data appearing in the
paper. Cast (1), (2) and (3) correspond to Fig. 2.8. Casts TBFA03-01 through
TBSP05-23 appear in Fig. 2.9. The nal 10 casts appear in Fig. 2.11
Cast ID T(mm) U(ms 1) P (Pa)  G (mm)  (mm)
TBSU02 21 0.13 10.5 2900 0.93 7.2
TBFA03 01 0.138 8.83 2497 1.34 11.6
TBFA03 02 0.150 8.77 2791 1.34 11.0
TBFA03 04 0.133 8.86 2587 1.33 10.3
TBSP03 02 0.112 8.66 3922 0.85 5.3
TBSP03 04 0.122 8.92 3888 0.86 6.0
TBSP03 05 0.131 8.90 4097 0.87 5.7
TBSP03 08 0.123 8.87 4182 0.85 5.3
TBSP03 26 0.173 8.81 3810 1.16 10.1
TBSU02 10 0.142 10.68 4375 1.04 8.8
TBSU03 10 0.14 8.8 4300 0.89 4.6
TBSU03 16 0.156 8.77 3455 1.10 7.6
TBSU03 23 0.195 8.81 3579 1.16 9.4
TBSU03 25(1) 0.161 8.74 3290 1.16 9.4
TBSU03 28(2) 0.179 8.73 3689 1.15 7.9
TBSU04 11 0.116 11.93 4044 0.86 7.2
TBSU04 14 0.243 5.94 4479 0.88 4.7
TBSU04 16 0.093 13.96 4763 0.77 7.7
TBSU04 24 0.131 11.87 4867 0.87 6.9
TBSU04 25 0.159 8.80 4437 0.88 5.5
TBSU04 26 0.211 7.09 3977 0.89 6.0
TBSU04 28 0.066 11.94 2157 0.73 6.7
TBSU04 31 0.126 11.90 4348 0.87 6.7
TBFA02 03 0.131 9.46 4278 0.82 5.9
TBFA02 06 0.15 9.51 4100 1.17 9.6
TBFA04 13 0.185 7.10 2869 1.41 8.6
TBFA04 14 0.171 7.01 2723 1.41 8.3
TBFA04 15 0.180 7.20 3013 1.40 9.1
TBSP05 05 0.121 11.92 3114 1.37 14.5
TBSP05 10 0.119 8.59 1639 0.75 6.8
TBSP05 11 0.109 8.37 1756 1.10 10.3
TBSP05 12 0.119 8.59 1639 0.75 6.852
Table 2.5: (Continued)
Cast ID T(mm) U(ms 1) P (Pa)  G (mm)  (mm)
TBSP05 13(3) 0.16 8.5 3500 0.88 6.5
TBSP05 23 0.17 11.9 2300 1.38 1.7
MKSP00 23 0.219 7.55 4072 1.22 7.2
MKSP00 25 0.197 7.12 4078 0.96 5.2
MKSU00 08 0.222 8.76 3606 1.13 7.2
BRFA99 18 0.136 8.40 2754 0.70 3.9
BRSU99 16 0.16 6.68 3800 1.1 6.2
BRSU99 22 0.16 7.8 4100 0.86 4.7
BRSU99 08 0.11 9.4 4100 1.02 5.7
MKSP00 10 0.16 8.8 3700 1.3 7.5
MKSP00 12 0.25 8.3 7500 1.2 7.2
MKSP00 21 0.2 7.8 4000 1.3 8.0
B = 3mm,
Al7%Si4%Bi
W = 25mmChapter 3
Capillary stability limits for liquid metal
in melt spinning
Single-roll planar-ow melt spinning (PFMS) is a rapid solidication technique
for producing thin metal sheets or ribbons. The key physics occur in a liquid metal
puddle (bead) held by capillarity between the entry nozzle and a rotating metallic
wheel. We present a semi-empirical analysis that (1) provides a theoretical basis for
a previously reported empirical stability window, and (2) predicts an extension to
the stability limits by adjusting the pressure outside the upstream meniscus relative
to the pressure outside the downstream meniscus. A device capable of altering this
pressure has been constructed and demonstrates extended operability.
3.1 Introduction
Single roll planar-ow melt spinning is a rapid manufacturing process used to
produce thin metallic ribbons or foils. In the process, a planar nozzle is brought
into close proximity (G  1 mm, see Figs. 3.1 and 3.5) to a rotating metallic
wheel. Liquid metal ows through the nozzle into this narrow region where a
puddle, constrained by surface tension, is formed. Molten metal is a Newtonian
liquid. Solidication occurs as the wheel translates through the puddle and a
ribbon is continually ejected from the puddle. The process was rst introduced in
Reprinted from Chemical Engineering Science, C.J. Byrne, S.J. Weinstein and
P.H. Steen., Capillary stability limits for liquid metal in melt spinning, 2006, doi:
10.1016/j.ces.2006.06.026, with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the PFMS molten metal puddle (not to scale). The
typical nozzle slot extends 5 cm into the gure.
the 1970s, (Narasimhan, 1979) and has been extensively studied since, particularly
in relation to the unique microstructural features obtained from the rapid cooling
that is on the order of 106 K/s (Kavesh, 1978). This process also provides increased
productivity over current industrial techniques which operate at speeds which are
at least an order of magnitude slower. Only limited scale-up from bench scale
devices (Belden, 1985) has been possible due to the diculty in maintaining good
product quality at a variety of thin gauges.
The focus of this work is to extend the capability of the process to produce a
range of product thicknesses that are currently not attainable. An extra degree of
freedom is added to the process by adjusting the pressure outside the upstream
meniscus (USM) PU, relative to the pressure outside the downstream meniscus
(DSM) PD (Fig. 3.1). PD will remain at atmospheric pressure. Such an approach
has been taken in essentially viscous coating ows on a moving substrate and has
been shown there to result in an extension to the range of product thicknesses
that can be coated (Kistler & Schweitzer, 1997). This has never been tried in
PFMS, an essentially inviscid process coupled with solidication. In this paper,55
the theoretical underpinning of the added eect of applied pressure is provided.
Additionally, a device capable of adjusting the pressure is described and extended
stability is reported.
In a typical PFMS operation, four parameters are used to control the thick-
ness of the nal product, T  O(100m). These are the wheel rotation speed
U  O(101) ms 1, the nozzle-substrate gap distance G, the overpressure Pover
and the nozzle breadth B. These are indicated in Fig. 3.1, along with the ge-
ometry of the nozzle used in the experiments presented here. Note that typically
the length of the puddle  G. The overpressure is the pressure at the point
where the uid is injected into the gap region. This is controlled during experi-
ments. It is known empirically that there exists a window (i.e., a range of operating
conditions) within the many combinations of these parameters where casting can
occur successfully (Carpenter & Steen, 1992). This window is typically presented
as a plot of the Weber number, We = U2=(2=G), against the pressure index,
PI = (Pover PD)=(2=G), where  is the surface tension and  is the liquid metal
density. We dene failure by the presence of holes or cast-wise striations in the
solidied product which signify a catastrophic instability of the puddle. These oc-
cur typically when casting very thin or very thick product, which we typically do
by varying the overpressure, Pover  T 2 (Huang, 1981). Controlling the overpres-
sure delivers a ow-rate according to the resistance to ow. Even with successful
casts, imperfections may be present on the product. These imperfections may be
associated with instabilities less \fatal" than those that dene the boundaries of
the window; these are not the focus, however. In this paper, we rst test the ex-
tent to which theoretical predictions of puddle extremes - puddle \blow-out" and
\pull-under" - correspond to the experimentally observed window. We nd that56
Figure 3.2: Possible shapes of USM for a xed contact angle, . Axes are scaled by
the gap height G. Curves labeled 1 and 2 correspond to maximum and minimum
pressure drops, respectively.
blow-out and pull-under dene the largest window of possible operability. We then
demonstrate that the prediction of an extended puddle stability boundary, with
imposed stream-wise pressure dierence, is realized in practice.
3.2 Modeling
The geometry of our casting conguration is shown in Fig. 3.1. In all the modeling
to follow, the ow is assumed to be 2D, i.e., invariant into and out of Fig. 3.1. The
total pressure drop from the gas outside the USM to the gas outside the DSM,
PU   PD, can then be evaluated by summation of the pressure drops across the
puddle, which are shown in simplied fashion in Fig. 3.1,
PU   PD = (PU   Pu0) + (Pu0   Pover) + (Pover   PD): (3.1)
Here (PU   Pu0) represents the pressure jump across the USM. For a given up-
stream liquid-substrate dynamic contact angle , and xed nozzle-meniscus con-
tact line, the radius of curvature of the USM has two limiting values when the
meniscus is assumed to be an arc of a circle (menisci 1 and 2 in Fig. 3.2) (Ruschak,57
1976). Intermediate shapes are also shown in Fig. 3.2. Using the Young-Laplace
equation (xed ), these extreme meniscus shapes lead to pressure bounds,
 

G
(1 + cos)2  Pu0   PU 

G
(1   cos)1 : (3.2)
Here the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the corresponding upstream meniscus shapes
in Fig. 3.2.
In Eq. 3.1, (Pu0   Pover) accounts for pressure gains/losses as ow enters and
travels in the upstream portion of the puddle. Along a ow path pressure can
change due to cross-sectional area variation and solidication mass-loss. Compre-
hensive modeling has not appeared for the upstream region. However pressure
proles in the downstream region have been developed from rst principles (Reed,
2001). Typical proles are available for the inlet and downstream region (Steen
et al., 2001). We present here a semi-empirical model based on Eq. 3.1.
Eq. 4.19 is simplied by scaling each pressure drop by the inertial pressure U2,
rearranging and introducing a new dimensionless parameter for the pressure drop
from USM to DSM, S  (PU   PD)=(2=G),
S
We
=

PU   Pu0
U2

+

Pu0   Pover
U2

+

PI
We

: (3.3)
Coating ows are typically pre-metered (xed ow rate) (Ruschak, 1976). For
these, the limiting pressure jumps (meniscus 1 and 2) give two boundaries of the
stability window. Casting ows are self-metered (xed pressure drop) and con-
sequently the pressure within the puddle remains greater than the surroundings.
Concave menisci, such as meniscus 2 in Fig. 3.2, are never seen (Ibaraki, 1996;
Wilde & Matthys, 1992). Our image analysis shows that the meniscus in the low
pressure limit has a similar shape to the high pressure limit but that the position58
is dierent.
These arguments suggest that pressure drop across the upstream meniscus is
relatively insensitive to location, and is essentially associated with meniscus 1 of
Fig. 3.2, i.e.:

Pu0   PU
U2

=

1   cos
2We

: (3.4)
Note that the implications of Eq. 3.4 being applied instead of the lower bound
in Eq. 3.2 above is that the minimum pressure for the liquid metal to bridge to
the wheel, and to have sucient contact for solidication (i.e., uniformly solidied
material), is greater than the minimum needed for a xed contact angle (meniscus
2, Fig. 3.2).
Pressure bounds on the casting window are deduced as follows. The meniscus
is ready to \blow-out" in the high pressure limit (inset Fig. 3.3), while it tends
to \pull-under" in the low pressure case (inset Fig. 3.3). Blow-out can only occur
at the nozzle edge, L1. At any other position when the limiting shape is being
approached, the meniscus position would change, advancing along the nozzle face
until it reaches L1. In this case, the pressure changes in the upstream section of
the puddle must be taken into account, (Pu0   Pover)=U2 6= 0. Likewise, the case
of pull-under can only occur at position L2. If the meniscus were anywhere else, it
would retreat along the nozzle face to the nozzle edge at the injection point, before
it would be dragged under the nozzle slot. At such a position, the upstream region
has vanished, and there is no upstream pressure change, (Pu0   Pover)=U2  0.
In summary, blow-out occurs when the magnitude of the pressure dierential
across the puddle rises above a critical value and pull-under occurs when the mag-
nitude of the pressure dierential across the puddle falls below a minimum value.59
Noting that as dened, S < 0 corresponds to suction being applied to the upstream
interface (PU   PD < 0). These statements imply that casting is possible only if,

S
We

L1

S
We


S
We

L2
(3.5a)
where,

S
We

L1
=  

1   cos
2We

+

Pu0   Pover
U2

L1
+

PI
We

L1
: (3.5b)

S
We

L2
=  

1   cos
2We

+

PI
We

L2
: (3.5c)
Subscripts L1 and L2 denote the meniscus positions corresponding to the insets
in Fig. 3.3. We will make one further simplication to Eq. 3.5b. The pressure
change in the upstream region is accounted for by a generic `loss coecient' K.
This yields,
Pu0   Pover
U2 =  
1
2
K
 u
U
2
=  
1
2
K

T
G
2
: (3.6)
Here, u is average velocity of the uid in the puddle and u  U.(Steen & Karcher,
1997) Pover  Pu0 is required to drive ow into the upstream section. The second
equality follows from a steady-state mass balance, uG = TU,which relates the uid
velocity to the thickness of the product (neglecting the nearly 20% density change
upon solidication for aluminum) (Steen & Karcher, 1997). One can nally write
the semi-empirical model for the operating window as,
 

1   cos
2

 
1
2
K

T
G
2
We + PIL1  S   

1   cos
2

+ PIL2: (3.7)
Here, K is a free tting parameter for our data.60
3.3 Results
Our rst interest is to look at the case S = 0, or conventional processing con-
ditions when both menisci are open to the atmosphere. This is the We vs. PI
window described previously (Steen & Karcher, 1997). Included in Fig. 3.3 are
147 experimental We-PI data points, representing both successful and failed casts
determined by the quality of the product. Each data point represents a single
experiment. Some variation in G and Pover occurs during an experiment so cast-
averaged values are entered into PI and We. A 1 meter diameter Cu-Be wheel and
the nozzle geometry indicated in Fig. 3.1 have been used in all these experiments.
As mentioned previously, failed casts are dened by the presence of holes or cast-
wise striations. Successful casts often show features such as `dimples', `cross-waves'
and `herringbone' patterns (Praisner et al., 1995), but these patterns are ubiqui-
tous and are considered imperfections and not gross failures. Images of successful
and failed casts are shown in Fig. 3.4. Holes, cast-wise striations and bad edges
characterize the failed ribbon in Fig. 3.4.
Next we overlay the predictions of puddle stability on the data. The right-
hand side of Eq. 3.7 gives PI (at pull-under) independent of We. Plotted for  =
150o (the approximate contact angle measured in our experiments using a Kodak
EktaPro highspeed imaging system, capable of recording at 6000 frames/sec, and
a back lighting technique), this appears as the vertical line at PI  0:9 seen in
Fig. 3.3. The left-hand-side of Eq. 3.7 gives a linear relationship between We and
PI (at blow-out), whose slope depends on parameters T=G and K. Parameter
T=G is evaluated from experiment (T=G) = 0:16 (average for data  0.05) while
K is treated as a tting parameter. Two lines, corresponding to K = 1:8 and
2:8 respectively, are plotted in Fig. 3.3, giving an indication of the sensitivity of61
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Figure 3.3: A typical operating window (S = 0). Each point represents a single
cast attempt. Experiments vary U, G or Pover. The predicted lines come from
(3.7) for  = 150o and T=G 0.16.62
Figure 3.4: Examples of (a) successful cast, #3 Table 3.1 and (b) failed cast, #7
Table 3.1.
the t to K. The magnitude for K is reasonable, given that the largest pressure
drop occurs as the ow turns from the nozzle slot (vertical ow) into the upstream
section (horizontal ow). For pipe ow, in comparison, a typical empirical loss
coecient for a 90o elbow is about 2.
Most of the successful casts fall between the pull-under and blow-out lines
predicted by the semi-empirical analysis. The predicted shape of the window
appears consistent with previous empirical results. The low pressure transition
has previously been reported (Steen & Karcher, 1997; Praisner et al., 1995) as a
vertical line close to the capillary pressure 2=G. Only the blow-out boundary is
inuenced by the parameter K; changing K merely rotates the line about the We
= 0 intercept of PI0.9.
That none of the data fall outside the K = 2:8 window suggests that the
puddle limits are upper bounds on the stability. That is, there may be other63
instabilities that come into play for any particular cast, but the blow-out vs. pull-
under window is an absolute window. Further renement to the window may be
achieved by considering other instabilities associated with thermal or 3D eects
arising from local perturbations, neither of which are accounted for in the work
presented here. Close to the predicted boundaries, one expects some `blurring'
from (i) the inability to control disturbances in the ambient and (ii) the inability
to control the transient start-up ow. Neither are accounted for in the model. An
upper boundary evident in our data (We  200 in Fig. 3.3), has been attributed to
too high a wheel-speed to allow sucient solidication to occur (Steen & Karcher,
1997). Being heat-transfer limited, this boundary is outside the modeling scope of
this paper.
It should be noted that, using our apparatus, probing the left boundary is
technically dicult. During an experiment, a xed mass of metal is melted to
form the reservoir, and then allowed to ow through the nozzle under the action
of its own metallo-static pressure and the gas pressure applied into the reservoir.
Very low overpressure makes it dicult to maintain the feed of metal.
By examining the predicted window in Fig. 3.3, it is apparent that the left
boundary occurs when PI is too low and the puddle is very small, typically pinned
at L2 (Fig. 3.3) with the contact line unstable enough to lead to air-entrainment,
which disrupts solidication. By pulling a vacuum on the USM we can ensure that
the meniscus is not pinned at L2 and therefore anticipate returning to a regime
of successful casting. On the other hand, the blow-out boundary occurs when the
overpressure is too high relative to the wheel-speed resulting in a long puddle. This
results in a location where the meniscus is positioned at L1 or beyond in Fig. 3.3,
with the meniscus blowing out from underneath the nozzle. Applying pressure to64
the USM should lead to a smaller and more stable puddle.
Several important technical challenges are posed by trying to build a dierential
pressure device that must seal against the moving wheel, nozzle and liquid puddle.
First, our wheel has a diameter on the order of 1 m. Even with precise machining
and balancing, out-of-roundness and eccentric behavior of the wheel can still be
a problem at these high wheel speeds. Thus, the device has to be engineered to
seal a moving target. Other technical issues include the short experimental casting
time (4 seconds), the high temperatures ( 700oC), and the choice of vacuum
pump or gas to apply as pressure. Nevertheless, such a device has been built and
has been put into operation (Patent pending: Byrne et al., 2006a). An illustration
and photo are shown in Fig. 3.5. The device essentially acts like a shoe that is
t around the apparatus enclosing the USM. A venturi-type vacuum pump can
be attached to the device, and a vacuum of up to 6 inches of water has been
successfully pulled during a casting operation. Alternatively, an inert gas can be
applied to the USM to deliver pressures of 5-6 inches of water.
Using the new technology it is possible to probe S 6= 0. A series of casts at
S 6= 0 have been carried out and are listed in Table 1, with S = 0 for a baseline.
S < 0 indicates that a vacuum has been pulled on the USM, while S > 0 indicates
that a pressure has been applied to the USM. Most casts are in the We  11017
range. For S = 0 and We  110, using Eq. 3.7, or by inspection of Fig. 3.3, the
window of stable PI values is given by 0:9  PI  3:4 for the K = 1:8 boundary.
Based on Fig. 3.3, this window of stable PI values seems reasonable, given that
we are tting a semi-empirical model to rather noisy data.
Ribbons #1 through #4 (Table 1) represent failed casts produced near the pull-
under condition (these casts correspond to 0:84  PI  1:16). This happened65
Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic of the dierential pressure device attached to the appa-
ratus (not to scale). The wheel rotates in a clockwise direction. The device ts
like a shoe around the wheel and nozzle. (b) A photograph of the device.66
Table 3.1: Summary of data for variable S
Ribbon Number S PI Quality
1 0 0:84 Failure
2 0 1:01 Failure
3 0 1:03 Failure
4 0 1:16 Failure
5  0:65 0:78 Success
6  0:41 0:81 Success
7  0:76 1:08 Success
8  0:83 1:16 Success
9 0 2:93 Failure
10 0:59 2:57 Success
11 0:55 2:9 Success67
when trying to cast very thin product using a low Pover. As mentioned before,
this is because overpressure is the primary control parameter for ribbon thickness,
with Pover  T 2. In these cases the puddle was very small, with the USM pinned
at the slot edge (i.e., L2 in Fig. 3.3). These conditions are close to the failure
boundary and lead to ribbon with holes which tear and shred quite rapidly. It is
also readily observed that failed ribbons near this condition almost always have
very poor edges.
On the other-hand ribbons #5 through #8 correspond to 0:78  PI  1:16,
with a vacuum being pulled on the USM. The resulting product from the vacuum
cast was of superior quality than when the product was cast without the device.
In eect, the cast was moved away from the edge of the stability window back into
a region of successful casting. Hence, the vacuum succeeded in rescuing a cast that
would normally fail.
On the right-hand side of the window, it is expected that failed casts should
occur when PI  3:4, or greater. Cast #9 was carried out at a high Pover in
order to produce a relatively thick ribbon. The puddle in this experiment blew out
from underneath the nozzle and was unstable, resulting in a poor-quality ribbon.
In contrast, ribbons #10 and #11 were produced with an applied pressure on
the USM. This resulted in a better quality product. Only a limited number of
demonstrative experiments have been carried out for S > 0.
3.4 Summary
In summary, this work presents a semi-empirical analysis of the pressure drop
across the PFMS puddle, when the pressure outside the USM is varied above (S >
0) or below atmospheric (S < 0). The stability window for S = 0 limits the68
operability of casting in the We vs PI parameter plane. As far as we are aware,
this is the rst theoretical prediction of a stability (or operability) window in a
casting ow. For S 6= 0, by imposing a lateral pressure drop (rise) across the
puddle, extension to the stability of the process is predicted (i.e., a wider range
of successful casts). A device capable of creating such a pressure has been built
and experiments with this device have exhibited extended stability. Further work
is underway using this device to more fully map out the We-S-PI space and to
better model the crucial pressure drop (Pu0   Pover), rst introduced in Eq. 3.6,
which is responsible for the breadth of the window. Thus, the aim is to replace
the semi-empirical analysis with a predictive analysis. Further development of
the technology described here may also lead to an ability to control and enhance
the surface quality of the product (i.e., diminish imperfections) within the stable
window.Chapter 4
Pressure proles in the PFMS puddle
4.1 Introduction
A schematic of the puddle region is shown in Fig. 4.1, where appropriate length
scales have been included. Pu;g and Pd;g are the gas pressures outside the upstream
(USM) and downstream (DSM) menisci respectively.  is the `dynamic' contact
angle at the upstream liquid-substrate contact line. The dimensions of the nozzle
have been included in Fig. 4.1, where B is the breadth of the nozzle slot, xed at
1.6 mm for every experiment presented in this paper. The overall puddle length,
L = Lu + B + Ld, is typically in the range of 10 mm - 25 mm.
The theoretical work which has been undertaken to date has largely focused
on the downstream region of the puddle and ignored the upstream, either for
computational convenience or because of the assumption that the upstream re-
gion did not contribute signicantly to the dynamics of the process or nal ribbon
quality. However Chapter 2 has shown the importance of the upstream menis-
cus and contact line in the formation of a ubiquitous wave defect in the process.
Other researchers through numerical studies, have identied the importance of the
upstream region on the overall ow pattern (Wu, Chen, Hwang & Yang, 1992;
Bussmann, Mostaghami, Kirk & Graydon, 2002). In Chapter 3 the technology to
extend the limit of thickness which can be cast, by pulling a vacuum or applying
a pressure to the upstream meniscus, was developed. In Fig. 4.1, for Pd;g xed
at atmospheric pressure, vacuum corresponds to Pu;g < Pd;g and applied pres-
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the PFMS puddle. The lightly shaded areas are the
nozzle and the darkly shaded area represents the solidied material. U is the
wheelspeed and V is the velocity at which the solidication front is moving. Lw is
the distance from the nozzle slot at which the downstream meniscus-nozzle contact
line is located.71
sure corresponds to Pu;g > Pd;g. The development of the technology was guided
by modeling of the pressure drop across the puddle. This overall pressure drop
Pu;g   Pd;g, can be found by a summation of individual pressure drops shown in
Fig. 4.1. Hence,
Pu;g   Pd;g = (Pu;g   P1) + (P1   Pover) + (Pover   Pd;g) (4.1)
where P1 is the pressure just inside the USM and Pover is the overpressure which
is controllable in experiments.
This model semi-empirically described a stability window which had previ-
ously only been experimentally described. The key to the semi-empirical model in
Chapter 3 was the pressure drop in the upstream region, P1   Pover. A remaining
challenge in Chapter 3 was to provide a more comprehensive description of this
critical pressure drop. Thus it is the aim of this Chapter to extend the modeling of
the uid ow and pressure proles in the PFMS process to describe the entire pud-
dle. This will lead to a better understanding of the physics occurring at failure and
may allow us to further enhance the operability of the process via nozzle re-design,
identifying favorable processing conditions or development of new devices.
This work will expand on that of Reed, who developed a model of the pressure
prole in the downstream region based on an analysis of the solidication boundary
layer (Reed, 2001). It will be shown here that this represents a limiting case.
Incorporation of ow to the upstream region modies the pressure drop in the
downstream region.
Section 4.2.1 will explain the geometric conguration of the system and intro-
duce appropriately scaled parameters. In Section 4.2.2 we develop the relatively
simple mass balance around the nozzle injection region. This mass balance allows72
Figure 4.2: The approximate geometry of the puddle, including scaled parameters.
The heavy lines represent the upper boundaries on the puddle, denoted by H(x).
The shaded area represents the solidied material. For simplicity we introduce the
parameter  =  + .
us to partition the puddle into three regions: upstream, injection and downstream.
Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 describe the ow in the horizontal channel regions (up-
stream region and downstream region). Section 4.3 gives demonstrative results
from the modeling. Section 4.4 gives details of the tting procedure, required to
estimate unknown parameters in the model from real data. Finally Section 4.5 ex-
plores the applicability of the model to the operability window/space, to follow-up
on Chapter 3.
4.2 Modeling
4.2.1 Geometry and Scaling
The geometry of the puddle is shown in Fig. 4.2. We assume that the problem is
2D. That is to say, we assume the ow to be invariant into and out of Fig. 4.2. The
y-coordinate is measured relative to the substrate surface. The origin is located at73
the upstream liquid-substrate contact line. Note that we have assumed the USM
to be at and vertical, though we still assume that it maintains the same capillary
pressure as a semi-circular meniscus in the channel.
The liquid in the puddle is bounded by the solidication front at the bottom,
the USM, DSM and nozzle lands. The shape of the solidication front is denoted
h(x). We will assume that the solidication front is linear. As explained in Chapter
1 justication for this comes from the decoupling of uid ow and heat transfer
due to their orthogonality (Carpenter & Steen, 1997). The upper boundaries on
the liquid puddle are the nozzle lands and DSM. The shape of the upstream nozzle
land is Hu(x). The downstream land shape and meniscus shape are denoted by
Hd(x). Hu(x) and Hd(x) are shown as at surfaces, though this is not limiting.
The downstream meniscus in actuality is a free surface whose shape is set by the
balance of surface tension forces and the pressure forces within the liquid (for now
we assume that the pressure outside the menisci is at atmospheric and impose a
linear shape).
Horizontal lengths are scaled by the overall puddle length, x  L, such that
 = Lu=L,  = B=L, ! = Ld=L and  = Lw=L. Vertical distances (i.e., H(x), h(x)
and T) have been scaled by the gap height, y  G. The shape of the solidication
front is given by Eqn. 4.2.
h(x) = Tx; (4.2)
It can be seen from Eqn. 4.2 that the height of the solidication front at x =  =
 + , is h() = T, while the height of the solidication front at x = 1, is the
nal ribbon thickness T.
Fluid velocities and the solidication velocity are scaled by the wheelspeed;74
u  U and V  U. All pressures are scaled by the capillary pressure, P  2=G,
where  is the surface tension. Non-dimensional gas pressures outside the USM
and DSM are u and d respectively.
Several pressures at dierent points within the puddle appear in Fig. 4.2. Pu;
is the average pressure just at the entrance to the upstream region, while Pd; is
the average pressure just at the entrance to the downstream region.
4.2.2 Injection Region
The injection region, where uid enters the puddle from the nozzle, is key to
the physics of the process, though dicult to model. Analogies can be made
with a jet impinging on a translating plate or uid owing into a T-joint, cases
where the ow bifurcates upstream and downstream. The complicating physics
arise because of solidication at the translating front and because the nozzle is
so close to the puddle that it interferes with the ow. The upstream puddle
length is nite, so any material which turns upstream, must return back through
the injection region, either through a turning ow in the uid, or by solidifying
and translating through as solid ribbon (we assume no mushy state is present).
Fluid which turns downstream after leaving the nozzle slot, may either recirculate
back into or through the injection region, but ultimately must be captured by
solidication because we assume no liquid metal leaves the puddle region (Nagashio
& Kuribayashi, 2006). Because of the diculty in modeling ow in the injection
region we will be averaging velocity and pressure distributions in this region.
To partition the ow entering the puddle between the upstream and down-
stream regions we draw a control volume around the injection region. The injec-
tion region is bounded by dotted lines in Fig. 4.2 and this control volume is shown75
Figure 4.3: Control volume for the injection region. Arrows indicate the average
direction of uid ow. Face-4 corresponds to the solidication front. uin is the
scaled velocity of the uid owing vertically into the injection region through the
nozzle slot. sl is the ratio of solid to liquid density.
in more detail in Fig. 4.3. The height of face-2 (entrance to upstream region) is
[Hu h] and that of face-3 (entrance to downstream region) is [Hd h] (subscript
means \evaluated at"). Face-4 corresponds to the solidication front. The length
of face-4 is denoted Ls. Indicated by an arrow on each face is the net directional
ux of material. umu() and umd() refer to the mean velocity of uid just at the
entrance to the upstream and downstream regions respectively, which are dened
in Section 4.2.4. uin is the average velocity of uid entering through face-1. The
average pressure on face-1 is the overpressure P , while the average pressure on
the upstream face-2 is Pu; and on the downstream face-3 is Pd;. These pressures
are averaged across the gap or channel height (see Eqn. 4.10 in Section 4.2.3).
A mass balance can be performed on the control volume shown in Fig. 4.3.
Mass enters through the nozzle slot. It can travel upstream, downstream or can be
solidied and incorporated into the solidication front at the bottom of the control76
volume. The non-dimensional balance is given by Eqn. 4.4
uin =  
n
 umu()[Hu   h] + umd()[Hd   h] + V Ls
o
(4.3)
where   = G=L.
Note that across the solidication front a localized mass balance between the
liquid phase entering and solid phase leaving gives V Ls = sl (h   h), where sl
is the ratio of solid to liquid densities. Substituting this into Eqn. 4.4 gives
uin =  
n
 umu()[Hu   h] + umd()[Hd   h] + sl (h   h)
o
(4.4)
The major assumption made in Eqn. 4.4 is that the mass ux into the upstream
and downstream regions can be evaluated from the gap-averaged (or y-direction
averaged) velocity at the entrance to these regions. It can be shown by using
Eqn. 4.12 and 4.15 (described in Section 4.2.4), that Eqn. 4.4 reduces to the well
known mass balance
uin = slT
 

(4.5)
A straightforward way to treat the pressure drops across the injection region is
to perform a mechanical energy balance. The overpressure is the sum of the head
of liquid metal in the reservoir above the puddle, plus any applied gas pressure
on this reservoir. In PFMS, P  is controllable and is maintained approximately
constant throughout a casting operation. Using typical Bernoulli-type balances
with loss coecients, the pressure drop from the inlet pressure P  to the upstream
entrance pressure Pu; and the downstream entrance pressure Pd; are given by
Eqns. 4.6 and 4.7 respectively.77
P    Pu;
We
=
1
2
Hu() Z
h()
uu (;y)
2 dy +
u2
in
2
(Ku): (4.6)
P    Pd;
We
=
1
2
Hd() Z
h()
ud (;y)
2 dy +
u2
in
2
(Kd): (4.7)
Note that the appropriate forms for uu (;y) and ud (;y) will be identied in Sec-
tion 4.2.4. Notice that the Weber number, We = (lU2)=(2=G) appears because
of our choice of a capillary pressure scale.
Ku and Kd are analogous to loss coecients which can be found in typical
engineering ow calculations. They are best related to the losses in a 90o elbow in
pipe ow. This analogy provides an order of magnitude estimate for Ku and Kd,
but they are still unknowns and are considered free parameters in this model.
4.2.3 Upstream and Downstream Region Pressure Proles
Section 4.2.2 dealt with the injection region (  x  ). We now turn to a
description of the pressure proles in the upstream region (i.e., 0  x   in
Fig. 4.2) and the downstream region (i.e.,   x  1 in Fig. 4.2).
The mass and momentum equations describing ow in such conned channels,
with solidication occurring at a translating wall, have been derived by two dif-
ferent approaches. The rst method involved writing down the equations for an
arbitrary control volume, specializing to boundary layers with suction, then treat-
ing the suction as solidication (Karcher & Steen, 2001a,b). The second approach,
followed henceforth, is to include the solidication boundary conditions in the
general gap-averaged equations at the outset, then specialize these to boundary
layers (Reed, 2001).78
The starting point for Reed's work was the continuity equation and the two-
dimensional Cauchy momentum equations. Gap-averaging of these equations is
achieved by integrating in the y-direction, from h(x) to H (x). The essential
feature of Reed's work was the identication of the dominant balances in these
gap-averaged equations. Some important aspects include (1) the upper boundaries
in the problem H(x), are treated as a rigid boundaries, so in the case of the
downstream meniscus, we assume it is a rigid, shear-free boundary, and (2) ujH = 0
due to the no-slip condition imposed at y = H.
In summary the following scaled expressions are recovered in Reed's work,
d
dx
H(x) Z
h(x)
udy =  sl
dh
dx
; (4.8)
1
We
dP
dx
=

 1
H(x)   h(x)

2
6
4
d
dx
H(x) Z
h(x)
u
2 dx + slujh(x)
dh
dx
3
7
5; (4.9)
dP
dy
 0: (4.10)
where Eqns. 4.8 - 4.10 apply to both the upstream and downstream regions. ujh(x)
indicates the velocity evaluated at the solidication front.
It should be noted from continuity Eqn. 4.8, that d
dx
H(x) R
h(x)
u:dy =
dq(x)
dx , where
q(x) is the non-dimensional ow-rate. The liquid ow-rate along the domain is not
constant because of mass-loss from the uid due to solidication.
Eqn. 4.9 represents an analytical description of the change in pressure in a
channel where solidication occurs at one boundary i.e., upstream and downstream
regions of Fig. 4.2. Integrating Eqn. 4.9 and applying the appropriate boundary
condition (USM capillary pressure at x = 0, such that Pu(x = 0) = 1, or atmo-79
spheric pressure at x = 1, such that Pd(x = 1)=d=0) allows the pressure prole
to be found.
These equations do not hold true in the injection region. We must therefore
solve for the pressure variation separately in each region. Thus despite the lack
of information about it, the injection region becomes crucial for `communicating'
information from upstream to downstream via its length and the shape of the
solidication front. The gap-averaging approach used to nd Eqn. 4.9 means that
to solve for the pressure variation in the x-direction a suitable velocity prole must
be supplied. The proles used depend on the region being studied. The following
sections describe these proles.
Note that previous work has often assumed that all the ow turns downstream
upon exiting the nozzle slot (Reed, 2001; Wang & Matthys, 2002). Assuming
that a fraction of ow turns upstream modies the analysis of Reed, 2001 in two
ways: (1) the shape of the channel assumed in Reed's model changes because the
solidication front is assumed to start growing at the upstream liquid-substrate
contact line, and (2) the unknown parameters found in Reed's model change.
4.2.4 Velocity Proles
We shall follow the approach others have used for the downstream region of the
puddle and assume a form for the velocity proles in both the upstream and down-
stream regions (Reed, 2001; Karcher & Steen, 2001a,b). This general form u(x;y),
will have a mean component (plug ow prole) and a linear shear component. A
schematic of the prole is shown in Fig. 4.4. At the upper boundary H(x), a no-slip
condition is imposed and a classical Blasius-type boundary layer exists. Towards
the bottom boundary the uid velocity changes rapidly from the velocity in the80
Figure 4.4: Velocity prole in the gap region. This is a superposition of plug ow
and a shear driven component.
bulk  u, to the velocity at which the surface is translating. The slope of the shear
prole will be determined by the vorticity strength.
Treatment of the upstream region is complicated by the approximately semi-
circular shape of the meniscus (semi-cylindrical shape in 3D) . This shape precludes
any analytical solution for the ow eld. To circumvent this problem, we have
approximated the meniscus as a at, vertical wall which maintains the capillary
pressure of the curved USM. This is obviously a gross, yet necessary, simplication.
The upstream velocity prole (in the region 0  x  ) is then assumed to take
the form,
uu(x;y) = slT

 (h(x)=T)
Hu(x)   h(x)
  u

y  
Hu(x) + h(x)
2

: (4.11)
where u is the vorticity distribution. Vorticity is added to the upstream region
from the turning ow in the injection region. The meniscus is being treated as
a rigid boundary across which vorticity cannot cross, hence all the vorticity must
vanish at x = 0. Vorticity is removed via solidication. We will assume a linear81
decrease in vorticity strength with slope Au, u = (x=)Au. Hence,
uu(x;y) = slT

 (h(x)=T)
Hu(x)   h(x)
 
x


Au

y  
Hu(x) + h(x)
2

: (4.12)
The rst term in parentheses is the mean upstream velocity which is denoted
umu =
 (h(x)=T)
Hu(x) h(x). The second order form for the velocity prole allows one re-
circulation in the ow. The simplest form for the vorticity distribution would
be a constant strength vorticity i.e., u = Au. However, this would not allow
streamlines to close at x = 0. The presence of recirculation (often multiple re-
circulations) has been shown in several numerical studies and justies allowing
recirculation here (Bussmann et al., 2002; Chen & Tseng, 1999). The streamlines
can be found from,
@ u
@y
= uu(x;y) (4.13)
Higher order velocity proles could be assumed for the ow, however these
proles would introduce more unknown parameters into the problem.
Turning to the downstream region (  x  1), we shall follow the same
approach as described by Reed, and for the upstream region, and use a velocity
prole for the downstream region, ud(x;y), which has a mean component (plug
ow prole) and a shear component.
ud(x;y) = slT

1   (h(x)=T)
Hd(x)   h(x)
  d

y  
Hd(x) + h(x)
2

: (4.14)
The vorticity added to the downstream region from the turning ow in the injection
region must vanish from the ow as the last material solidies (Reed, Hirsa & Steen,
2001). A linear decrease in vorticity strength with slope Ad along the ow domain,82
given by d = Ad [(x   1)=(   1)], gives the following velocity prole,
ud(x;y) = slT

1   (h(x)=T)
Hd(x)   h(x)
 

x   1
   1

Ad

y  
Hd(x) + h(x)
2

: (4.15)
The rst term in parentheses is the mean downstream velocity, which is denoted
umd =
1 (h(x)=T)
Hd(x) h(x). Similar to Eqn. 4.13, the streamlines can be dened by,
@ d
@y
= ud(x;y): (4.16)
A characteristic feature of the downstream region is that the DSM detaches
from the nozzle face at a horizontal distance  (measured as a fraction of L),
downstream from the edge of the injection region. In Fig. 4.2 a at DSM is shown,
but the meniscus shape is in reality set by a balance between the pressure forces
in the downstream region and the surface tension of the molten metal. If the
meniscus is assumed to be at it can be described by,
Hd( +   x  1) = 1   (1   T)
x   ( + )
1   ( + )
: (4.17)
The shape of the nozzle lands in both the downstream and upstream regions will
be assumed to be at (though they can take any arbitrary shape), hence Hd( 
x   + ) = 1 and Hu(0  x  ) = 1, respectively.
4.3 Modeling Results
The previous sections describe how the entire PFMS puddle can readily be bro-
ken down into a series of control volumes, across which the individual pressure
drops/proles can be computed using the model equations. A schematic indicat-
ing these pressure drops is shown in Fig. 4.2.83
The pressure drops P    Pu; and P    Pd; are found from Eqns. 4.6 and 4.7
respectively. Each of these expressions contains a loss-coecient K, which cannot
be predicted a-priori and must be determined from experiment. The pressure
proles under the nozzle lands and the downstream meniscus can be found from
Eqns. 4.9 and the appropriate velocity prole, Eqns. 4.12 or 4.15. Note that in the
velocity proles, the strengths of vorticity introduced into each region, Au or Ad
are also unknown a-priori and must be determined from experiment.
Our focus is primarily on the eect of splitting the ow between the upstream
and downstream regions, hence we shall rst examine some straightforward pres-
sure changes as the relative fraction of ow in each region changes, by assuming
values for Au and Ad. The relative amount of ow going upstream can be increased
by increasing the value of parameter .
The eect of the ow split on the pressure change in the upstream region can
be seen in Fig. 4.5(a). Note that the x-coordinate has been re-scaled to x00 for
clarity, such that the abscissa runs from zero to unity. Increasing the fractional
ow split from  = 0:2 to  = 0:6, with everything else constant, increases the
magnitude of the pressure change across the region. Referring to Fig. 4.5(a), we
see that increasing  from 0.2 to 0.6 increases the magnitude of the pressure drop
by about half of one typical capillary pressure for We  100. Also important is
the implication that for each , Fig. 4.5(a) indicates that the pressure at x = 
must be negative.
Solving Eqns. 4.9 and 4.15 allows the pressure drops in the downstream region
to be plot as a function of . These are shown in Fig. 4.5(b), where we have
assumed Ad = 3 and  = 0. Note again that the x-coordinate has been re-
scaled such that the abscissa runs from zero to unity. The uppermost plot comes84
from the work of Reed who assumed that no ow went upstream ( = 0) and
solidication began in the downstream region ( = 0) (Reed, 2001). Note that
this limiting case represents the pressure drop of smallest magnitude in Fig. 4.5(b).
Increasing  increases the magnitude of the pressure drop across the downstream
region. Consider that increasing  from the limiting case to about 0.6 increases
Pd(x0 = 0) by a factor of four. Given the assumption that Pd(1) = d = 0
(atmospheric pressure), then Fig. 4.5(b) shows negative pressures close to x = 
in the downstream region. This requires that the loss coecient in the injection
region be large to recover pressure.
The above demonstrative results are simple examples and do not tell us any-
thing about the interdependence of parameters.
The streamlines for the upstream region can be evaluated from Eqn. 4.13. A
set of streamlines for dierent values of the upstream shear coecient Au is shown
in Fig. 4.6. At Au=0 the idealized ow can be seen, where all the streamlines turn
towards the solid and no material is recirculated back out of the ow domain i.e.,
what enters as liquid, leaves as solid. In Fig. 4.6(b), Au =  1, and a strong recir-
culation is seen. Fluid at the bottom of the domain turns in a counter-clockwise
direction and solidies without any further recirculation (multiple recirculations
are prohibited by the assumption for the velocity prole and Fig. 4.6(b) indicates
that a higher order velocity prole, which allows rotation out of the domain on the
bottom, may be necessary). A dividing streamline exists which separates the lower
uid from the upper, clockwise rotating ow. A stagnation point must therefore
exist on the interface at x = 0, where uid is decelerated. The stagnation point
becomes coincident with the origin at Au   25.
Shown also in Fig. 4.6(c) and (d) are cases where Au > 0. In these situations85
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Figure 4.5: Pressure drops underneath (a) the upstream land and (b) the down-
stream meniscus, plotted for dierent  values. Note that the x-coordinate has
been re-scaled for clarity, so that each domain runs from zero to unity. In these g-
ures,  = 0:1, T = 0:1, Au = 3 and Ad = 3. We also assume that the downstream
meniscus detaches from the nozzle right at the edge of the nozzle slot,  = 0.86
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Figure 4.6: Upstream region streamlines for T = 0:1 and  = 0:3. Dark region
represents the solidied material.87
strong recirculation is also evident, though only one counter-clockwise rotating
zone is seen. Part of the uid entering the domain is solidied, while a fraction
of the ow is sent back out of the domain as uid, in an accelerated state. This
recirculation out of the domain is responsible for the low pressures observed in
Fig. 4.5(a).
Streamlines for the downstream region are evaluated from Eqn. 4.16 and are
shown in Fig. 4.7. For Ad = 0 the ow is strictly rectilinear. Adding a small
amount of vorticity, via a negative Ad in Fig. 4.7(b), deviates the streamlines.
Those on the left hand side tend to approach the solidication front much faster.
Making Ad more negative would cause a recirculation zone to appear at the lower
left hand side of Fig. 4.7. It is interesting to consider if such a situation could arise
in reality. Could the ow turn backwards, despite being close to the solidication
front which is translating forward? For the rest of this paper we will restrict the
model to Ad  0.
Fig. 4.7(c) and (d) arise for Ad > 0. One can begin to see the deviation of the
streamlines as y ! 1 when Ad = 2. Increasing the vorticity strength even further
induces a recirculation zone, with ow moving in a counterclockwise direction. A
stagnation point appears on the interface, similar to observations of Reed, 2001.
The eect of changing  is a change in the owrate through the relevant domain.
This will not be shown in detail here because the shape of the ow prole is not
altered signicantly, only the magnitude of the streamfunction.
4.4 Application to planar-ow melt-spinning experiments
The previous sections have looked at sample pressure proles and streamlines to
get a avor of the physics that maybe occurring within the PFMS process. More88
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Figure 4.7: Streamlines for the downstream region. T=0.1,  = 0:14 and =0.3.
Dark region represents the solidied material.89
importantly, these results should present a convincing argument that consideration
of the upstream region is crucial for successful modeling of PFMS.
The coming sections deal with actual data from our casting machine. The data
has been collected at regular time-steps through a cast (which typically last  4
seconds), and then averaged. The aim is to combine the information underneath
the nozzle lands and DSM with the, as-yet, unused Eqns. 4.6 and 4.7, describing
the pressure drop across the injection region. The goal is to produce a trace of a
typical pressure prole across the entire puddle and the ancillary information that
comes with this prole.
4.4.1 Determination of model parameters
Eqns. 4.4, 4.6, 4.7, 4.9, 4.12 and 4.15 represent our uid-dynamical model. Com-
bining Eqns. 4.4, 4.6, 4.9 and 4.12 allows us to nd an analytical form for P  Pu;0
(see Fig. 4.2), while combining Eqns. 4.4, 4.7, 4.9 and 4.15 allows us to nd an an-
alytical form for P   Pd(1), where Pd(1) = d = 0. For brevity these complicated
expressions are shown in functional form in Eqns. 4.18a and 4.18b respectively.
Subtracting Eqn. 4.18a from 4.18b gives the entire pressure drop across the puddle
Pu0   d, in terms of T and several parameters. This is shown in functional form
in Eqn. 4.18c.
P    Pu;0
We
=
Pu;0   P 
We
= f (T;Au;Ku;;!); (4.18a)
P    d
We
=
P 
We
= f (T;Ad;Kd;;!;); (4.18b)
Pu;0   d
We
=
Pu;0
We
= f (T;Au;Ad;Ku;Kd;;!;): (4.18c)90
where d is zero (atmospheric pressure). Each equation is greater than zero for
successful casting to occur. Most of the unknown parameters in Eqns. 4.18a and
4.18b have physical bounds on them and typical values are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Free parameters in model Eqn. 4.18c.
Parameter Constraints Description
Au None Upstream shear strength
Ad > 0 Downstream shear strength
Ku > 0 Upstream loss coecient (injection region)
Kd > 0 Downstream loss coecient (injection region)
 0    0:5 Fractional length of upstream region, Lu=L
! 0:5  !  0:9 Fractional length of downstream region, Ld=L
 0    0:45 DSM detachment distance, Lw=L
For reasons mentioned previously we assume Ad > 0. The loss coecients
account for the irreversible loss in pressure head as the ow turns from the nozzle
slot, upstream or downstream. Negative loss coecients are physically impossible
for this ow, hence Ku > 0 and Kd > 0. Experimental observations indicate that
the length of the upstream region is less than half the overall length of the puddle
for successful casting, hence 0    0:5. Likewise, observation indicates the
the downstream length of the puddle is at least half the puddle length. Even if
 = 0,  is nite, hence ! is 0:5  !  0:9. Our last experimental observation is
that the detachment length in the downstream region is never more than half the
length of the downstream region, and often occurs right at the nozzle slot, hence
0    0:45, where  is measured as a fraction of the downstream puddle length.
Eqns. 4.18a and 4.18b are written in terms of the upstream meniscus pressure91
Pu;0, the overpressure P  and the Weber number We. Experimentally, the pres-
sure at the upstream meniscus is denoted ~ Pu;0 and is found from the Young-Laplace
equation to be (1   cos)=2 (equal to 1 for 180o contact angle). The Weber num-
ber We = (lU2)=(2=G) can be measured throughout an experiment (at regular
points in time) by measuring U and G. For each cast the instantaneous Weber
numbers can be averaged to nd a `cast-average' value, denoted ~ We. The over-
pressure P  = Pover=(2=G), can also measured throughout an experiment and the
average for an experiment is denoted by ~ P . Several experiments with these aver-
age values are shown in Table 4.2. Also shown is the cast-average non-dimensional
thickness, T.
For simplicity we can reduce the number of parameters in Eqn. 4.18a and
Eqn. 4.18b by making measurements of , ! and  from experiment. For all the
data in Table 4.2, rough measurements sampled from images of the puddle indicate
that  = 0:18, ! = 0:71 and  = 0:17, on average. Hence four free parameters
Au;Ad;Ku and Kd remain to be determined from Eqns. 4.18a and 4.18b. This can
be done by `tting' Eqn. 4.18a to the data in Table 4.2 to nd best-t values for Au
and Ku. As a simplication we assume a xed contact angle of  = 180o. Likewise
Eqn. 4.18b can be t to the ~ P  and T data in Table 4.2 to nd Ad and Kd. A good
t is achieved by minimizing the root mean square of the error (RMSE) between
the model equations and the data.
The widely distributed Microsoft Excel Solver can be used as a general purpose
optimization system for our model. A detailed description of the architecture and
algorithm underlying this tool can be found elsewhere (Fylstra, Lasdon, Watson &
Waren, 1998). Given that there are two free parameters in each equation, restarts
of the algorithm may be necessary to nally converge to the global minimum in92
Table 4.2: Cast-average experimental data.
Cast ID ~ We
 1
T ~ P 
SU05-65 0.0163 0.3381 1.77
SP06-19 0.0198 0.2639 1.55
SP06-14 0.0594 0.5450 1.92
SP06-16 0.0648 0.4680 1.36
SP06-13 0.0150 0.2421 1.41
SP06-12 0.0491 0.3725 1.30
FA05-12 0.0347 0.3404 1.37
FA05-14 0.0193 0.2936 1.84
SU05-64 0.0273 0.4102 1.30
FA05-11 0.0177 0.4181 1.43
SU06-03 0.0131 0.1980 1.37
SU06-02 0.0266 0.2345 1.61
SU06-04 0.0084 0.1085 1.57
SU06-05 0.0256 0.3600 2.37
SU06-09 0.0406 0.3790 1.34
SU06-12 0.0252 0.2184 1.40
SU06-14 0.0109 0.1224 1.36
SU06-16 0.0062 0.0895 1.81
SU06-17 0.0062 0.0997 1.35
SU06-23 0.0129 0.0258 1.94
SU06-26 0.0170 0.2571 1.55
SU06-47 0.0214 0.2151 1.6293
RMSE.
Fig. 4.8 shows best ts of Eqns. 4.18a and 4.18b to the experimental data in
Table 4.2. Deviation of the model from the data is most pronounced at T 2  0:25
and this maybe due to, (1) the assumed form for the velocity proles being incorrect
or too restrictive over such a range of conditions, (2) noise in the data and/or (3)
the assumption of xed average values of , !, ,  and the contact angle .
The best-t parameters found from the optimized ts are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Best-t parameters for the t shown in Fig. 4.8. Measured average
parameters are  = 0:18, ! = 0:71,  = 0:17 and  = 180o.
Parameter Best Fit Value
Au -2.04
Ad 0
Ku 0.83
Kd 0.46
From Table 4.3 Ad  0, which indicates rectilinear ow in the downstream
region. This agrees with our assumption that Ad should be positive number. On
the other-hand a large amount of recirculation is expected in the upstream region,
where Au =  2:04. The magnitude of the loss coecients in the injection region
is reasonable, given our previous analogy with pipe ow, where coecients of
about 2 are expected for turning in a 90o elbow. Some previous PFMS studies
have estimated loss coecients to be O(10 1) (Ibaraki, 1996). Estimates from
other PFMS laboratories indicate loss coecients of order one (Sung, Kim, Park
& Kim, 1994; Praisner, Chen & Tseng, 1995). The average puddle length in our
experiments was estimated to be  14 mm.94
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Figure 4.8: Experimental data taken from a 0.5 m diameter Cu-Be substrate,
when casting Al-7%Si. Eqns. 4.18a, 4.18b and 4.18c have been t to the data
simultaneously in order to extract optimum values for the unknown dissipations
and vorticity strengths. The data is presented in terms of T 2 for clarity. Also
shown is the best-t line to the experimental data. In each case the experimental
best t line is second order.95
Figure 4.9: Streamlines and pressure prole for the entire puddle obtained using
the parameters in Table 4.3.
4.4.2 Pressure Proles and Streamlines
Having found suitable tting parameters from a set of experimental data we pro-
ceed to plot a typical pressure prole and set of streamlines for the average of the
data in Table 4.2 (T = 0:28 and ~ We = 40:94). Using these average values indicates
how well the model describes a typical data point, as indicated in Fig. 4.8. The
streamlines and pressure prole are shown in Fig. 4.9.
At x = 0 the pressure boundary condition is the capillary pressure. The pres-
sure drops as we move towards the injection region. This is a result of the eect of
suction due to solidication. The pressure becomes slightly negative O(10 2) at
x=0.18. The streamlines for the upstream region are plotted at the top of Fig. 4.9.
A stagnation point is formed on the upstream \meniscus". Thus a large recircu-96
lation zone is present upstream. The dotted line represents the pressure change
in the injection region. The average overpressure from the experimental data is
1.57, and the overpressure recovered from the model for the upstream region is
P   1:41, a dierence of 11%. Of course, P  must be greater than one for the
USM to be supported.
At x = 1 the boundary condition on pressure is zero, or atmospheric pressure.
Given that Ad = 0, or rectilinear ow is predicted here, the pressure remains
constant at zero underneath the meniscus. At the detachment point the pressure
becomes negative and at the injection region x =  = 0:29, the pressure is more
negative than on the upstream side (Pd; =  0:46). For the x = 1 boundary
condition, the downstream region model yields an overpressure P   1:12. Thus
there is a discrepancy between this P  value and that found from the upstream
section. This arises from the dierence in the goodness of ts for Eqns. 4.18a
and 4.18b in Fig. 4.8. Given the inevitable scatter of our data in Fig. 4.8, this
discrepancy should then be viewed as a measure of the error in estimating the
parameters via the tting algorithm.
One of the most striking aspects of Fig. 4.9 is the large pressure drops in the in-
jection region. These drops dominate the other pressure changes and indicate that
the delivery of uid to the puddle is a key element of PFMS. The presence of nega-
tive pressures, has been reported previously for the downstream region (Wu et al.,
1992; Steen et al., 2001). Large pressure drops in the injection region have been
documented in numerical studies and the large recirculation zone in the upstream
region in Fig. 4.9 has similar qualitative features to previous work (Bussmann,
Mostaghami, Kirk & Graydon, 2002). As far as we are aware, only one numerical
study has appeared which has reported negative contact pressures in the upstream97
region at the melt-substrate interface (Wu, Chen, Hwang & Yang, 1992). They ob-
serve a negative pressure just upstream of the injection region which is larger than
the negative pressure downstream. Typically the negative pressure they predict on
the upstream side is equivalent to 5 capillary pressures (i.e., Pu;   5), while their
downstream negative pressure is about 0.5 capillary pressures (Pd;   0:5). Their
downstream value compares favorably with the Pd;   0:5 shown in Fig. 4.9. In
addition their downstream contact pressure is essentially zero for most of that re-
gion, also similar to what is found seen in Fig. 4.9. On the upstream side however,
the negative upstream pressure value that they report is much larger than what
we observe in Fig. 4.9.
The presence of negative pressures in both the upstream and downstream re-
gions may be responsible for air-pockets forming on the ribbon surface (Takeshita
& Shingu, 1986a). In particular large negative pressures in the upstream region
could lead to the suction of air.
4.5 Capillary Stability Limits
In Chapter 3 the stability limits for PFMS, based on capillarity considerations,
were developed. The basis of this work is the pressure drop across the entire
puddle u  d, as seen in Fig. 4.2. This is found by summation of the individual
pressure drops in each region of the puddle. This summation is given in Eqn. 4.19.
u   d = (u   Pu;0) + (Pu;0   Pu;) + (Pu;   P
) + (P
   Pd;)
+(Pd;   d): (4.19)
Notice that the term u Pu;0, is the pressure jump across the upstream meniscus.98
This is determined from the shape of the meniscus via the Young-Laplace relation-
ship. Modeling of P    d and P    Pu;0 has been described in the preceding
sections.
Limits can be placed on this process by the position of the upstream meniscus.
Two extremes exist: one when the USM is at the nozzle edge, L1, in Fig. 4.10, the
other when the meniscus is about to pull underneath the nozzle slot at position
L2. An expression for the stability window, based on the the pressure dierence
between the gas outside the USM (u) and the gas pressure outside the DSM (d)
has been described in Chapter 3. This expression is given as,
 

1   cos
2We2

+
(Pu;0   P )
We
+

PI
We2

L1

S
We2   

1   cos
2We2

+

PI
We2

L2
;
(4.20)
where  is the upstream liquid-substrate contact angle (see Fig. 4.2), PI = (P   
Pd;g)=(2=G) is the pressure index and S = (Pu;g   Pd;g)=(2=G) is the non-
dimensional pressure drop across the puddle (see Fig. 4.1 for dimensional param-
eters).
Typical casting is carried out when S = 0, i.e. atmospheric pressure outside
the upstream and downstream menisci. In that case, Eqn. 4.20 allows us to recover
a stability window in terms of the measurable quantities We and PI. But when
S 6= 0, Eqn. 4.20 indicates that the stability of the process can be enhanced by
raising or lowering the pressure outside the USM, relative to the pressure outside
the DSM.
Notice that in Eqn. 4.20 the capillary pressure drops are equivalent and not
particularly sensitive to  because We  O(100). The downstream pressure drop in
Eqn. 4.20 is not relevant because this is consumed by the experimentally controlled99
value P . A key component of Eqn. 4.20 is then the pressure drop in the injection
region and upstream region of the puddle, (P    Pu;0). The low pressure limit
on the right hand side does not have a pressure contribution from the upstream
region because the meniscus is positioned at L2 in Fig. 4.10. The left hand side, or
blow-out limit, does have a dependence on the upstream pressure change. Given
that the contact angle must vary signicantly to produce appreciable changes in
the stability limits, it is the net upstream pressure dissipation which will ultimately
determine the relative position of this boundary in S   We   PI space.
In Chapter 3 the pressure drop in injection region and the upstream region
were lumped together and given in a simplied format,
Pu;0   P 
We
=  
K
2We
 u
U
2
=  
K
2We

T
G
2
: (4.21)
where the generic loss coecient K accounts for the overall losses as ow turns
upstream.
The typical stability envelope in S   We   PI space from Eqn. 4.20 and 4.21
is shown in Fig. 4.10. The conventional operability window, We   PI is shown
at the top. The left most boundary is xed by the contact angle. The right-most
boundary is positioned by the magnitude of K and T=G, where we assumed an
average T=G. The lower plot is in S PI space. This simple expression when tted,
using K as a free-tting parameter, to appropriate cast-averaged experimental
blow-out data in both planes, indicated that K was between 1.8 and 2.8 units.
This seems reasonable, given that a 90o elbow in pipe ow has a loss coecient of
order one.
The issue outstanding from this work is that P    Pu;0, from Eqn. 4.21 is an
approximation, which does not give any indication of the nature of the ow in the100
Figure 4.10: A schematic of the We   PI window is shown at the top. This is
the conventional casting window. Below is shown the S PI window. Negative S
indicates a vacuum has been pulled on the USM.101
upstream region of the puddle. A more detailed analysis comes from the preceding
sections. P    Pu;0 can now be replaced by combining Eqns. 4.6 and 4.9 for the
upstream region;
P    Pu;0
We
=
1
2
Hu()=1 Z
h()=T
uu (;y)
2 dy +
u2
in
2
(Ku)
+
 Z
0

 1
Hu(x)   h(x)

2
6
4
d
dx
Hu(x) Z
h(x)
u
2
u dx + sluujh(x)
dh
dx
3
7
5 dx (4.22)
where the velocity prole uu(x;y) is given by Eqn. 4.12.
Solving Eqn. 4.22 for Hu(x) = 1 and h = Tx in the region 0  x   gives,
P    Pu;0
We
=
(slT)
2
2

3T
(1   T)
2 +
A2
u
12

(1   T)
3 +
1
6
(3T   2)(5T   6)

+
AU
2
+ KU

 


(4.23)
where  = 1      ! and   = (G=L), hence  = = G=B. Eqn. 4.23 is the full
form of Eqn. 4.18a.
Eqn. 4.23 is semi-empirical, just like Eqn. 4.21, though it has been found from
rst principles. An average T must still be used. We need to `t' the model to
data corresponding to the blow-out limit, L1 in Fig. 4.10.
To attempt to compare this new model to the stability window in Chapter
3 we select several blow-out data points around which the previous model was
roughly t. We assume for simplicity that  = 180o (in Chapter 3 we assumed
 = 150o, closer to experimental observations). The data at the blow-out limit
is listed in Table 4.4. Note that this data comes from a 1 meter diameter Cu-Be102
substrate. Average gap values have been estimated for each cast, and signicantly
more scatter is present in data from this substrate than from the 0.5 m Cu-Be
substrate available in the laboratory.
Table 4.4: Cast-average experimental data corresponding to the blow-out limit.
Cast ID T PI We Quality
SU05-12 0.1896 3.487 128.2 Success
SU05-20 0.1626 3.502 127.4 Success
SU05-21 0.1618 3.656 130.7 Success
SU04-30 0.2497 2.280 40.13 Success
SU05-19 0.1787 3.804 129.2 Success
SU02-04 0.1037 2.597 87.65 Success
SP04-14 0.1226 2.501 92.52 Success
FA03-31 0.1663 2.878 119.5 Success
FA04-03 0.3920 1.449 19.35 Failure
SU04-15 0.2209 2.362 43.54 Failure
SU04-14 0.2629 2.326 43.11 Failure
SU04-13 0.2616 2.268 43.89 Failure
SU05-14 0.2807 2.186 40.19 Failure
SU05-13 0.3135 2.062 40.42 Failure
FA03-11 0.2306 2.090 48.48 Failure
Losses in the injection region are due to geometry changes (reversible) and
frictional losses (irreversible). These losses should be present no matter what the
puddle length, except in the case where the meniscus is pinned at position L2. We
will assume that in the case where the blow-out (L1) position is being approached,103
the value of the upstream loss coecient is the same as that found in Section 4.4.1.
The strength of vorticity in the upstream region Au will also be assumed to have
the same value. We justify this by the fact that vorticity is introduced from the
turning region and this should not depend upon overall puddle length (vorticity
`stretching' may occur however). The test here is to see whether the puddle length
can be predicted for blow-out conditions.
We look at the case where S = 0. Hence we take the left-side of Eqn. 4.20 and
rearrange to give,
We =

1
P    Pu;0

PI  

1   cos
2

: (4.24)
where Eqn. 4.23 can be substituted for P    Pu;0. We use the average T from
the data in Table 4.4, use an average  = = 0:625 and assume  = 180oC for
simplicity. Eqn. 4.24 is then t to the data in Table 4.4 by allowing  to vary.
The best-t blow-out line is shown in Fig. 4.11, along with the pull-under
boundary and experimental data. The best-t parameter for the blow-out line is
 = 0.63. This non-dimensional upstream puddle length is almost four times the
estimated  value for casts in the center of the operating window and is suciently
large to fall in the blow-out regime. This indicates that xing the loss coecient
and vorticity strength for all puddle lengths provides at least the approximate
conditions for failure.
4.6 Summary
In summary, this work describes a 2D, steady, uid mechanical model for PFMS.
Mass and momentum equations, previously developed from 1st principles, have
been used to solve for the pressure and ow elds in the channel regions. The104
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Figure 4.11: PFMS stability window. Approximately 150 successful and failed
casts are included on this gure. The predicted stability bounds are shown as the
solid lines. This gure is almost identical to Fig.3.3105
pressure drops in the injection region have been computed using standard me-
chanical energy balances coupled with a mass balance around this region. The
overall model of the pressure change from outside the DSM, to the pressure just
inside the USM is dependent upon several parameters, which can be found by
tting the model to experimental data.
When applied to data from successful casts, a snapshot of a typical puddle
indicates the presence of negative pressures in both the upstream and downstream
regions. Recirculation is observed in the upstream region, while the downstream
region exhibits essentially rectilinear ow. This behavior is qualitatively similar to
previously published numerical results.
The modeling can be applied to the blow-out boundary of the PFMS stability
window. The crucial pressure drop occurs in the upstream region. Fitting the
model to the edge of the window allows us to recover the non-dimensional upstream
puddle length and this value is consistent with the nature of the failure.
Computational modeling is necessary to validate the tting procedure used to
retrieve the unknown parameters in this Chapter.Chapter 5
In-situ manipulation of cooling rates
during planar-ow melt-spinning
processing
Planar-ow melt spinning (PFMS) is a single stage rapid manufacturing / so-
lidication technique for producing thin metallic sheet or foil. A new technology,
envisioned to allow real-time manipulation of the local cooling rates and properties
in melt-spun ribbon, has been tested successfully when casting Al-7%Si. Pulsed
laser heating, directed low on the upstream meniscus, or on the substrate, leaves
patterns of `dimples' in the ribbon. Typical cooling rates of 104 K/s have been mea-
sured using a control-volume approach. Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS)
has been measured through the thickness of ribbons showing areas both aected
by the laser heating and unaected by the laser. Through a correlation of cooling
rates and SDAS, it is shown that the unmodied ribbon has an average cooling
rate similar to that measured macroscopically. The cooling rate underneath a laser
dimple is estimated to be six times slower near the contact surface. It is envisioned
that the technology described may bring the concept of `casting-by-design' one step
closer to realization.
Submitted for review to Materials Science and Engineering A, as C.J. Byrne,
A.M. Kueck, S.P. Baker and P.H. Steen., In-situ manipulation of cooling rates
during planar-ow melt-spinning processing.
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5.1 Introduction
Every year in the United States, over two billion pounds of aluminum sheet and
foil is produced (US-Census-Bureau, 1997). Casting and rolling mills use tens of
millions of dollars worth of electricity every year to power the rollers and heaters
used in the multi-step production processes (DOE, 1997). It is estimated that
single-step processing (i.e. straight from the melt to the nished aluminum prod-
uct) could signicantly lower energy requirements and in addition, could reduce
CO2 emissions in the US by up to 250,000 tons per year (Steen & Hirsa, 2002).
Planar-ow melt spinning (PFMS), also known as planar-ow spin casting, is a
process that can potentially provide this faster and less energy-intensive process-
ing of thin metal sheet and foil products. The process was rst introduced in the
1970's (Narasimhan, 1979). Most interest has come from the materials science
community, due to the unique microstructural characteristics obtained from cool-
ing rates ranging from 104-108 K/s (Kavesh, 1978). Our work has been focused on
the processing aspects and though we use aluminum alloys, we are not limited by
alloy type.
In the PFMS process, molten metal is allowed to ow through a planar nozzle
which is in close proximity to a rotating metallic wheel or substrate (see Fig. 5.1).
A liquid metal puddle, constrained by surface tension, is formed between the nozzle
and substrate. Molten metal is a Newtonian liquid. Heat is rapidly transferred
from the molten metal to the cooler substrate as it rotates underneath the puddle.
A solid metal front grows from the substrate surface, with an average velocity V ,
as it translates through the puddle region. Eventually a ribbon emerges from the
puddle and is thrown from the substrate. For a xed nozzle geometry, the thickness
of the ribbon T, depends on several parameters including the wheel speed U  10108
ms 1, the nozzle-to-substrate gap distance G  1 mm, and the pressure of the
liquid metal as it exits the nozzle P  4000Pa. In general P
U2  T
G
2. A review
of the general stability and uid dynamics of the process is available (Steen &
Karcher, 1997).
The development of a truly single stage continuous casting technology requires
an ability to control the geometry and properties of the metal during the solidi-
cation event to avoid further downstream processing steps. Such control extends
over a variety of length scales, from the overall product length (meters) to the mi-
crostructural feature size (microns). Control of the geometry on a large scale may
involve putting patterns on the product (e.g. consider a logo being templated onto
a branded product) or putting well-dened structural features on the product (e.g.
holes in the product which would normally be drilled in post-processing). Control
of the properties may involve producing mechanical property gradients (e.g. a rib-
bon with a hard, scratch resistant surface and a softer, ductile core), magnetic or
chemical property gradients. Ultimately, whatever the length-scale, such control
requires manipulation of the cooling rate on a length scale much smaller than the
overall product length.
We are interested primarily here in controlling the properties on a local level,
that is to say, controlling the properties at dierent points on the ribbon. The
properties of the cast product are controlled by the microstructure which is deter-
mined from the cooling rate, hence we seek to manipulate the cooling rate.
The approach in this work has two components, loosely categorized as the
science and technology steps. The scientic step requires estimating the typical
cooling rates involved in the process to use as a baseline. An estimate of the gross
or macroscopic cooling rate in the process can be made by relating the residence109
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time of a material packet in the puddle to the solidication velocity using a well
known macroscopic mass balance (Steen & Karcher, 1997). The macroscopic mea-
surements provide an order of magnitude measurement of the cooling rates. More
detailed measurement of the cooling rate comes from using standard methods in
the metallurgical literature, which relate dendrite size to cooling rates. This latter
technique allows the cooling rate to be characterized through the thickness, as well
as along a length of ribbon.
We aim to use the technology component to manipulate the cooling rates,
measured using the techniques described above, and indirectly inuence the mi-
crostructure and properties of the ribbon. Two methods of altering the cooling
rate are possible. We refer to the rst as negative thermal modication. The idea
is to condition the wheel surface using an insulating material (e.g. boron nitride)
to limit the heat transfer to the wheel. The pattern of insulating material on
the wheel surface creates a heat mask and templates a pattern onto the solidi-
fying material. The second method, explored in this work, which we refer to as
direct thermal modication, involves heating the wheel or puddle to change the
local temperature gradient (<1 mm scale). The concept of thermal modication
to condition the wheel surface was explored by Lee & Hong, 1997, where they
either heated the entire wheel or covered it entirely with an insulating material.
Our approach is dierent in that we locally modify the cooling rate. In this paper
we use a laser to locally heat either the wheel or puddle. The heat delivered by
the laser slows the cooling of the melt in a small area, equivalent to the diame-
ter of the laser beam, thus allowing us to create localized areas (on the order of
50 m) of lower cooling rate, dissimilar microstructure and ultimately dissimilar
properties. The technology allows patterns to be `templated' onto the ribbon and111
microstructure gradients to be established. The concept is termed `casting-by-
design' i.e. a process whereby patterns, cuts, band lines, corrugations etc. can
be formed on the product during the actual solidication event, thus avoiding the
need to perform these operations downstream (Steen, 2006). The net result is a
faster, integrated process and concomitant cost and energy savings. This work
demonstrates a `proof-of-concept' for this technology.
5.2 Cooling Rates and Microstructure
A widely used method of characterizing microstructural renement is measuring
dendritic feature size, such as primary or secondary arm spacing. Dendrite cell
size was correlated with cooling rate by Spear & Gardner, 1963. Although this
correlation was made over a narrow range of cooling rates, it was later shown that it
can be extrapolated over at least eight orders of magnitude of cooling rate (Matyja,
Giessen & Grant, 1968).
Dendrite size depends on solute transport, and two factors can aect this. One
is cooling rate: faster cooling prohibits long range diusion of solute and therefore
dendrite sizes are small. The other is macrosegregation (i.e., phase segregation on
a length scale larger than the microstructural feature size). To use microstructure
as a measure of cooling rate, macrosegregation must rst be ruled out. The high
cooling rates in melt spinning eliminate macrosegregation (Pond & Maddin, 1969).
Since the size of dendritic features is a function only of the amount of time
they have to form, feature size can be used to measure local cooling rate. The
following relationship between secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) and the
local solidication time ts has been established by Flemings, 1974112
 = At
n
s (5.1)
where n  1=3 to 1=2 and A is a constant which been shown to be alloy dependent.
From a theoretical perspective several models have appeared which calculate
the SDAS based on heat transfer considerations. Feurer and Wunderlin (Kurz &
Fisher, 1989) have presented a model of SDAS as a function of local solidication
time,
 = B

 
 Dts
(1   k)m(C   Co)
Ln

C
Co
1=3
; (5.2)
where B is a constant,   is the Gibbs-Thomson coecient, D is the liquid solute
diusivity, k is the solute partition coecient, m is the slope of the liquidus line, C
is the eutectic composition and Co is the alloy composition. The Gibbs-Thomson
coecient can be written as   = Tf=hf, where  is the surface energy, Tf is the
melting point of the pure metal and hf is the latent heat of fusion per unit volume.
For  in microns, B = 5:5  10 6 according to Feurer and Wunderlin. Kirkwood,
1985 derived a similar model, where the constant B was found to be 5  10 6.
It is possible for us to rewrite Eqn. 5.2 as a function of cooling rate Q, by
recognizing that the local solidication time ts can be expressed as,
ts =
T
Q
(5.3)
where T is the solidus-liquidus range.
Substituting Eqn. 5.3 into Eqn. 5.2 yields   Q 1=3. Recently this model
equation has been applied to directionally solidied hypoeutectic Al-Si alloys us-
ing the Kirkwood coecient and has shown good agreement with experimental
measurements (Spinelli, Peres & Garcia, 2005). In simplied format their model113
is  = 5(Mts)
1=3, where M (m3s 1) = 5.55, 4.79 and 4.29 for Al with 5, 7 and 9
wt%Si respectively.
Empirical forms of the cooling rate correlation, similar in form to Eqn. 5.1, have
been produced for hypoeutectic Al-Si systems. Bamberger, Weiss & Stupel, 1987
found that n = 0:43 for a range of silicon contents relevant to our study. They
report that for  in microns, A = 15.3, 14.0, 12.8 and 11.5 for Al with 3.8, 5.7, 7.5
and 9.7 wt%Si respectively. As acknowledged by Bamberger et al, the value of the
exponent reported is higher than many other reported values and recently Spinelli,
Peres & Garcia, 2005 have shown that this over-predicts their measured SDAS.
On the other hand Sarreal & Abbaschian, 1986 have an exponent lower than the
theoretical value when solidifying Al-1wt%Si at solidication velocities ranging
from 3 cm/s to 15 cm/s for melt-spun ribbons (the solidication velocity in our
experiment is found to be  10 cm/s). Their correlation of  = 47:7Q 0:23, where
 is in microns, is an extrapolation from a handful of measurements at low cooling
rates.
Matyja, Giessen & Grant, 1968 have used the relationship   Q 0:32 to
describe Al-11wt%Si, though the cooling rates in the splat cooled samples used
to obtain this relationship were obtained from either calculations (based on ideal
cooling), or other measurements involving pure aluminum (Predecki et al., 1965).
Birol, 1996 also directly used this relationship for the near-eutectic Al-12wt%Si.
For small solidication velocities, Ahrweiler, Ratke & Lacaze, 2003 found that
  Q 0:380:01 for Al-6wt%Si and cite the eect of convective mass transport ahead
of the mushy zone as being responsible for the high exponent. Their observations
were made at solidication velocities  10 1 mm/s, where mushy zone eects are
important, much slower than for rapidly solidied materials.114
5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Casting apparatus
The alloy studied in this work is Al-7wt%Si. The alloy was obtained by mix-
ing nominally pure aluminum and an Al-Si master alloy of eutectic composition
(12.6%Si).
In each experiment approximately 1 kg of the alloy is melted using induction
heating coils in a graphite crucible suspended above a spinning 1 m diameter
Cu-0.4%Be substrate (see the schematic in Fig. 5.1(a)). A melt temperature of
714oC i.e.,  100oC above the melting temperature, is used when casting this alloy.
The temperature of the substrate was initially  30oC. The experimental casting
machine typically operated with a  1 mm gap between the nozzle and substrate
(see Fig. 5.1(b)). The metal ows through the nozzle under the inuence of its own
metallo-static head and an inert gas pressure in the crucible, used to compensate
for the decreasing head of metal. A puddle is formed in the narrow gap between
the nozzle and the rotating substrate. A schematic of the puddle is shown in
Fig. 5.1(b). The scale, particularly in the vertical direction, has been exaggerated.
The width of the nozzle was 50 mm, into the page. As the substrate translates
left to right, a solidication front forms and a ribbon product of thickness  100
m eventually exits the puddle region, and loses contact with the wheel shortly
thereafter. The small length scales and large temperature dierence between the
nozzle and substrate mean that ribbon can be spun at extremely high speeds,
typically on the order of 10 m/s.
The substrate is not actively cooled, hence the temperature of the wheel slowly
increases throughout a cast. This temperature increase of the wheel means smaller115
temperature gradients between the melt and the wheel, making the average cooling
rate a weak function of time.
5.3.2 Laser thermal templating
A Spectra-Physics laser (model T40-Y70S-106Q), which uses a Q - switched YAG
rod, is used for thermal modication of the substrate. This pulsed laser can issue
a single pulse or operate at 100 kHz, producing  1.5 mJ at 1 kHz with a pulse
width of < 1ns. Two approaches to thermal modication with the laser have been
tried, both with the laser operating at 10 kHz. The rst involved directly impact-
ing the beam on the upstream meniscus, as shown schematically in Fig. 5.2(a).
The laser beam is focused through a lens onto the meniscus. Due to oscillations
of the meniscus (Byrne et al., 2006b) it is dicult to keep the beam in focus on
the meniscus. Hitting the meniscus directly with the beam can cause deforma-
tion of the molten liquid, most likely via the Marangoni eect (i.e. temperature
dependence of surface tension).
The second approach was to deect the laser through a prism such that it
hits the substrate just before the substrate enters the puddle region, as shown in
Fig. 5.2(b). The second method was more exact as it is independent of motions of
the puddle. When the laser is very well focused, ablation of the substrate is possi-
ble. An example of a crater from ablation of a Cu-Be target is shown in Fig. 5.3,
made using a MicroXam Interferometric prolometer. The crater is approximately
400 microns in diameter and 3 microns deep. Notice the large amount of ejecta
built up on the sides of the crater, a feature which is not particularly desirable for
casting upon.
The spots where the laser hits the substrate can also act as `hot spots' if116
Figure 5.2: (a)Laser directly hitting the upstream meniscus (b) Laser being de-
ected through prism, onto the substrate.117
Figure 5.3: A prole of an ablation of a Cu-Be target by a single laser pulse. The
diameter is approximately 400 microns and the depth  3 microns.118
they heat but do not ablate the substrate. The hot spots are circumferentially
distributed around the wheel. The impact of the laser pulse on the wheel must
occur close to the upstream liquid-substrate contact line to minimize the diusion
of heat away from the laser spot. The reduced temperature dierence between
the melt and the wheel alters the driving force for solidication. For a 10 m/s
substrate velocity and 10 kHz laser beam, the separation between dots of heat is
approximately 1 mm. Because the dots would be `overwritten' for multiple wheel
revolutions, in these experiments the laser was not started until part way through
a cast, when steady conditions have been achieved. Overwriting the dots would
result in a line of heat being seen by the puddle as opposed to discrete heat spots.
Ribbons modied by directing the laser low onto the meniscus or directly onto
the substrate surface show dimples or depressions on the ribbon surface. An ex-
ample of a line of dimples can be seen in Fig. 5.4. This particular cast involved
directing the laser onto the meniscus, close to the contact line. These dimples were
typically formed on the substrate side of the ribbon, though they sometimes also
appeared on both sides.
5.3.3 Product treatment and metallurgical sample analysis
After casting, the ribbon product ( 40 m long) is cut into 150 mm lengths. Only
the middle third of the cast was studied to avoid the transient eects associated
with the start-up of the liquid metal puddle and its eventual collapse due to the lack
of feed metal. These transient eects typically result in poorer quality ribbon than
found in the middle, relatively steady, section of the cast. The average thickness
of the product over the 150 mm length is obtained from its width, length, mass
and density.119
Figure 5.4: A line of laser dimples appearing on a section of ribbon. This dimples
are produced by directly hitting low on the upstream meniscus, or hitting the
substrate with the laser beam. On the right is shown a detailed prole of one of
these dimples.120
For analysis of the microstructure, the ribbon is mounted in cold-curing epoxy
to preserve the as-cast microstructure. Samples were prepared such that a longitu-
dinal cross section of the thickness of the ribbon was viewable to study dierences
between the wheel side and air side of the ribbon. An automatic polishing system
(Struers Rotoforce-4) is used to polish the samples.
After polishing, samples to be imaged using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) were etched with 5% HF for about 15 seconds, which preferentially dis-
solved the Si-rich phase. A Leica Stereoscan 440 SEM was used to produce high
magnication images (standardized at 6610x) for microstructural characterization.
Using these high magnication SEM images, the dendrite cells or arms were iden-
tied by their characteristic rounded rectangle shape (in cross-section) (Spear &
Gardner, 1963; Roosz, Gacsi & Kovacs, 2002). When at least three of these fea-
tures appeared in a line together, the length of the entire feature was measured.
The average arm spacing or cell size at this location was taken as the length of
this line divided by the number of arms or cells it intersected. All visible cells and
arms were measured, as long as at least three were present in the same location.
The distance from the wheel to each set of arms/cells was taken as the distance
from the center of the feature to the edge of the sample. It is well known that iden-
tifying secondary dendrite arms and measuring their spacing in rapidly quenched
materials is dicult and requires some skill and judgement (Young & Kirkwood,
1975).
In order to rule out macrosegregation eects on microstructure of the ribbon,
an electron microprobe (JEOL 8900) was used to take energy dispersive spec-
tra (EDS) scans across the thickness of the ribbon for compositional analysis.
This requires an un-etched sample, since surface roughness aects the collection of121
EDS. Standardless quantication of elemental composition was performed and no
macrosegregation observed.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Macroscopic Cooling Rate Measurements
The liquid metal puddle in PFMS is typically unsteady, due to oscillations of
the puddle and disturbances throughout the experiment (Byrne et al., 2006b).
The length of the puddle and thickness of the ribbon product respond to these
uctuations. However one can dene an average residence time  = L=U, of the
liquid in the puddle, dened as the amount of time it takes for a point on the wheel
surface to rotate through the length of the puddle. This is the average time that
a packet of material spends within the puddle region. It was shown by Huang,
Laforce, Ritter & Goehner, 1985 that the residence time could be correlated with
ribbon thickness, such that T  1=2. This correlation was made on the basis of
one average  and T measurement per cast i.e., averaging the unsteady aspects of
the process.
A steady mass balance can be formulated from Fig. 5.1(b) as:
TU = LV; (5.4)
where L is the overall puddle length and V is the solidication velocity (neglecting
the liquid/solid density dierence). The left-hand side of this equation can be
dened as a pull rate of solid material from the solidifying puddle. The right hand
side can be dened as the freeze rate of liquid at the solidication front.
Eqn. 5.4 may be re-written as122
T = V : (5.5)
Despite the unsteady nature of the puddle, Eqn. 5.5 can be applied in a quasi-
steady fashion by measuring T, L and U as a function of time. T is measured
directly from the ribbon product, while U is recorded from a tachometer on the
substrate. A Kodak Ekta-Pro high speed video system combined with a back
lighting technique is used to obtain images of the puddle throughout a cast, at
a frame rate of 200 frames per second. The puddle length can be measured di-
rectly from these images. This measurement has a larger uncertainty than T or U
due to the diculty in locating the downstream air-liquid-ribbon tri-junction (see
Fig. 5.1(b)). The instantaneous solidication velocity V , can be calculated from
Eqn. 5.4 using these measured parameters. These `through-cast' measurements,
unlike average cast measurements (Huang et al., 1985; Ibaraki & Steen, 1996), pro-
vide insight into the solidication velocity evolution at each instant during a cast
and allow the transient regions of the cast to be ignored (start-up and shut-down
eects). Solidication velocity can be converted to a cooling rate by application
of the appropriate temperature gradient.
The solidication velocity was measured using the high-speed video technique
for two casts (identity tags TBSU03-10 and TBSU03-11). The ribbon thickness is
averaged over 150 mm long sections of ribbon, hence the puddle length measure-
ments must be averaged over the same length of ribbon, or period of time. The
solidication velocity as a function of time during the cast is given in Fig. 5.5.
The rst revolution of the wheel is considered a transient and is omitted. For cast
TBSU03-10, data after about 1.8 seconds is ignored, due to poor video quality
beyond this point. The puddle length in these casts ranged from approximately 10123
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Figure 5.5: Time evolution of solidication velocity, V , measured for two dierent
casts. TBSU03-11 is of longer duration than TBSU03-10. A linear best-t line is
put through both sets of data to indicate the general decrease in V with respect
to time.
mm to 15 mm. The periodicity is due to T and L responding to periodic changes
in the nozzle-to-substrate gap distance G (Byrne et al., 2006b).
The solidication velocity is typically higher than the 4.3 cm/s to 5.6 cm/s
measured by Ibaraki, 1996. However the measurements of Ibaraki pertained to
99.9%Al cast on a smaller substrate (500 mm diameter Cu-Be substrate). The
error associated with the the puddle length measurements in Fig. 5.5 probably
increases the solidication velocity i.e., it has been over-estimated.
If the data for casts TBSU03-10 and TBSU03-11 are plotted as T against
residence time , we nd that T  0:62 (TBSU03-10) and T  0:52 (TBSU03-11).
This compares well with the 0.5 scaling of Huang et al (Huang et al., 1985).124
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Figure 5.6: Time evolution the cooling rate for TBSU03-10 and TBSU03-10.
The solidication velocity characterizes the rate of advance of the solidication
front and is a length per unit time. To convert to a cooling rate a characteristic
temperature gradient for the solidication front is required. We follow the approach
of Huang, Laforce, Ritter & Goehner, 1985, such that the thermal gradient on the
liquid side of the solid-liquid interface is given by,
GL =
1

(To   Tsl)V; (5.6)
where  is the thermal diusivity (m2 s 1), To is the melt temperature (714 oC in
these experiments, i.e., 100 oC above the melting temperature) and Tsl is the solid-
liquid interface temperature, which we will equate to the liquidus temperature (
610 oC). The cooling rate then becomes,125
Qm = V GL =
V 2

(To   Tsl) =
1


T


(To   Tsl) (5.7)
The cooling rates for TBSU03-10 and TBSU03-11, computed from Eqn. 5.7
are shown in Fig. 5.6. These are order 104 K/s. It is interesting to note that
this cooling rate agrees with typical melt-spinning cooling rates reported by some
authors (e.g. Sarreal & Abbaschian, 1986; Ma & Sahm, 1992) but is lower than
that measured by others (e.g. Birol, 1996; Ibaraki, 1996).
These macroscopically calculated cooling rates provide an order of magnitude
verication of the cooling rates which will be computed using SDAS measurements
(dierent experiments).
5.4.2 Microstructure
Measurements presented in this section come from the same ribbon. Part of the
ribbon has been modied by the laser processing and comparisons are made be-
tween these sections of ribbon and nearby unmodied sections.
The Al-7%Si alloy solidies in two distinct phases. For most of the ribbon area,
the Al-rich microstructure of the ribbon is cellular and dendritic. The silicon-rich
phase is present at the boundaries. Grain boundaries are marked by regions of
eutectic lamellae. The microstructure is ne near the wheel and gradually coarsens
with increasing distance from the wheel. The structure is generally equiaxed. A
typical image of a cross section of the ribbon is shown in Fig. 5.7. Notice the
gradient in microstructure size from the contact side (bottom) towards the free-
side of the ribbon (top). This is characteristic of melt-spun ribbon.
Fig. 5.8(b) shows an optical image of the microstructure at the wheel-side
(contact side). The bottom of the image is the side closest the wheel surface. Note126
Figure 5.7: An optical image of the microstructure variation across a cross-section
of ribbon (no laser processing). The wheel-side is at the bottom of the image.
Notice the gradient in microstructure. The light colored structure is Al-rich phase
and the darker structure is Si-rich phase.
the ne microstructure close to the side nearest the wheel. Moving away from the
wheel side, the structure transitions to a dendritic structure. The side closest to
the free-side of the ribbon is shown in Fig. 5.8(a). Note how the microstructure
gets coarser moving towards the top of the image.
As indicated in Fig. 5.8, microstructural feature size, as measured by dendrite
cell size/arm spacing, varies such that the smallest features are present near the
wheel. As the distance from the substrate increases, so does microstructural feature
size. A plot of typical measurements of SDAS , is shown in Fig. 5.9.  values
across several ribbon thicknesses have been measured and overlaid to form this
plot. Each slice through the thickness of the ribbon has a varying degree of ne
microstructure at the wheel surface side.
A large scatter in the measurements is evident, but is not unusual. This scatter
arises for several reasons: (1) statistical distribution in the SDAS, (2) error associ-
ated with intercept counting methods (Roosz, Gacsi & Kovacs, 2002), and (3) the
superposition of measurements made across multiple slices through thickness, each127
Figure 5.8: Optical micrograph of the microstructure through the ribbon (no laser
processing). (a) side closes to the free side. (b) Side closest to the wheel.128
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Figure 5.9: Secondary dendrite arm spacing size evolution with respect to distance
from the substrate for Al-7%Si (no laser).129
Figure 5.10: Section across a laser dimple. Contact side is at the bottom of the
micrograph as indicated by the schematic.
of which have local heterogeneities in contact and cooling conditions. Despite the
scatter, a general increase in SDAS with distance from the wheel-contact surface
is obvious. A best-t line through the data indicates that   x0:34, close to the
theoretical 1/3 exponent described in Section 5.2.
Ribbon which has been modied by the laser processing is shown in Fig. 5.10.
This ribbon was dimpled as shown in the schematic and this image is from a cross-
section under one of these dimples. Notice the homogeneous size and characteristics
of the microstructure across this section. Unlike Fig. 5.8(b), there is no very
ne microstructure present on the `contact' side and no signicant gradient in130
microstructure. A comparison of SEM images from which SDAS measurements
were made is shown in Fig. 5.11.
Local laser heating changes the microstructure of the ribbon. At the wheel
side, dendrite spacing in laser modied regions (`laser dimple') is much larger than
the microstructure in unmodied regions. Shown in Fig. 5.12 are measurements of
 across a section of ribbon underneath a laser dimple. Because of the dimpling,
the `contact' side was not expected to be in direct contact with the substrate.
The thickness of ribbon in the laser dimple was just under 100 m, about half
the thickness of the bulk ribbon sections across which  values were measured in
Fig. 5.9. Fig. 5.12 indicates a small increase in  as a function of distance from
the `contact' surface.
Although the degree of microsegregation increases with distance from the wheel,
mirroring the coarsening of microstructural features, the overall silicon concentra-
tion matches the nominal value of 7%, and no macrosegregation is seen, consistent
with previous observations for rapid solidication techniques (Pond & Maddin,
1969).
5.4.3 Microscopic cooling rates
We are interested in quantifying how thermal treatments such as laser processing
aect the cooling rates, and thus the microstructure and properties. Since direct
measurements of the cooling rates as a function of position within the ribbon are
unknown for melt spinning experiments, we use our local SDAS measurements
and previously developed correlations between SDAS and cooling rate to estimate
cooling rate proles and, in particular, to compare the cooling rate in the laser
processed dimple regions to that in unprocessed regions.131
Figure 5.11: SEM images of (a) an unmodied ribbon section and (b) a sec-
tion underneath a laser dimple. The silicon-rich phase appears bright and the
aluminum-rich phase appears dark.132
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of the SDAS with distance from the `contact side', under-
neath a laser dimple.
In Section 2, various theoretical and empirical relationships between SDAS and
cooling rate, for a variety of Al-Si alloys, were discussed. Plots with three of these
correlations for alloys with compositions near Al-7wt%Si are shown in Fig. 5.13.
Of these, we nd the Feurer and Wunderlin model to be the most appropriate to
use for the following reasons. Our macroscopic cooling rate measurements indicate
a cooling rate of order 104 K/s. The Feurer and Wunderlin model indicates similar
cooling rates of order 104 K/s and higher for   1:4m, a microstructural feature
size found in our material. The Kirkwood model, which diers from the Feurer
and Wunderlin model only by a constant coecient, has a slightly smaller range
for which these cooling rates occur. By contrast, the experimentally determined
Bamberger et al. correlation, although determined for a slightly higher Si content,
indicates that cooling rates of order 104 K/s and higher only occur for   0:75m,133
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Figure 5.13: Examples of cooling rate correlations for approximately 7%Si alloys,
from the literature.
much less than the  values we measure. Using the Bamberger et al. model would
result in average cooling rates of at most 103 K/s, signicantly lower than what we
see from our macroscopic measurements. Furthermore, it is encouraging that the
exponent found from the t in Fig. 5.9 is consistent with the theoretical Feurer and
Wunderlin and Kirkwood models. In view of the agreement of the exponent, and
the better agreement of the widely used Feurer and Wunderlin coecient with our
data (this yields the largest range of  values in the 104 K/s regime), this model is
chosen to represent the cooling rates. Note that we are using the fact that cooling
rate correlations can typically be extrapolated over several orders of magnitude to
apply these models here.
The cooling rates for the unmodied sections and laser modied section of
the same ribbon are shown in Fig. 5.14. Despite the scatter in the data it is134
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Figure 5.14: Cooling rates estimated from the FW model for Al-7wt%Si. Laser
modied section of ribbon has a lower cooling rate on average.
clear than the cooling rate in the laser modied section is slower than in the
regular, unmodied section. The average cooling rate in the  75m laser dimple
is approximately 3:4  103 K/s. In the unmodied section it is 1:1  104 K/s
when averaged over the approximately 250 m thickness. If averaged over the
rst  75m from the contact surface, it increases to approximately 2  104 K/s.
The magnitude of the average rates from the unmodied samples agree with the
macroscopic measurements shown in Fig. 5.6. The measurements indicate that the
laser modication alters the cooling rate by an average factor of approximately
four. This modication is achieved while operating with an unsteady puddle, a
situation not optimum for thermal modication.
Notice the large gradient in the cooling rates, even across a 250 m section of
melt-spun ribbon. For the unmodied ribbon, cooling rates right at the contact135
surface are order 105 K/s. At the free side of the ribbon, the cooling rate can drop
to 102 K/s. Despite being thinner due to the dimple, the laser modied section
has a more homogeneous cooling rate.
We are primarily interested in the inuence of the laser on the cooling rate,
and not the absolute value, hence the absolute accuracy of the cooling rate model
is not paramount, only the trend is important (see Fig. 5.15). The unmodied
and laser modied sections can be directly compared by examining the ratio of
their cooling rates as a function of distance from the contact surface. The ratio of
the unmodied cooling rate QR, to the laser modied cooling rate QL, using the
Feurer and Wunderlin correlation gives,
QR
QL
=

L
R
3
: (5.8)
Using the SDAS-distance best ts from Figs. 5.9 and 5.12, this becomes,
QR
QL
= 25:154d
 0:66; (5.9)
where d is the distance from the contact surface. Note the  2=3 exponent. This
function is plotted in Fig. 5.15. Close to the contact surface, where measurements
were rst made (d  10 m), the unmodied ribbon cools at a rate which is at
least six times as fast as the laser modied ribbon. Further away from the contact
surface the rates become equivalent i.e., QR=QL ! 1.
5.5 Discussion
A new technology, envisioned to allow real-time manipulation of the local cooling
rates and properties in melt-spun ribbon, has been tested successfully when casting136
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the unmodied and laser modied cooling rates using
Eqn. 5.8.
Al-7%Si. Pulsed laser heating, directed low on the upstream meniscus, leaves
patterns of `dimples' in the ribbon. The formation mechanism for the dimples
is not fully understood. Weak ablation (i.e., small craters) of the substrate was
observed when hitting low on the upstream meniscus, but it is unclear whether
or not this was a result of the laser being partly reected from the meniscus onto
the substrate, or due to direct impact on the substrate towards the end of the
cast when the surface of the wheel may have thermally expanded into the path
of the beam. When the substrate is ablated, the resulting craters may trap and
translate an air pocket, which would reduce the heat transfer coecient as it passes
underneath the puddle.
Using a steady state mass balance, relating the puddle residence time to the
solidication velocity, the cooling rate for typical melt spinning experiments can137
been found as a function of cast time. Cooling rates are estimated to be on the
order of 104 K/s for typical experiments on our apparatus.
The microstructures of through-thickness ribbon cross-sections have been ex-
amined. In unmodied, or regularly cast sections, the microstructural feature size
is very ne near the contact surface and the structure becomes coarser with dis-
tance from that surface. Underneath a `laser dimple', the microstructure is coarser
and more homogenous i.e., has a smaller gradient in feature size.
Secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) has been measured through the thick-
ness of ribbons both in areas aected by the laser heating and in areas unaected
by the laser. Using the widely cited correlation of Feurer and Wunderlin, the cool-
ing rates as a function of position through the thickness in these areas have been
computed. The unmodied ribbon has an average cooling rate similar to that mea-
sured macroscopically. The cooling rate underneath a laser dimple is estimated to
be a six times slower near the contact surface.
This study presents a proof-of-concept that localized thermal modication of
the substrate or melt puddle can be used to locally alter the cooling rate and
pattern the ribbon. It is envisioned that this technology may bring the concept
of `casting-by-design' one step closer to technological implementation. Potentially
such a process oers signicant energy and processing-time savings. The outstand-
ing issue is control. Successful implementation requires steady conditions in the
puddle and an optimum laser-substrate conguration to avoid ablation. Also re-
quired is an ability to `re-condition' the substrate, or return it to its original state,
once it leaves the puddle region, so that over-writing is avoided.Chapter 6
Experimental Information
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe much of the equipment and methods,
which were used in this thesis. Firstly an overview of the re-design of the casting
apparatus, undertaken in Summer 2003, will be presented in Section 6.2. This
re-design was necessary for safety and operational reasons.
The subsequent sections relate to specic casting techniques/experiments. Some
of this material has been touched on in previous chapters, but they will be outlined
more thoroughly in this chapter. In particular Section 6.4 describes the pressure
dierential device which was developed in Chapter 3. At the time of writing this
device is subject to a pending patent (Byrne, Swan & Steen, 2006a). Drawings and
construction details were not recorded in Chapter 3, hence those important details
will be documented here. Some minor experiments relating to thermal templating
and mechanical testing will also be described.
6.2 Casting Apparatus
6.2.1 Pre-Summer 2003 Caster
The original casting machine housed in 101 Olin Hall and the procedure for op-
erating that machine were designed and documented by Carpenter 1990. This
was built  1989 and used until the summer of 2003. The caster and standard
138139
Figure 6.1: Photograph of the pre-summer 2003 caster. Note that an air-table is
being used to prevent the ribbon from sticking together on the oor after it has
been spun o. Also note the large size of the cross-membered superstructure.
operating procedure had undergone many modications and these have been well
documented (Tierney, 1993; Ibaraki, 1996; Kahn, 2000; Reed, 2001). The old caster
consisted of a large aluminum support frame, from which the furnace box was sus-
pended. The furnace box, made from refractory, housed the induction heater coils
and the crucible containing the metal/nozzle etc. The oor of the furnace box con-
sists of two adjustable quartz plates upon which the crucible rests. A photograph
of the old apparatus is shown in Fig. 6.1.140
Note the furnace-box, located just above the wheel, which ts inside the super-
structure. Micro-positioners located on the top of the super-structure allowed
positioning the the furnace box relative to the wheel.
The original caster was problematic for several reasons. The size and construc-
tion made it dicult to reach the crucible/stopper rod assembly during operation
(the stopper rod is pulled manually to start and maintain the ow). This presented
a safety problem. Secondly the furnace box was constructed from a refractory ma-
terial, into which several brackets were screwed to support the quartz plates at the
bottom of the furnace box. The refractory material was not structurally secure
with brackets. Hence supporting the crucible safely was an ongoing issue.
For these reasons the superstructure and furnace box were re-designed. This
work was undertaken in Summer 2003.
6.2.2 Post-Summer 2003 Caster
The new caster consists of a much smaller super-structure. This is no higher than
about 4 feet, as can be seen in Fig. 6.2.
The furnace box is mounted on rails on the superstructure, which allows it to
slide forward and backwards (into and out of the Fig. 6.2). Movement on these
rails is controlled via a micro-positioner. This facility was unavailable on the old
caster, meaning it was not possible to position the crucible at the apex of the
wheel unless the quartz plates were adjusted. On the rails are two columns, on
which the furnace box can vertically ride, with the aid of micro-positioners. This
provides signicantly more control over the vertical translation of the furnace box
than was previously the case and allows the gap distance to be set with relative
ease. A signicant additional degree of freedom was also added by allowing the141
Figure 6.2: Photograph of the post-summer 2003 caster. Superstructure is approx-
imately 4 ft high. The furnace box can slide forwards/backwards, raise or lower
and tilt forwards or backwards.142
furnace box to be able to pivot about its base, i.e. allow it to be inclined over a
range of 15o about the vertical position. This has found some use by allowing
the uid injection angle to be varied from the standard orthogonal to the wheel
surface (90o  15o).
The furnace box consists of an outer aluminum shell, lined on the inside with
a refractory material. To prevent the aluminum getting too hot, the refractory
is not in direct contact with the aluminum i.e., a gap of 3 mm exists between
them. The brackets supporting the quartz plates are now securely attached to the
aluminum outer shell, rather than the refractory material, but can be raised or
lowered if the plates need this adjustment.
6.3 Experimental Measurements
Several important measurements are made throughout an experiment. The tech-
niques used for measuring these are discussed here. Note that many of the mea-
surements presented in this work are `cast-average' values i.e., each parameter is
an average for a particular cast. Other measurements pertain to `though-cast'
data, where the values of these parameters are actively measured through a par-
ticular cast. Because the chill wheel is not actively cooled, an entire data set of
through cast data is non-isothermal. Several important parameters, along with
the associated measurement errors, are listed in Table 6.1.
6.3.1 Gap Measurements
During the set-up of a cast, a `cold gap' is set, using a feeler gauge and the micro-
positioners to raise and lower the nozzle, which is mounted in the crucible, relative
the the wheel surface. Several wheels are available in Olin 101, but common to143
Table 6.1: Typical casting parameters for melt-spinning.
Parameter Typical Value Error
Gap 1 mm 10%
Wheel Speed 10 ms 1 1%
Thickness 100 m < 5m
Applied Pressure 2000 Pa 10%
Embedded Thermocouple Temperature 80 oC -
Length 15 mm 2 mm
all these wheel is an out-of-roundness. This out-of-roundness is due to plastic
deformation as a result of continuous heating and cooling of the initially round
wheel. The topography of each wheel is regularly measured. An example of the
topography of three substrates mentioned in this work are shown in Fig. 6.3. The
fact that a wheel is not perfectly round means that a consistent circumferential
position must be identied if gap measurements are to be repeatable. We use the
high spot on each wheel (corresponds to the lowest gap height for a xed nozzle
position).
The `cold-gap' measurement made during the set-up of a cast is used as an indi-
cator for the nal `hot-gap' measurement, which is made just prior to casting. This
hot-gap measurement is necessary because both the nozzle and wheel thermally
expand during the heating and melting of the metal. The error associated with
the hot-gap measurement is dicult to exactly quantify. How `tight' the gap feels
when the feeler gauge is inserted between the nozzle and high spot on the wheel
is subjective. Stepping the feeler gauge up to the next sheath has not been done144
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Figure 6.3: Wheel topography measured in Summer 2005, for 3 substrates (cour-
tesy T. Ober and M.Davis). 32 bolts are distributed around the circumference
of each wheel and measurements are taken at each bolt point. Notice the large
out-of-roundness of the 1 m Cu-Be substrate, with three large peaks.145
for most casts presented here. We have estimated, however, that the error in the
gap measurement from operator to operator is no more than 10%. ( In Summer
2006 we introduced a change in the gap measurement procedure, whereby a second
feeler gauge is used to check that the gap setting is within 5% of the desired value.
This will put a rm 5% error bar on all future through-cast gap data.)
During an experiment the gap changes for two reasons: (1) the wheel is not per-
fectly round, and (2) as heat is transferred to the wheel it thermally expands thus
changes the gap height throughout a cast. Between 2001 and 2005 this transient
gap change was measured several times using an analog contact run-out meter,
placed about a quarter of a revolution behind the contact zone. This allowed the
real-time gap data to be `matched' with the measured thickness data. However,
this is a dicult and cumbersome procedure. Most of our cast data in this period
is computed based on an initial gap height. A correlation which predicted gap
height change as a function of time was applied to the data in Chapters 2 and 3.
In summer 2005 a set of capacitance gauges (MTI Instruments Accumeasure
9000), capable of monitoring the position of the wheel surface in real-time at a
high sampling rate, were installed. These gauges have been wired to the exist-
ing Labview controlled data acquisition system, which means that real-time gap
measurements can be made. It should be cautioned however, that it is only the
position of the wheel surface in space which is being measured. The gap is bound
on the other side by the nozzle lands, hence it is assumed that the nozzle surface
is strictly xed in space. This can generally be visually checked via the high-speed
imaging of the contact zone. For most experiments no movement of the nozzle is
observed, hence the error in the gap measurement is still dominated by the error
in setting the initial gap height (the deviations from which the capacitance gauges146
measure).
6.3.2 Wheelspeed Measurements
The wheel speed is measured in realtime using a tachometer attached to the wheel
axle. Wheelspeeds up to 15 m/s have been used on the 1-m Cu-Be substrate. The
signal is captured by the data acquisition system. The wheelspeed is essentially
constant throughout a cast. A 1%-2% retardation is typically observed during a
cast due to the `braking' action of the liquid metal puddle impinging upon the
substrate.
6.3.3 Thickness Measurements
Ribbon spun-o the caster is collected for measurement of its thickness. Only
ribbon, which possesses good integrity, i.e. which can readily be coiled and then
cut into regular 15 cm sections, is retained. Several poor quality casts from 2001-
2004 were discarded. More recently the realization that these casts dene the
operability window has led to a record of all that failed being made as well as
salvaging of as much ribbon as possible from any given cast, even if it is of inferior
quality.
Once the ribbon is cut into 15 cm sections, each section's length L, width
W, and mass M, are measured and an average thickness for that 15 cm section
deduced from these measurements (T = M=sWL). A trace of thickness as a
function of time can be produced using these 15 cm averaged measurements. The
local variation in thickness (< 15 cm) can be signicant particularly when defects
such as the cross-wave are present. In Chapter 2 the thermal expansion of the
substrate and its topography were identied as mechanical forcings, both of which147
can vary the thickness of the ribbon.
6.3.4 Pressure Measurements
A theme throughout this thesis has been the pressures involved in PFMS and how
these may be manipulated to leverage better control over the process. Chapter 3
added an extra control parameter to the process by adjusting the pressure outside
the USM i.e., pulling a vacuum or applying gas pressure to the meniscus.
The primary pressure in the process is the overpressure, which is the primary
control parameter for the ribbon thickness. The experimental calculation of the
overpressure has been standard for several years preceding this author's association
with the project. The overpressure is calculated throughout a cast by summing the
instantaneous measurement of argon pressure in the crucible (from data acquisition
system) and the head of liquid metal remaining in the crucible at that instant (loss
of head is computed via the mass of ribbon which has been previously spun o).
The argon pressure fed into the crucible is typically increased throughout a cast to
compensate for the decrease in head of metal. If this ramp in argon pressure is set
correctly then the thickness may be set to be constant or increasing on average,
despite the fact that G decrease due to thermal expansion of the substrate.
This method, although standard, is systematically erroneous because it does
not account for irreversible or reversible losses in the crucible and nozzle cong-
uration. The crucible has a 4 inch diameter, while the nozzle slot is typically a
standard 2 by 1/16 inch channel. This represents an area contraction of 60:1,
hence a signicant reversible loss should be expected. The dimensions of the cru-
cible/nozzle conguration are given in Fig. 6.4.
Reversible losses can be factored into the head calculations by using a Bernoulli148
Figure 6.4: Schematic of the crucible/nozzle conguration with dimensions. (1) is
the nozzle slot region, (2) is the converging nozzle region, (3) is the collar and (4)
is the crucible.149
balance from the liquid surface in the crucible (TOP in Fig. 6.4) to the inlet to
the puddle (IN in Fig. 6.4) and a quasi-steady mass balance to compute the speed
at which this liquid interface is moving. The Bernoulli balance is given by,
Pin   Ptop

=
u2
top
2
 
u2
in
2
+ g(htop   hin): (6.1)
The appropriate mass balance is given by,
uin =
Atop
Ain
utop =
Atop
Ain

dhtop
dt

: (6.2)
This method of computing the pressure relies on the measured ribbon thickness.
The head of liquid metal at the start of an experiment is known from the geometry
of the crucible and nozzle. By subtracting o the measured mass of every 15 cm
section of ribbon, dhtop, in the time dt over which that 15 cm section was produced
(known from the measured wheel speed), can be computed. Of course this assumes
that the liquid level in the crucible is the only thing that can adjust to incorporate
the loss in volume as a section is spun o. The puddle length does move and it
was shown in Chapter 2 that this occurs at the same frequency as the topography
of the wheel. Hence periodic uctuations are probably mostly incorporated by the
dynamics of the puddle length. Longer scale variations result in the level of the
liquid in the crucible dropping. The assumption of periodic variations being taken
up by the liquid level in the crucible is evident in Fig. 6.5 (note that the measured
applied gas pressure has been added to the computed head). A linear t has been
made through the predictions with reversible losses to smooth out the periodicity.
Included also is a plot of our regularly computed head. Notice that these plots are
up to  30% dierent. This is quite signicant and indicates that our pressure
data is, and always has been, systematically erroneous. It also indicates that we150
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in the lower calculation comes from the assumption that the liquid level in the
crucible responds to the out-of-roundness of the substrate.
should consider re-designing our crubible/nozzle conguration such that a more
slender crucible is used, to reduce the change in area.
The geometry in Fig. 6.4 indicates a continuously reducing geometry as the
liquid ows through the crucible assembly. Considering that the nozzle breadth is
on the same order as the gap height, if the level of liquid in the cruible/nozzle was
to fall so low such that it entered these narrow sections, the pressure calculation
would also need to factor in capillary eects inside the crucible. This pressure
would act against metal owing out from the nozzle slot. For demonstration, a
plot of the dimensional capillary pressure at the surface of the liquid as a function151
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Computed using 180o contact angle.
of its position in the cruible/nozzle conguration is shown in Fig. 6.6 (computed
using Young-Laplace).
For the large diameter crucible, the pressure maintained at the liquid surface
is very small ( 16 Pa). The pressure becomes a signicant quantity (relative to
typical overpressures) only in the converging nozzle region.
The total volume of regions (1), (2) and (3) for the geometry indicated in
Fig. 6.4 correspond to a volume of  310 5 m3, or for a typical aluminum alloy,
70 grams of metal. It is always observed that cast ribbon will typically fail before
70 grams of the original charge is left, though some casts get quite close to this
position before the quality is too bad for the remaining ribbon to be retained.
Hence, in practice, capillary eects can be neglected.152
6.3.5 Temperature Measurements
Three thermocouples are used in experiments. To monitor the temperature of the
aluminum during heating a K-type (Omega model TJ36-CAIN-18U-24) is used.
The temperature of the wheel can be monitored by two quick response K-type
thermocouples (Medtherm model TCS-031-K-125-CR-TG-B2SR-AB).
The thermocouples in the wheel were originally placed at a depth of 2 mm below
the surface. With constant sanding of the wheel surface, the depth is currently < 2
mm, though the exact depth is not known. For many of the experiments presented
in this thesis, the wheel temperature data was not collected. Only since Summer
2005 has this data been collected on every cast.
Using the wheel thermocouple data and the solution to the 1D heat transfer
model, presented by Kukura et al., 1995, it is possible to estimate the temperature
prole up to the wheel surface. Most of the computations calculate the tempera-
ture within 100 microns of the surface of the wheel and show a signicant heat-up
close to the surface. More detailed computations have indicated that heat up of
the wheel is more localized, within less than a few tens of microns, before be-
coming uniform throughout the wheel (Pryds & Hattel, 1997). Our thermocouple
measurements, at a distance of 2 mm from the surface, appear to contradict these
computations. Furthermore their work indicates that water cooling of the wheel
would be ineective unless situated within a few microns of the wheel surface. This
may, or may not, be an accurate conclusion.
6.3.6 Imaging
Imaging the puddle region and the solid ribbon has become a standard procedure
when casting. Most experiments presented in this thesis have used a Kodak Ek-153
tapro imaging system, capable of recording at up to 6000 frames per seconds, to
focus on the puddle region. Up until Spring 2003 images of the full puddle were
taken using a a large 300 Watt light to back-light the puddle. As described in
Chapter 2, this was insucient to allow imaging of smaller scale motions of the
puddle, which need to be recorded at full frame-rate. A Dolan-Jenner Fiber-Lite
(Series 180), double gooseneck lamp was acquired. This lamp allows local, intense
illumination of the menisci and allowed the detailed experiment, which identied
the source of the cross-wave in Chapter 2, to be carried out. The camera needs to
be focused on the edge of the puddle before casting. Ensuring the focus is correct
is the most important part of this procedure, given that that the depth of focus is
typically only a couple of millimeters. Focusing on a small piece of wire placed in
the gap at the edge of the nozzle slot is an easy way to focus the camera. Ensuring
that the camera is looking straight through the gap region is also dicult but
important.
Videos captured from the Ektapro system are transferred to the computer
system using the widely available Studio 8 software (v. 8.5 Pinnacle Systems). For
analysis, these videos must be separate into individual frames, a process carried out
using the freeware Video-Mach 2.7.1. Post-processing of these images is primarily
carried out using in-house algorithms in Matlab (v.6.5).
6.3.7 Length Measurements
An important but dicult parameter to measure is the puddle length. Good back-
lighting and a good quality cast (relatively stable puddle shape) are crucial to get a
clear image of the puddle. It is relatively straightforward to distinguish the position
of the upstream meniscus in most video shots of the puddle. However the dynamic154
and sometimes apparently erratic behavior on the downstream meniscus, including
the presence of traveling waves, make it dicult to identify the downstream liquid-
solid-air tri-junction. Estimating the location of this point is by far the biggest
source of error in the measurement of puddle length. From visual observation this
author estimates that the location of this tri-junction can be found to within  3
mm. Given that puddle lengths are typically in the range of 10 mm - 25 mm, such
an error means that periodic uctuations in the length measurements often may
not be distinguishable.
Length measurements appear in Chapter 5, where they are used in conjunction
with the thickness and wheelspeed measurements, to estimate the instantaneous
solidication velocity from a steady state mass balance.
6.4 Dierential Pressure Device
The following work is subject to a patent application (Byrne, Swan & Steen,
2006a).
Exploratory work on a device capable of applying a pressure or vacuum on the
USM was rst undertaken on 08/17/2004. An initial crude attempt was made
to use a at, pan type nozzle close to the USM, with a crude vacuum source to
apply a suction. The aim was to see how sensitive the meniscus may be to a
small vacuum. The casts with this crude device showed no change over normal
conditions. Applying a gas pressure using a high-pressure air-hose did have an
eect, but as expected the eect was catastrophic. The alternative to these two
crude experiments was to build a chamber which could seal eectively against the
moving substrate and nozzle, and pull a vacuum or apply a pressure in a controlled
fashion. The primary diculty associated with designing such a device was the155
need to build around the existing caster. An optimum chamber design would
require exibility to re-design the caster and would function on a caster which
casts wide ribbons i.e., > 5 cm, such that edge eects are not a problem.
The rst trials of the dierential pressure device, in its present embodiment,
were undertaken in early April 2005, after several months of construction. What
follows here is a description of the device construction and dimensions, and the
procedure for its use. Also included are recommendations for further improvement
of the device and method of use.
6.4.1 Device description
The dierential pressure device is built around the 1 m diameter Cu-Be substrate
and current caster conguration, shown in Fig. 6.2 (as of summer 2006). Dimen-
sions of the side-plates and movable back plate need to be altered to use it with
smaller or larger substrates.
The device is primarily constructed from aluminum.
The device consists of a main `roof' which slides along two dovetail shaped rails
mounted on the furnace box. The roof has a notch cut in it such that it can butt
against the 5 cm wide marinite-A nozzle. This notch is indicated in Fig. 6.7. Once
butted in position, it is secured there by two thumb-screws which lock against
either slide-rail. This lock prevents movement of the device when the wheel is
engaged.
The purpose of the roof is to provide a at, machinable surface from which
other sealing parts can be attached. It eliminates the need to seal against the
quartz plates, crucible etc.
Side plates are attached to the roof and these t against the side of the wheel.156
Figure 6.7: View of the underside of the dierential pressure device.
The design issue here is to have a balance between enough area on the side plate
to seal against the wheel, but not too much as to create a large brake when these
are in close contact. The side plates are built from aluminum and the surfaces in
contact with the wheel sides are a vibration dampening rubber (EAR-Speciality
Composites ISO-damp), backed with a rigid plastic, which is xed to the aluminum.
This can be seen in Fig. 6.7. The rubber is loosely xed to the plastic backing to
allow a snug t to the side of the wheel. When a vacuum is pulled in the chamber,
this loose t also allows a self-sealing against the wheel. On the other hand, a
pressurized device must be initially t quite tightly to the wheel, as it will tend to
seal worse when under pressure. To reduce friction, when in use, the sides of the
wheel are coated with a layer of boron nitride (applied by aerosol).
To minimize excess volume in the chamber, ller material is included, through157
Figure 6.8: Overall view of dierential pressure device.
which a gas port is bored. This ller material is shaped to the curve of the
wheel. At the back end, a silicone rubber sheet is used as a sealing curtain. This
drags along the surface of the wheel. The high-speeds involved in casting, and
considerable dust/dirt accumulating on the wheel means that this curtain must be
regularly replaced.
An overall view of the device mounted on the caster is shown in Fig. 6.8. Notice
that the vacuum pump used is a Venturi type variable vacuum pump with silencer
(Vaccon pump type VDF-750 with ST-16C silencer), which is easily connected to
the chamber (also Fig. 6.9).
Built into the side plates are small plexi-glass windows which allow the puddle
to be imaged using the regular imaging system. One of these windows is indicated
in Fig. 6.9.
Notice the tube that runs to a manometer in Fig. 6.9. Another measurement
port is at the front of the chamber and is indicated in Fig. 6.7. At present, mea-
surement of pressure in the chamber is done using a manometer and recording the158
Figure 6.9: Side view of dierential pressure device.
level using a camera. Future improvements should incorporate real-time pressure
measurement, wired to the data acquisition system.
Sealing around the nozzle is another signicant design issue. The current fur-
nace box/crucible/nozzle conguration is dicult to design around. Fig. 6.10 indi-
cates that two L-shaped aluminum and ceramic pieces have been fashioned to butt
against the nozzle. On the underside of these (side closest to the wheel), small
silicone rubber curtains are allowed to drag along the wheel surface to provide
some sealing. The most important issue is to prevent streams of gas entering close
to the puddle edges when a vacuum is pulled, or streams of gas exiting close to the
edges when a pressure is applied in the chamber. Such streams may destabilize
the puddle.
6.4.2 Operating Procedure
 Silicone rubber curtains are replaced as needed.
 Boron nitride is applied to the side plates on the wheel. Aerosol application,
as the wheel is rotating, is best.159
Figure 6.10: Front view of dierential pressure device. Rotation of the wheel is
out of the page.
 During the alignment of the nozzle (part of the regular cast set-up procedure),
the device must be slid onto the rails and the nozzle aligned in the quartz
plates such that the notch in the roof of the device ts around the nozzle.
 When the cold-gap has been set, the device is once again put in place so
that the camera can be focused through its side plates. The ber optic lamp
back-illuminates the nozzle/puddle.
 When the metal is molten, the hot-gap is set. The wheel is then stopped and
the device carefully slid in place. Expansion of the nozzle may make the t
of the notch tighter than during the cold set-up, so care must be taken not
to force the device too hard. This has, on at least one occasion, resulted in
fracture of the nozzle. In addition any shaking may dislodge the stopper rod.
Slowly turning the wheel in the casting direction helps to slot the device in
place and ensures that the silicone curtains are draped in the right direction.160
 The device is locked in place by tightening the thumb-screws against the
rails. The wheel is rotated using the motor once again. At this stage any
obstructions, indicated by excessive shaking of the superstructure should be
obvious.
 The vacuum pump, or high-pressure gas hose is attached to the chamber
(for high pressure, argon regulated directly from the cylinder has been used,
though a future embodiment may have active pressure control).
 The exible hose from the manometer is attached to the chamber. This
should be attached at the rear of the chamber for vacuum casts and to the
front in the case of pressurized casts. If attached to the front, the exible
hose may need to be supported, such that it does not drape over the wheel.
 The pressure in the chamber can be recorded by recording the movement of
the manometer. Thus far only up to 6 inches of vacuum or applied pressure
have been achieved. Losses in the tubing to the manometer are considered
negligible.
 Casts have been carried out at approximately 10 m/s using the device. Higher
wheel-speeds result in excessive vibration of the superstructure using the cur-
rent embodiment of the device. Vibration can be reduced by better aligning
the side plates of the device around the wheel in the cold state. Also, silicone
curtains which are too large may allow vibration due to friction.
 The vacuum or high-pressure argon can be started several seconds before the
cast starts. In the case of the argon supply, this should as close to the start
of the cast as possible to prevent build up of inert gas.161
6.4.3 Future embodiments
One of the primary diculties in designing the vacuum device has been the shape
and construction of the furnace box/crucible/nozzle conguration. The nozzle
protrudes only 1 inch from the quartz plates supporting the crucible. This leaves
a very small area between the wheel and quartz plates into which the device must
t. A solution to this diculty is to design a crucible/nozzle conguration which
has a nozzle that is several inches long.
In the current design, the gas port through which a vacuum is pulled or a gas
fed into the chamber, is circular (about 0.5 inch diameter). For larger magnitude
pressures this results in a local inuence on the USM ( 0.5 inch wide inuence
on the  2 inch wide meniscus). A method of uniformly distributing the pressure
should be a priority.
Another signicant issue is vibration of the superstructure, primarily due to the
contact between the wheel side plates and the side plates on the device. The present
embodiment uses a vibration dampening rubber with BN lubricant to minimize
momentum transfer. A better approach would be to spring mount the side plates on
the device, such that they ride the sides faces of the wheel (more exible side plates
may also be spring mounted). This would be a relatively simple and inexpensive
modication. The spring tension should be adjusted before a cast to prevent the
side-plates acting like brakes. Another (though more costly) improvement would
be to recess bearings into the side face of the wheel, along which the side plates
of the device ride. This would minimize the direct contact required between the
device and the wheel.
A wheel with less run-out, elimination of thermal expansion of the wheel, longer
cast times and casting wider ribbons would also enhance the eectiveness of the162
device. These are all issues that would be brought about by scale-up of the process.
Hence the claim is that the device would be more eective at industrial scale rather
than the current bench-scale.
It should also be noted that the current nozzle conguration (20 mm long
nozzle), is not optimum for achieving a steady puddle. For an industrial scale
process, real-time feedback control of the pressure in the chamber could be realized.
With this level of control, the ability to x the USM position along the nozzle face
would be within reach.
6.4.4 Drawings
Drawings of the main structural aspects of the device are given in Figs. 6.11, 6.12, 6.13
and 6.14. These are not to scale.
6.5 Materials Testing
On several occasions facilities in the Cornell Center for Materials Research (CCMR)
have been used to characterize the ribbon product. Much of this has been doc-
umented in the preceding chapters (e.g. SEM, optical micrography, surface pro-
ling). A small amount of other work has been undertaken to characterize the
mechanical properties via tensile testing (some micro-hardness measurements have
been recorded). An Instron 4400 Mechanical Test System has been used to test
samples of material. `Dogbone' samples are made according to ASTM standards
(E345-93 and E8M-00) using a cutting rig built in Olin Hall. Diculties do arise
when mounting such a thin foil in the testing machine. Pre-tensioning too much,
too little or allowing twist into the sample, distorts the results. In addition, the op-
tical extensometer is a camera coupled to real-time image analysis software. Light-163
Figure 6.11: Dierential pressure device. Plan and rear view.164
Figure 6.12: Dierential pressure device roof. Plan and rear view.165
Figure 6.13: Dierential pressure device roof around nozzle notch. Plan and front
view.
Figure 6.14: Dierential pressure device side plate. Side view.166
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Figure 6.15: Ultimate tensile strength for two casts. Both were cast at the edge of
the typical stability window (low PI). However TBSP05-24 had a vacuum pulled
on the USM, resulting in a visually better product. Error bars from the error in
the thickness measurement are placed on the data.
ing the highly reective aluminum samples to allow the extensometer to function
properly is dicult. Another error in these measurements comes from the locally
non-uniform thickness of the sample. Even within the 2 inch primary test section
on the `dogbone', uctuation in local thickness occurs. Before each experiment,
eight separate thickness measurements were made, using a micrometer, along the
2 inch section and the results averaged. This allows for error bars to be placed on
the strength measurements.
Indicated in Fig. 6.15 is one particular set of tensile tests, where the ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) has been recorded. The aim of these experiments was167
to provide a quantitative distinction between casts which failed (holes, striations
etc.) at the edge of our operating window and those which were successful when a
vacuum was applied to the USM (for the failed cast, samples with holes were not
used). The vacuum cast was cast TBSP05-24 and the failed cast was TBSP05-
18. Several pieces from each cast were examined. Notice the deceasing trend in
UTS in both cases, as the quality of the product continuously degrades with the
progression of a cast. The vacuum cast had a signicantly higher UTS than the
failed cast. Error bars indicate the standard deviation in the thickness along the
test section.
6.6 Thermal Templating
Thermal templating refers to putting patterns of heat onto the surface of the
wheel or the USM, such that when the pattern passes underneath the puddle, the
solidifying metal sees a heat gradient, thus cools at a dierent rate, leaving the
pattern on the ribbon product. The eect of thermal templating, using a model
T40-Y70S-106Q (Spectra-Physics) laser, on the ribbon microstructure has been
explored in Chapter 5. It was shown that the laser allows cooling rates to be
altered by at least a factor of six near the wheel-side of the ribbon.
When the laser impacts low on the USM or on the wheel a series of hot spots
are formed, which result in dimples on the ribbon. Examples of these can be seen
in Fig. 6.16. The dimple has a large diameter to depth ratio. The depth however is
approximately 20% of the overall ribbon thickness. The mechanism by which these
spots appear is, as yet, unclear. Whether the hot spots on the wheel were heated
spots alone, or whether the wheel was partly ablated leaving air-lled holes is
unknown. Also, the inuence of directly impacting the meniscus, though expected168
Figure 6.16: The eect of a single laser pulse on ribbon product.169
Figure 6.17: The ablation of a Cu-Be target by direct impact of a single laser pulse.
Crater is 400 microns in diameter and 3 microns deep.
to disturb the uid via a Marangoni eect, is poorly understood.
Further heating of the substrate beyond one revolution may ablate the sub-
strate, resulting in a groove or trench running circumferentially around the wheel.
Attempts to divert the laser beam to dierent positions on the wheel surface, using
an acousto-optical rastering device have had little success.
A demonstrative single pulse ablation of a Cu-Be target is shown in Fig. 6.17.
Notice that the diameter of the ablation is similar to the diameter of the dimple
seen in the ribbon in Fig. 6.16. Whether a hole on the order of several microns
deep could result in a 30 micron deep dimple in the ribbon is something that can
be answered computationally in the future.170
Figure 6.18: Pattern templated onto the ribbon using BN deposited on the sub-
strate through a stencil. Notice also the presence of the ubiquitous cross-wave
defect.
6.7 Compositional Templating
Compositional templating requires deposition of an insulating material on the sur-
face of the substrate and provokes a similar eect on the solidifying ribbon as the
thermal templating. Deposition can be done in any suitable way, though work
discussed here has used simple aerosol boron nitride. The vision is to use a print
head to carefully deposit patterns on the substrate, the limiting feature of which
is the high substrate speed, which makes `printing' dicult. An example of a
template applied to the ribbon is shown in Fig. 6.18. Here, the word `Cornell'
was stenciled onto the substrate prior to casting using aerosol BN. The template
passed through the puddle multiple times, thus providing multiple patterns along
the ribbon. However, the BN is partially abraded during each pass resulting in a
continual decrease in the quality of the templated pattern.171
If deposited in thick enough sections, the BN breaks the heat transfer to the
substrate and eectively cuts the ribbon. This can be used as a useful means of
cutting the ribbon into predetermined lengths as it comes o the substrate. The
drawback of course is the length of time the puddle needs to recover from the
mechanical disruption given by a thick deposit of BN. Several experiments have
been carried out to look at the recovery times associated with cutting the ribbons
using strips laid across the wheel. For each experiment 3 equi-spaced strips were
placed on the wheel (cast SU03-24 had only 2 strips). The recovery time was
estimated from the length of ribbon after the cut where the quality of the ribbon
was poor, and averaged over the entire cast. The results are shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Recovery times for casts cut using BN strips laid on the wheel.
Cast ID Section Recovery Time (ms)
SU03-22 1 46
2 59
3 47
SU03-24 1 81
2 99
SU03-26 1 24
2 38
3 72
SU03-32 1 33
2 34
3 29
The recovery times indicated in Table 6.2 indicate that despite the large me-172
chanical and thermal disruption caused by the passage of the strips, the puddle
recovers within tens of puddle residence times (one puddle residence time is on
the order of 1 ms). For such widely spaced strips, these recovery times do not
signicantly inuence the product quality. For more closely spaced strips/patterns
however, these recovery times may be the limiting step when putting down com-
plex patterns. On the other-hand, the above experiments involved strips applied
crudely to the wheel using liquid or aerosol BN. Precisely metered deposition would
allow the optimum size for cutting, and minimum recovery time, to be achieved,
by ensuring a sucient heat transfer interruption with minimal mechanical distur-
bance.
6.8 Adhesion and Steel Wheel
Solid ribbon, after exiting the puddle, continues to adhere to the wheel (and cool)
for a fraction of a revolution. The adhesion is thought to be a result of a chemical
bond formed during solidication. The mechanism by which the solid ribbon breaks
free from the wheel and is spun o is thought to be the breaking of the metal-to-
metal bond by the thermal contraction of the ribbon (and thermal expansion of
the substrate). In otherwords, stress relaxation in the ribbon is achieved by the
breaking of bonds.
Anecdotal observations over many casts have indicated that on the Cu-Be sub-
strate, the release angle of pure aluminum is steeper than that of Al-7%Si. It is also
observed that pure Al cracks, whereas Al-7%Si does not. This cracking is postu-
lated to be related to the ribbon relaxing thermal stresses by fracture in preference
to breaking the ribbon-to-wheel bonds.
In Fall 2003, an attempt was made to cast on new 1 m diameter steel substrate.173
The hardness of steel made sanding dicult. Regular casting conditions were used.
It was observed that part way into the cast the solid ribbon began releasing at
an increasingly steeper angle. This is schematically shown in Fig. 6.19(a). Very
quickly the ribbon stuck catastrophically to the substrate and wrapped completely
around the circumference.
A photo of the condition of the steel wheel before the cast is shown in Fig. 6.19(b).
The after-cast wheel is seen in Fig. 6.19(c) with a section of ribbon stuck to the
surface. Removing this remaining aluminum was dicult, given the strong adhe-
sion.
A subsequent cast (TBFA03-26), for which data was recorded, also failed catas-
trophically. For this cast attempts were made, to no avail, to roughen the surface
of the wheel using a low grit sandpaper. The interesting feature of the  50 pieces
that were recovered before catastrophic sticking was their good quality and uniform
thickness (the steel substrate has very little eccentricity; see Fig. 6.3). The trace
of thickness is shown in Fig. 6.20.
At the time of writing, the exact conditions necessary for catastrophic adhesion
have not been mapped out. Several simple devices have been added to the caster
to protect the furnace box/crucible/nozzle from damage should the ribbon wrap
completely around the wheel. Two `scrapers' can be mounted to the superstruc-
ture, one at the front (5 o'clock position) and one in the rear (7 o'clock) position.
These are positioned approximately 2 mm from the surface of the wheel. An air-
knife can also be positioned underneath where the ribbon typically releases. High
pressure air fed through this knife helps to continuously peel the ribbon from the
wheel.
Strategies for preventing catastrophic adhesion center around increasing the174
Figure 6.19: Cast on steel wheel. Shown in (a) is a schematic of the release angle.
(b) shows the wheel before the cast and (c) shows the wheel after the cast with
pieces of aluminum (Al-7%Si) ribbon stuck to the surface.175
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Figure 6.20: Thickness of ribbon cast on 1 m diameter steel wheel (TBFA03-26),
up to the point of catastrophic sticking. The average wheel speed was 8.65 m/s.176
roughness of the substrate, the idea being to reduce the amount of surface area
in contact between ribbon and substrate. While this conceptually may work, this
also would mean a less `homogenous' cooling phenomena i.e., only a fraction of
the substrate in contact with the metal with air between the rest of the potential
contact area. Experiments in Summer 2006 have attempted to polish the surface to
a mirror-like surface to test if sticking can be induced. However, these experiments
have been noted to fail because the ribbon apparently cannot fully solidify (holes,
tears etc.). This evidence suggests that polishing the surface reduces the ability to
transfer heat across the interface. This is counter to many published ndings. In
summary, polishing causes puddle failure and cannot be used to test for sticking
behavior.
6.9 Minor Improvements
Many changes have been made to the caster (detailed in Section 6.2) in the period
2001-2006. Many changes in the casting procedure have also resulted from the
equipment change. Some minor improvements are listed here.
 Heating tape previously placed around the nozzle in an eort to insulate it
(see experimental section in Reed, 2001 for rationale), was found to obstruct
the puddle view too often, and on occasion, interfere with the puddle ow.
Use of the tape was discontinued and subsequent casts showed no adverse
eects ie., no nozzle freeze up was observed. This lack of freeze-up maybe
due to other factors, such as induction coil conguration, crucible insulation,
or a cleaner melt.
 Use of high-temperature grease on the stopper rod was begun. It was often177
noted that due to friction, the stopper rod would jerk when pulled, leading
to an unstable cast. Although adding the grease potentially contaminates the
melt, the benets of its use have been shown by the increase in the success
rate of casts in the laboratory. The reproducibility of casts is found to depend
on how the ow is started. If the stopper rod is pulled too fast, immediate
blow-out of the puddle can occur. Praisner et al., 1995 describe the use of
a solenoid activated stopper rod, primarily intended for safety reasons. The
future use of such a device should be considered for safety and reproducibility
reasons.
 Standard procedure up until 2003 had been to use 1 kg aluminum charges
when casting. Very rarely was the mass varied to control the overpressure (in
large part due to the unreliable pressure control system). Currently typical
charges are 500 grams, though varied as each cast requires. Reducing the
charge size has reduced the per annum amount of aluminum master alloys
and mixers that are required.
 Quite often in the past, failed casts were not kept/recorded. As demonstrated
in Chapter 3, these casts are important as successful casts because they dene
the boundaries of stability. Standard procedure is now to record all data,
failure or success. Most recently a retrospective database of casts has been
created which allows casts to be readily sorted by processing conditions.
6.10 Recommendations
Several improvements can be made to the experiment. The most important im-
provement should be the denition of a metric of quality. Although improving the178
quality of ribbon is often cited as the main technical goal, there exists (at the time
of writing) no quantitative measure of quality. Quality is an subjective, dened by
the aesthetics of the ribbon.
How one may dene improvements in the quality of the ribbon is largely de-
pendent upon setting a baseline for quality. Such a baseline could be set by taking
samples of what is judged to be high-quality ribbon and performing a series of tests
on the samples to characterize a number of properties (tensile, hardness, surface
roughness, bend test, fatigue test, composition etc.). No one material test can
be used to dene quality. For example a thin ribbon may have a much smoother
surface and be free of cross-wave defects, but a thicker ribbon with regular defects
may still have a larger tensile strength.
Given that the success rate in casting is very high and the quality of the ribbon
appears to be superior to anything previously produced, the need to set a metric
for quality has never been greater.
Another signicant improvement which can be made is to incorporate a correc-
tion for pressure losses into the overpressure calculation. As shown in Section 6.3.4,
the area contraction from crucible to nozzle slot contributes signicant reversible
losses to the overpressure estimation. Irreversible losses are unknown, though may
not be signicant.Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Cross-wave defect
Chapter 2 dealt with the cross-wave defect and advanced our understanding of
the fundamental physics governing its formation. This being said, there is still
much work to be done. The conclusion that air is being captured or entrained
under the meniscus, resulting in formation of the defect, leads to a more classic
problem of dynamic wetting failure. Such problems have been studied for many
years, in systems much simpler than PFMS. Given the experimental diculties
involved in any visualization of the capture/entrainment event, modeling appears
to be the necessary route forward. Analytical modeling of a deformable meniscus
constrained in various geometries, as well as computational modeling of ribbon
solidication upon an air layer are currently being undertaken. It can reasonably
be anticipated that such modeling, combined with experiment, much of which
already suggests regions where the defect does not form, will lead to a means of
controlling the formation of this problematic defect.
7.2 Stability limits
Chapter 3 outlines a simple semi-empirical model of a stability window for the
PFMS process. Although this window has been described empirically, this is the
rst theoretical prediction of the window. The theory is in much the same spirit as
that which denes the operability window for slot-coating operations. This being
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said however, there are fundamental physical dierences, not least the governing
eect of dissipation in the upstream region of the puddle. The theory predicts,
what we believe to be, outermost limits for the process. Within the predicted
stable range of operation there still appears some poor quality casts. While some
may be attributed to experimental error, it is likely that others are due to other,
as yet unknown, instabilities. Appendix B provides supplementary information
on possible additional boundaries based on heat transfer considerations. Also
within the window are diering levels of renement to quality. For example we
do not consider the cross-wave defect, which appears under most conditions, to
be a failure. Improvements of quality at this local level is independent of the
gross-failures due to the capillary bounds being exceeded.
A device is developed, based on the theory, to extend the operability limits
by pulling a vacuum, or applying a pressure, outside the USM. The device has
been shown to work successfully. However, much development is needed to make
it more eective. Several ideas for improvement of the device have been laid out
in Chapter 6. The device is likely to function more eectively on a larger casting
apparatus and when spinning ribbon for longer.
7.3 Pressure proles
Chapter 4 describes work initially started with the aim of investigating whether
the liquid metal puddle could support a load. The initial work, involving the
lubrication approximation, developed into a more realistic, inviscid analysis incor-
porating the eect of boundary layers in the ow. In Chapter 4 the pressure prole
in the entire puddle is developed from rst principles, borrowing from the work
of Reed, 2001. An analytical form is given. The diculty with the model is the181
unknown dissipation in the injection region and the strength of vorticity, upstream
and downstream. The recourse is to determine these parameters by tting the
model to experimental data. Such an approach needs computational validation.
However, our results do compare favorably with some published computations.
A weakness of the modeling may the assumption of a second-order velocity pro-
le. A higher order prole might be necessary, though more unknowns would be
introduced as a result.
Despite the diculties in nding the unknown parameters, the framework for
using this model to describe the breadth of the operating window, developed in
Chapter 3, is shown. Not shown is the application of the modeling to the issue
of optimum nozzle shape. The arbitrary control volume boundaries in the model,
which represent the nozzle, can be varied to `engineer' a suitable pressure prole
within the puddle. Alteration of the pressure proles via nozzle red-design is briey
explored in Appendix D.
The analytical modeling presented here can be developed further, particularly
by (1) the exploration of higher order velocity proles, and (2) probing the stability
of the DSM via the coupling of the momentum equation to the Young-Laplace
equation (aspects of this work have been undertaken by the author, though not
documented here (Byrne & Steen, 2004)).
7.4 Cooling rates
Chapter 5 deals with the the science behind a new technology for manipulating
the cooling rates at a local (micron) scale in the melt-spun ribbon. Macroscopic
measurements of the puddle geometry and ribbon product indicate that cooling
rates are order 104 K/s.182
A pulsed laser is used to add energy to the system. Hitting low on the upstream
meniscus leaves a series of `dimples' on the ribbon. By examining the secondary
dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) in the dimple region, and comparing with SDAS in
the unmodied regions, cooling rates are found to be up to 6 times slower in the
dimple region.
This chapter has outlined some of the science behind this new technology. The
technology requires more control, should full, industrial scale application be sought.
The unsteady behavior of the puddle is one of the more signicant problems when
trying to accurately focus a laser on the meniscus. An interesting side eect is the
ability of the laser to deform the meniscus via a Marangoni eect.
7.5 Experiments
Chapter 6 provides a more detailed overview of the experimental apparatus and
procedures used in this work. It is important to provide a written record of modi-
cations made to the casting apparatus and procedure during this authors tenure
with the casting group. Without such a record valuable details may be lost, re-
quiring future researchers to redo the same work over again. While Chapter 6 only
provides the briefest of overviews, many more of the specics have been electron-
ically recorded e.g. spreadsheets with cast data, cast database, digital images of
the puddle.
An important section in Chapter 6 deals with the dierential pressure device.
Although rst described in Chapter 3, it is necessary to describe its method of use
and method of construction in detail. Given that this device is subject to a patent
application, ideas for future embodiments are also given.
Finally it is worth re-emphasizing the need for a metric of quality to be rmly183
established. Making the product `better' or `stronger' means starting from a base-
line, which at present does not exist. As mentioned in Chapter 6 dening the
metric of quality is not a simple task, but is necessary.Appendix A
Unsteady behavior of the downstream
meniscus
In Chapter 2 it was shown that the upstream meniscus (USM) and downstream
meniscus (DSM) are subject to natural (capillary) vibrations. Evidence of this
vibration of the USM was presented by taking a time series of its displacement
and analyzing this time series for frequency content. It was further shown that the
vibration frequency exactly corresponds to the frequency of the cross-wave defect
appearing on the ribbon product.
In this Appendix a short description of the motions on the DSM will be consid-
ered. Generally traveling waves are observed on the downstream meniscus, starting
from the nozzle-meniscus contact line and traveling down towards the liquid-ribbon
tri-junction. Such waves have been observed by others (Wilde & Matthys, 1992;
Ibaraki, 1996).
Motions of the DSM are captured using the backlighting technique and Kodak
Ekta-pro high speed imaging system, as explained in Chapter 2. A schematic of
the downstream meniscus and an actual still from a high-speed video are shown in
Fig. A.1.
Arrows on the schematic represent meniscus motions which will be measured.
A column of pixels (i.e. xed x-position) from the images will be monitored for an
video of the cast (1 second of data, recorded at 6000 frames/second). Motions
of the meniscus in that pixel column are measured using a standard threshold
crossing technique.
184185
Figure A.1: Schematic of the downstream meniscus and an actual still from
the high-speed video. Arrows on the schematic indicate the motions which are
recorded.186
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Figure A.2: Power spectra for two pixel columns on the DSM of cast TBSP03-15.
Note the broad peak centered at approximately 1300 Hz on both spectra.187
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Figure A.3: Power spectra for two pixel columns on the DSM of cast TBSU03-
16. Note the broad peak centered at approximately 800 Hz on the pixel column
50 spectrum. No such peak appears on the spectrum taken at pixel column 150,
which is closer to the liquid-ribbon tri-junction.
The power spectra from two pixel columns (50 and 150) are shown in Fig. A.2.
The primary forcing frequency due to the out of roundness of the wheel is not
clearly evident in these spectra, but a higher frequency, on the order of 1300
Hz is clearly visible. The amplitude of the higher frequency peak decays as we
move towards the liquid-ribbon tri-junction i.e., the vibration decays out. A clear
example of this occurs in cast TBSU03-16, from which two power spectra are shown
in Fig. A.3. A peak is clearly evident in the pixel column 50 spectrum at  800 Hz
(close to detachment point), but at a point further down the DSM, no such peak
is observable.188
The high frequency peaks in Fig. A.2 and A.3 appear to correspond to the
same capillary frequencies, reported for the USM in Chapter 2. The decay of the
higher frequency component of the DSM motion could be caused by several things.
One certain physical phenomena is the large degree of suction due to solidication
which is occurring at the solid-liquid interface in the melt. This solidication acts
to stabilize the ow, hence natural vibrations of the interface may be damped by
this suction eect. In Chapter 4, proles of the streamlines in the process were
shown. In that analysis a stagnation point may form on the downstream interface.
Whether such decay is coincident with the formation of a stagnation point could
be potentially be probed using numerical approaches to the coupled uid ow-heat
transfer problem.Appendix B
Heat Transfer Limits for the Operability
Window
An operability/stability window was described in Chapter 3. This window
is shown as a plot of Weber number We=lU2=(2=G), against pressure index
PI=Pover=(lU2). Predictions of the \pull-under" and \blow-out" boundaries were
given and overlaid on experimental data (see Fig. 3.3).
The uid-mechanical model does not capture all failures, but rather it suggests
the widest limits for stable operation. In particular, failures at We < 75 and
0:9  PI  2 fall within the predicted region of stable operation. At high We
> 190, there is also no boundary. It has been previously speculated that this
upper boundary is a heat transfer limit i.e. too-high a wheelspeed for complete
solidication to occur (Steen & Karcher, 1997). Near this failure region Steen
& Karcher, 1997 cited atomization of the liquid metal as being the predominant
failure mechanism. Such behavior has not been observed by this author. Instead
the failure is characterized by the appearance of many small pinholes in the thin
product. This is consistent with inadequate solidication i.e., not enough material
is being solidied to form a fully coherent ribbon. Hence, a uid-mechanical model
alone may not account for the upper boundary. A model of uid draw out in a
boundary layer of thickness , when T ! 0, is possible but would necessarily have
a dependence upon the viscosity . A heat transfer model is probably also required
to describe the physics at high wheelspeeds. A very simple model is presented here
to highlight the issues involved.
189190
The ux of heat from the ribbon to the wheel substrate can be given by,
Jr!s = HA
dT
dt
; (B.1)
where H is the latent heat per unit volume, A is the contact area, T is thickness
of ribbon and t is time.
Newton's law of cooling applied to the interface between the ribbon and sub-
strate gives,
Jr!s = hA; (B.2)
where  is the temperature dierence across the interface and h is the heat
transfer coecient.
Equating Eqns. B.1 and B.2 gives the solidication velocity,
dT
dt
= h

H
 V: (B.3)
Integrating from time t = 0 to t = , the thickness of the ribbon is given by,
T = h

H
: (B.4)
We will assume that  is the residence time (the ribbon is in contact with the
wheel while under the puddle) i.e.,  = res = L=U, where L is the puddle length
and U is the wheelspeed. Then,
T = h

L
U


H
: (B.5)
Eqn. B.5 can be arranged into an expression for We,191
We =

l
2
G

h
2

L
T
2 

H
2
: (B.6)
For Al-7% Si, H = 9:5  108 Jm 3,  = 500 K, h = 1:1  105 W/m2K and

l
2
G

= 1.38. Thus,
We = 4:63  10
 3

L
T
2
: (B.7)
This simple balance indicates We is not dependent upon PI, though it should
be remembered that T does depend on PI. Though perhaps too simple a model,
if we know (L=T) at the upper and lower failure limits, then Eqn. B.7 may allow
bounds to be put on the window. Taking typical values of T for a xed L = 20
mm: for low We, we might have T = 200m, while for high We we might have
T = 100m. This results in 46  We  186, a range that adequately bounds the
data as shown in Fig. B.1.
This may of course be fortuitous, since L undoubtedly varies with We. We do
know that U = LV=T, but how L, V and T partition themselves as U changes is not
yet known. The remaining challenge for Eqn. B.7 is to experimentally determine
T=L at the high and low We failures and see how sensitive this is to PI i.e., are
the upper and lower bounds in Fig. B.1 horizontal.
We can examine how T alone varies with We, by plotting T=G contours on our
We-PI space. An example of such is shown in Fig B.2. Exact repetitions of T=G is
dicult, so instead we have `binned' values i.e., what we see is T=G0:01. There
is a large scatter in this data and each T=G only has several points. Nevertheless,
there are denite trends: (1) for a xed PI, increasing We, increases T=G and (2)
along a single T=G contour, We / PI. The lower-most contour is T=G = 0.23,
while the uppermost contour here is T=G = 0.07. Failed and successful casts have192
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Figure B.1: We-PI window uid-mechanical and approximate heat bounds applied.
appeared in this plot.
At this point, measurements of T=L at xed PI, with varying We are needed.
Some such experiments have been carried out, but at the time of writing, mea-
surements of L are not available.
Fixed PI is necessary to isolate changes in T and L from the overpressure.
Even through a cast, such a condition is not easy to obtain because the delivery of
argon applied pressure to the crucible must be exactly matched with the decreasing
hydrostatic head.193
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Figure B.2: We-PI window with binned T=G contours.Appendix C
Through-Cast Pressure Behavior
A modied Bernoulli equation is most widely used to relate the scaled thickness
of the melt-spun ribbon T=G, to the scaled overpressure P=U2 (Huang, 1981).
P
U2 = K

T
G
2
(C.1)
where the constant of proportionality K is a positive number.
Most reported melt spinning data has been in the form of `cast-average' values,
i.e. one point per cast. Several validations of the macroscopic Eqn. C.1 have been
presented. Fielder et al., 1984 have provided an early validation using pressure
variations. Ibaraki, 1996 found that for a rectangular channel K  0:04   0:4,
while for a triangular channel K  0:3   0:83. Kahn, 2000 found K  0:73 for a
large range of data.
Non-Bernoulli behavior was identied by Carpenter & Steen, 1992. Praisner
et al., 1995 reported that thickness depended on pressure to the 1/3. Reed, 2001
presented a uid dynamical model from rst principles, which ultimately gives
P=U2 being linear in (T=G)2, with an eective constant of proportionality being
between 0.3 and 0.7.
All of these results rely on data points which on aggregate may have similar
thermal conditions. For most casts P and U do not vary to a great extent.
When one focuses on one particular cast however, it can be seen that G varies
with time due to the thermal expansion and out of roundness of the substrate.
Thermal expansion occurs because the wheel is not actively cooled. Coupled with
194195
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Figure C.1: Through-cast pressure against thickness. Note how a turning behavior
appears in many casts. Arrows on several sets of data indicate the progression of
time. Note that the B=G ratio is not xed for these casts.
the thermal expansion is an increase in the surface temperature of the wheel.
Reviewing the behavior of the uid dyanamical model under these non-isothermal
conditions is important.
As described in the Chapter 5, measurement of P, T, U and G is now pos-
sible throughout a cast. Several casts are plotted using this through-cast data in
Fig. C.1.
It should be clear from the data in Fig. C.1 that in many cases, P=U2 is
not proportional to (T=G)2 for an entire cast. Note for example the cast data on
the lower right side of Fig. C.1. The arrow indicates the direction of time. The
slope is initially positive, then becomes negative a short time into the cast, but196
can turn again towards a positive slope towards the end of the cast, primarily due
to a decrease in pressure. However, most casts in Fig. C.1 have predominantly
positive slope obtaining a negative slope only at the very terminus of the cast. At
low P=U2 values, some of this turning behavior is not obvious from Fig. C.1
due to the small range of P=U2 values.
This type of through cast behavior has not been documented in the literature
as far as we are aware. The turning behavior observed in many of the casts in
Fig. C.1 is in T=G. To explain this, lets again focus on the cast on the lower right
hand side of Fig. C.1 (this is an extreme case; cast TBSP06-20). At the start of
the cast G is decreasing due to thermal expansion of the substrate and hence T is
decreasing. These trends can be seen in Fig. C.2(a) and (b).
However, when we look at (T=G)2 in Fig. C.2(c), it is obvious that at the start
of the cast, the rate of decrease of T must balance or be slightly less than the
rate of decrease of G. This is because (T=G)2 appears to have a zero or slightly
positive slope. At about 3 seconds and beyond, (T=G)2 begins to decrease with
time. The periodicity due to the out-of-roundness of the substrate is still present,
oscillating the slope, but the average slope is negative. Given that T and G are still
decreasing, then T must be decreasing faster than G. This leads to the question,
why does T start to go out of balance with G? What other factor (if not P or
U) is increasing the rate of decrease of T?
One aspect of the process which is ignored is the actual increase in the surface
temperature of the wheel. While the heat up causes thermal expansion of the wheel
and thus forces the thickness to decrease, a coupled eect maybe the reduction in
the driving force for solidication when the surface temperature rises. In work
published by Lee & Hong, 1997, heating the wheel surface to 200oC results in a197
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rst 20 point (0.6 seconds) of data have been
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Figure C.3: Through-cast behavior for casts carried out under identical conditions,
except that the wheel was initially heated to  65 - 70oC in TBSU06-18.
decrease in the thickness of ribbon.
Shown in Fig. C.3 are two casts, carried out under almost identical conditions,
except that in cast TBSU06-18 the wheel was heated to 65-70oC before casting
was begun (temperature measured 2 mm below the surface of the wheel as shown
in Fig. C.4).
Note that Lee & Hong, 1997 also claim that the wetting behavior of their
Al-4wt%Cu alloy on the copper wheel improves, increasing the cooling rate. This
has also been proposed by Huang & Fiedler, 1981a, based on an observed increase
of the ribbon-substrate adhesion distance and the density of `air pockets' on the
ribbon surface. We do observe an improvement in surface quality when we heat our
wheel before casting. On the other hand, a polished surfaces should also provide
for better wetting, hence increased cooling rates (Heichal & Chandra, 2004). To
test this we have carried out experiments in our laboratory using a polished wheel
surface (1 m diamond polish). Each has produced very poor quality ribbon. Thus
our observations only partly agree with wetting results in the literature.199
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Figure C.4: Through-cast temperature evolution at a point 2 mm below the wheel
surface.
Note the turning behavior in both plots. For TBSP06-12 the turning behavior
is a slow positive slope-to-negative slope, transition, whereas in TBSU06-18 it is
a sharp positive-positive transition. In this case P=U2 must decrease slightly
towards the end of the cast, but it is the change in (T=G)2 which is most important.
It might be expected that if the thermal eect is responsible for the more rapid
decrease in T, then TBSU06-18 would turn before TBSP06-12. This is not the
case however. More experiments at signicantly higher wheel temperatures are
needed. As an aside, it was noted that TBSU06-18 has a better surface quality
than TBSP06-12.
What causes the turning behavior in thickness is not yet clear? Whatever the
cause, it is directly impacts our view of PFMS as governed by a Bernoulli type200
behavior throughout a cast. Negative K values, as dened here, are not physically
possible. Hence we must view this behavior as potentially being driven by factors
other than uid-dynamical eects. Evidence for a direct thermal eect, presented
herein, is not conclusive, though more work is necessary.Appendix D
Pressure prole alteration using nozzle
geometry
The upper boundaries on the ow domains, H(x) are treated as rigid boundaries
in Chapter 4. This is in fact a correct interpretation for both the upstream and
downstream nozzle lands. In Chapter 4 we chose these lands to be at horizontal
boundaries. This is not limiting. In this section we shall consider four simple
`nozzle geometries', shown in Figure D.1. Nozzles of type (a), (b) and (c) have
been used in the laboratory for several experiments.
Table D.1: Boundary equations and parameters
Figure ID HU HD nozzle HD meniscus d
(a) 1   0:5x 0:5 + 0:5x 0:75 + 0:5(T   0:75)(x   0:5) 0.5
(b) 0:5 + 0:5x 1   0:5x 0:75 + 0:5(T   0:75)(x   0:5) 0.5
(c) 1  
q
0:25   (x   0:5)
2 1  
q
0:25   (x   0:5)
2 0:5 + 0:5(T   0:5)(x   0:5) 0.5
(d) 0:5 +
q
0:25   (x   1)
2 0:5 +
p
0:25   x2 0:5 + 0:5(T   0:5)(x   0:5) 0.5
The nozzle shapes in Figure D.1(a) and (b) just involved at but sloped noz-
zle faces. These will simply impose a converging or diverging geometry on the
system, thus we could predict the eect a priori, for identical parameters to the
at-horizontal case. The curved notches shown in (c) and (d) are a more com-
plicated. For simplicity, we choose the shape of these notches such that when we
are viewing the boundary in the scaled x-y plane, they appear semi-circular. Of
course the scaling in y and x are dierent, such that in dimensional format these
curves will be stretched by a factor L=G and the upstream and downstream nozzle
201202
Figure D.1: Various nozzle designs which will be explored. Nozzles of type (a), (b)
and (c) have been used in the laboratory for several experiments.
lands are not necessarily mirrors of each other. In the dimensionless format,the
ow regions will still remain in the 0 < x00 < 1 and 0 < x0 < 1 ranges. Note
that detachments points have now been set to d=0.5, to simplify calculations and
provide demonstrative results. We use the parameters AU =  2:04 and AD = 0,
found in Chapter 4. An average capillary pressure of PU(0) = 0:024 will be used,
corresponding to the data in Table 4.2, while T = 0:25.
It is clear from Figure D.2 that the pressure drops associated with the upstream
region under the new nozzle shapes are, only in extreme cases, signicantly dier-
ent than the case of at-horizontal nozzles. The downstream proles show more
variation. In case-(a), for the upstream ow, the pressure drop underneath the
land is the same order of magnitude as that found in Figure D.2(1), over the range
of  values plotted. For  = 0:4 the pressure becomes negative at x00 = 1. On the
other hand, the pressure drop in the downstream region in case-(a)is an order of
magnitude higher than found for the at nozzle case.
Underneath the upstream land in case-(b), the  curves are closer, indicating203
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Figure D.2: Pressure proles for various nozzle designs indicated in Figure D.1 for
AU =  2:04. Figures (1) and (2) are plots for a horizontally at nozzle shape.204
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Figure D.2: Pressure proles for various nozzle designs indicated in Figure D.1 for
AU =  2:04.205
that the pressure prole is less sensitive to ow split, when under a converging
geometry. The downstream prole in this case is entirely negative, with some
more spread in the curves.
Case-(c) is interesting because the magnitude of the pressure drop in the up-
stream region is relatively insensitive to . In fact a cris-cross of the  = 0:4 and
 = 0:3 curves occurs at about x00 = 0:65. For x00 < 0:7 the pressure proles for
each  are essentially equivalent. All the downstream curves exhibit a minimum
in pressure, though the overall pressure drops are an order of magnitude smaller
than the at case.
Case-(d) indicates that the pressure prole in the upstream region is relatively
sensitive to ow split. For  = 0:3 and  = 0:4 negative pressures appear at
x00 = 1. The pressure drop in the downstream region has same order of magnitude
as the at case.
Caution must be exercised when viewing the above plots because all other
parameters have remained xed and the degree of parameter interdependence is
unknown. The implications for delivering uniform pressure distributions regardless
of the ow split, via careful nozzle design are nevertheless encouraging. The above
information may also serve as a basis for rational nozzle design. For example,
to avoid large negative pressures in the upstream region, a at nozzle would be
appropriate. Case-(c) would minimize the negative pressures in the downstream
region. Clever choice of nozzle design may also aect ow pattern.
As a footnote, plots of the pressure proles for the ve same nozzle shapes are
shown in Fig. D.3 where AU =  5:4. The downstream proles are the same as
those in Fig. D.2.
In summary, the above nozzle designs, although simple, do show that the pres-206
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Figure D.3: Pressure proles for various nozzle designs indicated in Figure D.1 for
AU =  5:4. Figures (1) and (2) are plots for a horizontally at nozzle shape.207
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Figure D.3: Pressure proles for various nozzle designs indicated in Figure D.1 for
AU =  5:4.208
sure proles in PFMS can be manipulated. A brief overview of the nature and
degree of these manipulations has been presented. One could readily look at the
streamlines, lift forces and tilting moments associated with these designs, but for
brevity they will not be presented here.Appendix E
Experimental Data
This appendix is a summary of data from experiments carried out from Spring
2002 until Summer 2006. A more complete record of these casts is available elec-
tronically.
Each cast is identied by a unique label, indicating primary operators, season,
year and cast number. In Summer 2005, casts are labeled as TB, though were
predominantly OD casts. An indicator is used beside the cast ID when the gap
distance or puddle length have been sought through that cast. Many high-speed
videos are available from which further puddle length data could be extracted.
Also indicated is when the nozzle has been modied or the wheel heated. Nozzle
modication refers to shaping of the nozzle, increasing the breadth of the nozzle
slot, or changes in the slot width.
Average values of thickness, wheelspeed and pressure are reported. The initial
mass and initial (or `hot') gap distance are shown. In cases where no thickness
data is present, no pressure measurement is available because the hydrostatic head
could not be calculated.
Table E.1: Operating conditions and measured ribbon thickness from casting experi-
ments Summer 2006 - Spring 2002.
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
ODSU06-01 yz - 0.914 9.4 - 451 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-02 yz 0.163 0.787 6.3 3992 565 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-03 yz 0.139 0.787 8.9 3696 471 7% Si Small CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel
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Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
ODSU06-04 yz 0.105 1.041 9.5 2869 441 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-05 ? - 1.041 9.5 - 518 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-06 yz 0.252 0.787 6.4 5820 400 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-07 y? - 0.787 4.8 - 577 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-08 y? - 0.787 4.8 - 527 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-09 y 0.119 0.508 7.6 7347 1020 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-10 y 0.134 0.508 9.5 6765 914 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-11 y 0.250 0.787 6.4 4963 676 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-12 y 0.157 0.787 6.4 3357 618 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-13 yz - 0.787 9.5 - 632 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-14 yz 0.090 0.787 9.5 3102 627 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-15 y} - 0.610 5.8 - 872 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-16 yz 0.084 0.787 11.2 3325 646 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-17 yz 0.071 0.787 12.8 3170 637 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-18 y} 0.176 0.610 5.7 4979 683 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-19 y 0.068 0.508 9.1 3031 946 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-20 y 0.061 0.508 9.1 5019 973 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-21 y 0.119 0.610 9.5 6015 835 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-22 y 0.107 0.610 9.5 5142 1319 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-23 y 0.117 0.711 9.5 5489 1413 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-24 y 0.147 1.016 9.5 4593 1460 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-25 y 0.149 0.610 6.0 5427 1456 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-26 y 0.120 0.610 9.5 5624 1319 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-27 y 0.208 0.610 6.4 6002 593 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-28 y - 0.610 6.4 - 820 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-29 y - 0.787 6.21 - 571 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-30 y 0.162 0.787 6.4 3703 582 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-31 y 0.164 0.787 6.4 3597 569 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-32 y 0.095 0.610 9.4 5685 1323 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-33 y 0.135 0.610 9.6 5232 1329 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-34 y - 0.787 - - 563 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-35 y - 0.787 - - 532 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-36 y 0.115 0.381 5.2 6661 603 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-37 y 0.197 0.508 5.1 7207 861 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-38 y - 0.762 - - 556 7% Si Small CuBe
ODSU06-39 y 0.136 0.559 7.95 5963 586 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-01 - 0.635 12.3 - 300 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-02 - 0.635 8.2 - 300 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-03 0.072 0.787 8.9 - 798 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-04 0.239 1.092 8.6 3958 505 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-05 0.106 1.092 8.6 1528 277 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel211
Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSP06-06 0.091 1.092 8.6 1711 265 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-07 0.063 0.787 9.6 1657 - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-08 0.087 0.787 8.9 1803 522 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-09 - 0.787 8.4 - 502 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-10 - 1.092 7.8 - 504 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-11 - 0.787 5.7 - 741 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP06-12 y 0.175 0.610 5.7 4849 880 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-13 y 0.121 0.610 9.9 4818 887 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-14 y 0.225 0.508 5.7 8362 744 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-15 y 0.164 0.508 7.6 8898 980 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-16 y 0.165 0.508 5.8 6774 865 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-17 y 0.176 1.016 7.6 3307 860 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-18y 0.175 1.016 5.8 2670 888 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-19 y 0.109 0.508 9.5 6432 868 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-20 y 0.155 0.508 4.4 7385 950 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-21 y - 1.067 7.8 - 333 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-22 - 0.914 9.4 - 430 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-23 - 0.914 9.4 - 470 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP06-24 ? - 0.914 9.4 - 536 7% Si Small CuBe
TBFA05-01 0.121 1.041 9.6 4032 979 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-02 0.159 1.041 7.8 4753 987 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-03 0.147 1.041 8.9 3643 993 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-04 0.180 1.041 8.8 4515 995 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-05 0.145 1.041 9.0 3886 551 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-06 0.128 1.041 8.8 4143 556 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-07 0.110 1.041 8.7 3148 551 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-08 0.151 1.041 8.4 3004 544 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-09 0.123 1.041 8.8 3146 562 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA05-10 y - 0.610 4.7 - 887 7% Si Small CuBe
TBFA05-11 y 0.221 0.610 5.4 4947 915 7% Si Small CuBe
TBFA05-12 y 0.163 0.610 6.7 4951 885 7% Si Small CuBe
TBFA05-13 - 0.787 - - 408 7% Si Small CuBe
TBFA05-14 y 0.184 0.787 7.6 4840 894 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-01 0.207 0.787 7.1 3983 769 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-02 0.128 1.346 12 2128 - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-03 0.089 0.787 8.8 3044 552 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-04 0.112 1.092 8.8 1737 475 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-05 0.096 1.092 8.9 1769 473 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-06 0.149 0.787 8.8 4097 485 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-07 - 0.787 - - 516 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-08 0.161 0.787 8.8 4125 428 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel212
Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSU05-09 0.149 0.787 8.8 4020 480 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-10 0.181 1.092 8.9 4134 479 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-11 0.191 1.041 8.8 4000 483 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-12 0.230 1.092 8.8 4958 468 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-13 0.285 0.787 5.7 3901 400 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-14 0.252 0.787 5.7 4053 488 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-15 - 0.787 5.7 - 340 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-16 - 0.787 5.7 - 457 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-17 - 0.787 5.7 - 398 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-18 0.122 0.787 7.2 2664 424 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-19 0.216 1.092 8.8 5421 434 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-20 0.195 1.092 8.8 5021 462 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-21 0.197 1.092 8.9 5177 350 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-22 0.144 0.787 7.1 3359 566 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-23 0.073 0.533 9.5 2797 372 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-24 - 0.533 7.1 - 334 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-25 0.078 0.406 9.6 3543 476 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-26 - 0.787 7.9 - 468 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSU05-27 - 0.787 7.9 - 585 1100 Large CuBe
TBSU05-28 - 0.787 7.9 - 750 1100 Large CuBe
TBSU05-29 0.124 0.787 7.8 2933 601 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-30 0.131 0.787 7.9 2889 751 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-31 0.092 0.787 9.5 2138 421 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-32 - 1.092 8.9 - 460 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-33 0.093 1.092 9.6 1783 459 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-34 - 1.092 8.8 - 468 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-35 0.107 0.787 7.8 3060 761 1100 Large CuBe
TBSU05-36 - 1.092 8.8 - 713 1100 Large CuBe
TBSU05-37 0.122 1.092 7.9 2214 620 1100 Large CuBe
TBSU05-38 0.162 1.092 8.9 3705 558 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-39 0.091 1.092 8.8 1893 567 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU05-40 0.130 0.787 12 4249 709 1100 Large CuBe
TBSU05-41 0.122 0.787 12 4247 707 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSU05-42 0.106 0.787 11.9 4044 708 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSU05-43 0.135 0.787 9.5 3958 707 1100 Large CuBe
TBSU05-44 0.097 0.787 8.8 3436 622 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-45 0.165 0.787 8.8 5063 711 1100 Small CuBe
TBSU05-46 0.098 0.787 11.9 2880 753 1100 Small CuBe
TBSU05-47 0.154 1.092 7.9 3982 750 1100 Small CuBe
TBSU05-48 - 1.092 5.6 - 712 1100 Small CuBe
TBSU05-49 0.109 0.787 7.2 3439 702 1100 Small CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel213
Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSU05-50 - 0.787 6.4 - 707 1100 Small CuBe
TBSU05-51 - 0.787 9.5 - 713 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-52 y 0.094 0.787 9.6 3941 696 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-54 y 0.193 0.787 6.4 4113 689 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-55 y 0.148 0.787 8.0 4323 714 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-56 y 0.058 0.406 9.6 3877 551 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-57 y - 0.406 9.6 - 563 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-58 y 0.082 0.406 9.6 5303 553 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-59 y 0.072 0.406 9.6 4304 541 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-60 y 0.141 1.118 8 3764 735 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-61 y 0.183 1.118 7.2 3789 719 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-62 y 0.206 1.321 7.2 2991 628 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-63 y 0.079 0.533 88 4700 543 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-64 y 0.121 0.406 9.5 7635 580 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSU05-65 y 0.153 0.610 9.6 6132 552 7% Si Small CuBe
TBSP05-01 - 1.041 - - 411 7% Si Large CuBe
4.7%Mg
TBSP05-02 0.180 1.041 7.2 3035 412 7% Si Large CuBe
4.7%Mg
TBSP05-03 - 1.016 7.2 - 509 7% Si Large CuBe
4.7%Mg
TBSP05-04 0.174 1.041 7.1 2989 473 7% Si Large CuBe
4.7%Mg
TBSP05-05 0.122 1.321 11.9 3108 607 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-06 ? - - - - 389 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-07 ? - - - - 353 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-08 ? - - - - 439 7% Si Large CuBe
7% Bi
TBSP05-09 - - - - - 7% Si Large CuBe
7% Bi
TBSP05-10 0.126 0.787 8.7 1759 560 7% Si Large CuBe
4% Bi
TBSP05-11 0.113 1.092 8.4 1789 580 7% Si Large CuBe
4% Bi
TBSP05-12 0.097 1.346 11.7 2807 562 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-13 0.161 0.787 8.6 3561 690 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-14 - 1.041 - - 483 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-15 0.213 1.041 6.1 2978 467 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-16 0.111 0.787 6.9 3581 518 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-17 0.099 0.787 8.7 1718 493 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-18 0.070 0.787 - - 520 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel214
Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSP05-19 0.078 0.787 8.6 1997 528 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-20 ? - 1.346 11.8 - 488 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-21 ? - 1.346 12.0 - - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-22 ? - 1.346 11.9 - 601 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-23 ? 0.117 1.346 12 2300 - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP05-24 0.070 0.787 8.6 1829 533 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-01 0.254 0.787 4.5 4456 462 12.5%Si Large CuBe
3% Mg
TBFA04-02 0.312 0.787 3.6 4403 527 12.5%Si Large CuBe
3% Mg
TBFA04-03 0.353 0.787 3.4 1998 598 12.5%Si Large CuBe
3% Mg
TBFA04-04 0.199 0.787 3.5 2395 12.5%Si Large CuBe
3% Mg
TBFA04-05 - 1.041 3.4 - 532 12.5% Si Large CuBe
3% Mg
TBFA04-06 - 1.041 9.5 - - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-07 - 0.787 8.8 - 653 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-08 - - 8.9 - - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-09 - 0.787 8.8 - 473 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-10 - 0.787 8.8 - 533 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-11 - 1.321 7.1 - 481 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-12 - 1.321 6.9 - 571 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-13 0.179 1.321 7.1 2858 508 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-14 0.170 1.321 7 2712 474 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-15 0.174 1.321 7.2 2973 516 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-16 - 1.321 3.8 - 500 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-17 - 1.321 4.7 - 500 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA04-18 ? - 10.160 2.2 - 550 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA04-19 ? - 10.160 7.1 - 550 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA04-20 ? - 10.160 9.7 - 525 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA04-21 ? - 1.346 7.1 - 500 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-02 ? - 1.041 9.5 - 511 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-03 ? - 0.787 9.6 - 300 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-04 ? 0.135 0.660 8.8 2907 400 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-05 ? - 0.660 8.8 - 400 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-06 ? - 0.660 6.9 - 400 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-07 ? - 0.787 7 - 351 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-08 ? - 0.660 8.8 - 400 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-09 ? - 0.660 8.8 - 400 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-10 ? - 0.660 8.8 - 400 77% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel215
Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSU04-11 0.112 0.787 11.9 4068 516 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-13 0.235 0.787 6.0 4348 518 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-14 0.235 0.787 6.0 4483 519 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-15 0.196 0.787 6.0 4579 518 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-16 0.092 0.787 14 4758 518 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-17 ? - 0.787 8.8 - 524 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-18 ? - 0.787 8.8 - 512 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-19 - 0.787 8.8 - 343 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSU04-20 ? - 0.787 - 458 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-21 0.157 1.041 8.8 4039 304 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSU04-22 ? - 0.787 8.7 - 722 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-23 ? - 0.787 - 766 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-24 0.131 0.787 11.9 4864 1004 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-25 0.157 0.787 8.8 4436 599 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-26 0.208 0.787 7.1 3941 510 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-27 ? - 0.787 8.7 - 435 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-28 0.067 1.016 11.9 2139 735 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-29 0.152 0.787 8.8 4359 516 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-30 y 0.222 0.787 5.7 4410 547 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU04-31 y 0.126 0.787 11.9 4311 581 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-01 ? 0.126 1.016 8.8 2720 997 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-02 ? - 1.016 - - 1025 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-03 ? 0.135 1.016 8.8 3156 600 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-04 0.128 1.016 8.8 3120 732 7%Si Large CuBe
+WC
TBSP04-05 ? - 1.016 8.9 - 606 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-06 ? 0.159 1.016 8.9 3168 537 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-07 ? - 1.016 8.8 - 534 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-08 ? 0.129 1.016 8.8 - - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-09 0.095 0.787 8.9 3340 1262 7%Si Large CuBe
+WC
TBSP04-10 ? 0.161 1.016 8.8 3602 566 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-11 ? 0.130 0.787 8.7 4388 512 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-12 ? 0.160 0.787 8.7 - - 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-13 0.108 0.787 8.8 4647 423 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-14 ? 0.107 0.787 8.8 4923 528 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-15 ? 0.143 0.787 8.8 4074 478 7%Si Large CuBe
TBSP04-16 - 0.787 8.9 - 656 7%Si Large CuBe
+ SiC
TBSP04-17 - 1.016 - - - Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSP04-18 ? 0.154 0.787 8.8 3103 538 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel216
Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSP04-19 ? 0.166 0.787 8.7 3519 445 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-01 0.140 1.321 8.8 2497 966 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-02 0.150 1.321 8.8 2791 994 7%Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-03 - 1.321 8.8 2- 943 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-04 0.134 1.321 8.9 2615 978 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-05 0.148 1.321 - - 958 7%Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-06 - 1.321 8.8 - 1008 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-07 0.146 1.321 8.9 2543 1000 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-08 ? 0.172 - 8.9 2998 992 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-09 ? 0.155 1.041 8.8 3092 1008 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-10 0.156 0.787 8.9 4165 1029 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-11 0.254 1.041 5.7 3263 982 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-12 0.223 1.041 5.5 2986 1010 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-13 - 1.041 - - 1043 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-14 - 1.041 5.6 - 1065 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-15 - 1.041 5.5 - - Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-16 0.211 1.041 4.3 2091 527 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-17 - 1.041 4.2 - 491 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-18 - 1.346 3.8 - 510 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-19 - 1.041 - - 523 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-20 - 1.041 3.9 - 630 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-21 - 1.041 3.8 - 624 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-22 - 1.041 2.9 - 634 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-23 - 1.041 2.6 - 534 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-24 - 1.041 2.7 - 570 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-25 - 1.041 2.6 - 586 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-26 0.185 1.041 8.6 4071 586 Pure Al Steel
TBFA03-27 - 1.041 1.5 - 611 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-28 - 1.041 2.5 - 609 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-29 - 1.041 - - 564 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBFA03-30 0.186 1.041 8.8 4344 636 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA03-31 - 1.041 8.8 - 641 B356 Large CuBe
TBFA03-32 ? - 1.016 - - 945 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-01 0.174 1.092 8.8 3642 1009 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-02 0.160 1.092 8.8 3755 1016 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-03 0.088 0.787 9.8 3418 1035 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-04 0.129 0.787 9.8 4400 1001 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-05 - 0.787 9.5 - 984 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-06 0.190 0.787 9.5 553 1022 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-07 0.142 0.787 9.5 4184 1009 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-08 0.128 0.787 8.7 4264 1042 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel217
Table E.1: (Continued)
T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSU03-09 0.134 0.787 8.8 4136 992 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-10 0.129 0.787 8.8 4309 964 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-11 0.149 0.787 8.8 4398 977 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-12 0.145 0.787 8.8 3959 987 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-13 0.165 0.787 8.8 4600 996 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-14 0.178 1.092 8.8 3611 1010 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-15 - 1.092 8.8 - 993 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-16 0.158 1.092 8.8 3547 988 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-17 0.163 1.092 8.8 3457 988 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-18 0.156 1.092 8.8 3260 997 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-19 0.157 1.092 8.8 3206 971 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-20 - 0.787 8.7 - 984 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-21 0.128 1.092 8.8 3231 1002 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-22 - 1.092 8.8 - 1040 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-23 0.194 1.092 8.8 3543 989 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-24 - 0.787 8.7 - 993 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-25 y 0.158 1.092 8.7 3283 1015 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-26 - 0.787 8.8 - 997 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-27 - 0.000 8.8 - 980 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-28 y 0.179 1.092 8.8 3742 993 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-29 0.179 0.787 8.8 4204 993 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-30 0.130 0.787 8.7 3696 960 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-31 - 1.092 8.8 - 972 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-32 - 0.787 8.7 - 982 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-33 0.111 0.533 8.8 3969 964 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-34 0.097 0.533 8.8 4897 993 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-35 0.103 0.533 8.8 5597 977 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-36 0.104 0.533 8.8 4995 986 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-37 0.124 0.533 8.9 5423 962 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-38 0.104 0.533 8.8 5817 979 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-39 0.110 0.533 8.9 5474 972 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-40 0.129 1.092 9.1 3283 965 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU03-41 - 1.092 8.8 - 988 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-01 ? 0.112 0.787 9.6 3640 1000 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-02 0.100 1.016 8.7 3985 1013 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-03 0.092 0.787 8.7 3892 1036 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-04 0.111 1.016 8.9 3908 1002 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-05 0.122 0.787 8.9 4108 984 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-06 0.109 0.787 8.9 4083 1011 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-07 0.121 0.787 8.8 3995 1017 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-08 0.121 0.787 8.9 4184 1001 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel218
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T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSP03-09 ? 0.124 0.787 8.9 2915 1016 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-10 ? 0.157 0.787 8.6 3570 1030 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-11 0.134 0.787 8.7 3718 988 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-12 0.156 0.787 8.8 4441 - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-13 - 0.787 8.9 - 1000 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-14 0.156 0.787 8.7 3492 1014 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-15 0.160 0.787 8.7 3501 1014 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-16 - 0.787 8.7 - 1004 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-17 - 0.787 - 984 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-18 - 1.092 8.7 - 1008 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-19 - 1.092 - - 1003 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-20 - 0.787 9.5 - 1000 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSP03-21 - 0.787 8.8 - 1000 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-22 - 0.787 8.8 - 1022 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-23 - 0.787 8.6 - 1048 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-24 - 0.787 8.8 - 963 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSP03-25 - 0.787 8.8 - 1040 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSP03-26 0.176 1.092 8.8 3804 1005 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSP03-27 0.155 1.092 8.7 3637 1003 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-01 - 1.016 - - 1022 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-02 - 0.787 1.7 - 1134 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-03 0.128 0.787 9.5 4276 1154 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-04 - 0.787 - - 1010 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-05 ? - 0.787 9.4 - 1010 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-06 0.154 0.787 9.5 4044 956 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-07 0.119 0.787 9.5 4370 1150 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-08 - 0.787 9.6 - 1003 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-09 ? 0.139 0.787 9.5 - 996 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-10 ? 0.109 0.787 9.7 3314 1001 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-11 ? 0.110 0.787 9.3 3505 1019 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-12 - 0.787 9.6 - 992 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-13 ? - 0.787 9.6 - 984 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-14 ? 0.098 0.787 9.5 3654 1015 7% Si Large CuBe
TBFA02-15 ? 0.113 0.787 9.5 3657 1009 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-01 0.087 0.787 - - 1044 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-02 0.200 0.787 8.9 4387 1008 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-03 0.163 0.787 8.8 4383 1008 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-04 0.084 0.787 8.9 5500 1008 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-05 0.149 0.787 9.1 4823 1024 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-06 - 0.787 8.8 - 1020 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-07 0.168 0.787 9.0 4759 1015 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheel219
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T G U P Mass
Cast ID (mm) (mm) (m/s) (Pa) (g) Alloy Substrate
TBSU02-08 0.149 0.787 9.0 44407 1026 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-09 - 0.787 9.0 - - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-10 0.138 1.016 10.7 4362 1021 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-11 - 1.016 10.5 - - 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-12 0.137 1.016 10.2 4532 1026 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-13 0.153 1.016 10.2 4400 1012 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-14 0.121 1.016 10.3 4394 1015 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-15 - 1.016 10.3 - 1025 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-16 0.202 1.016 7.9 4809 1020 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-17 - 0.787 - - 1042 Pure Al Large CuBe
TBSU02-18 0.107 0.686 9.5 4819 1021 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-19 0.172 1.016 10.6 3755 1015 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-20 0.129 1.041 10.5 2970 1024 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-21 - 1.016 10.4 - 1015 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-22 0.180 1.016 9.6 3826 1015 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-23 - 1.016 9.5 - 1026 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-24 ? 0.102 1.016 9.5 2815 1022 7% Si Large CuBe
TBSU02-25 ? 0.152 1.016 8.9 3352 1023 7% Si Large CuBe
ETSP02-01 ? 0.175 0.787 8.9 4362 1044 7% Si Large CuBe
ETSP02-02 ? - 0.787 8.9 - 969 7% Si Large CuBe
ETSP02-03 ? - 0.787 8.9 - 1009 7% Si Large CuBe
ETSP02-04 - 0.787 8.9 - 1008 7% Si Large CuBe
ETSP02-05 - 0.787 8.8 - 1016 7% Si Large CuBe
y = Gap measure, z = Puddle length, ? = modied nozzle, } = heated wheelBIBLIOGRAPHY
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